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Abstract
The current thesis describes the system of address terms in Najdi dialect through the
results of a survey and interviews with native speakers of the dialect. The main argument in
this thesis departs from Watts‘ (2005) argument that address term might not express
politeness. I argue in this thesis that functions of address terms are varied and they can
produce textual effects (situational role designation, reference maintenance, manipulation of
voicing) or affective effects (endearment, aggression) in addition to the default social
function i.e., (im)politeness which is taken in this thesis to be simply a particular
stereotypical effect.
This thesis attempts to explore how the indexicality approach suggested by Agha
(2007) to the address terms enables researchers to account for infinite society-internal
variability and heterogeneity in the address behaviours among the same group of users. Based
on this approach, address terms are not seen to possess any inherent semantic characteristic or
pragmatic value pertaining to politeness that can be implemented in interaction. Instead the
address term usage can stereotypically index different meanings of politeness
(deference/intimacy) through reflexive models of interaction that indexically shape
stereotypes of the language users‘ identity and their ideologies regarding their usage of the
address term. Additionally, the results of the user survey and interviews show intragroup
variation that indicates social struggles over the norms of address term usage and possibly
normative uncertainty.
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Transliteration Symbols
Arabic letter

Symbol

ة
د
ث
ج
ح
خ
د
ذ
ر
ز
س
ش

b
t
θ
j
ḥ
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ð
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m
n
h
w
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ʔ
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ī
ō
ū

ص
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ع
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ف
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ً
ن
ي
َ
ي
ء

Description
Voiced bilabial stop
Voiceless alveolar stop
Voiceless interdental fricative
Voiced palatal affricate
Voiceless pharyngeal fricative
Voiceless velar fricative
Voiced alveolar stop
Voiced interdental fricative
Alveolar flap
Voiced alveolar fricative
Voiceless alveolar fricative
Voiceless palato-alveolar fricative
Voiceless palato-alveolar affricate
Voiceless emphatic alveolar fricative
Voiced emphatic alveolar stop
Voiceless emphatic alveolar stop
Voiced emphatic interdental fricative
Voiced pharyngeal fricative
Voiced velar fricative
Voiceless labiodental fricative
Voiceless uvular stop
Voiceless velar stop
Alveolar lateral approximant
Bilabial nasal
Alveolar nasal
Voiceless glottal fricative
Labio-velar approximant
Palatal approximant
Voiceless glottal stop
Open slightly advanced and centralized back vowel
Close front unrounded vowel
Close mid back rounded vowel
Close back rounded vowel
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List of Abbreviations
Ed

Endearment

FN

First name

HF

Honorific

KT

Kin term

n/a

Not applicable

P.M

Politeness marker

Tek

Teknonym
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Chapter 1
1.1

Introduction and rationale for the study

Introduction

In the postmodern or discursive theoretical approach initiated by Eelen (2001), Mills
(2003) and Watts (2003) the aim is no longer a scientific conceptualization of politeness
(second-order politeness) or formulation of a universal theory. Theorists in this approach
recognize that there is dispute over the evaluation of what is polite and so typically focus on
the participants‘ own evaluations of politeness (first-order politeness). Much of the
discursive work regarding (im)politeness focuses on judgements about (im)politeness,
particularly on the discursive struggles between the interlocutors. Locher and Watts (2005)
introduced their notion of relational work which argues that politeness is a discursive
concept arising from the perceptions and judgements that interactants make regarding their
own and others‘ verbal behaviour (Locher & Watts 2005: 10). They claimed that
(im)politeness is an aspect of relational work, which is the work that individuals invest in
negotiating relationships with others and it includes (im)polite and appropriate behaviours.
This notion confirms the distinction drawn by Watts (1989; 1992) between politic behaviour
and polite behaviour. Accordingly, Watts (2005) argued that terms of address can be
realisations of politic behaviour rather than polite behaviour, with the understanding that
―
politic behaviour, which is culturally determined and is generated from underlying
universal principles, is transformed into polite behaviour under certain marked social
conditions‖ hence, ―
it is an empirical question whether and/or where the one becomes the
other in the speech community under investigation‖ (1992: 58).
The current thesis supports the argument made by Watts (2005) that terms of address
might not express politeness and therefore adopts the position that the functions of address
terms are varied. These functions vary from textual effects (situational role designation,
reference maintenance, manipulation of voicing) to affective effects (endearment,
aggression). These functions exist in addition to the default social function, i.e.,
(im)politeness, which this study aims to demonstrate is simply a particular stereotypical
effect. This thesis explores how the indexicality approach to address terms suggested by
Agha (2007: 24) enables us to account for the infinite society-internal variability and
heterogeneity in address behaviours that occur among the same group of users. In this thesis,
the argument is exemplified through a focus on Najdi address terms. In view of the
indexicality approach, this study claims that address terms do not possess any inherent
13

semantic characteristic or pragmatic value pertaining to politeness that can be implemented
in any interaction. Instead, address term usage can stereotypically index different meanings
of politeness (deference/intimacy) through reflexive models of interaction that indexically
shape stereotypes of the identity and ideologies of language users regarding their usage of
the address terms. According to Locher (2006: 264), in view of discursive approach,
politeness is norm-oriented: ―
it lies in the nature of politeness to be an elusive concept since
it is inherently linked to judgements on norms and those are constantly negotiated, are
renegotiated and ultimately change over time in every type of social interaction‖. On this
basis, this thesis aims to demonstrate that there is intragroup variation that indicates social
struggles over the norms of address term usage, and possibly indicates normative
uncertainty.
1.2

Rationale for this study

Saudi Arabic has dialects that broadly correspond to its geographic regions: the
Najdi dialect (spoken in the central province ‗Najd‘), Hijazi dialect (spoken in the western
province ‗al-Hijaz‘), Southern dialect ‗Janubi‘ (spoken in Asir province in the south), and
Eastern dialect or ‗Gulf‘ (spoken in the eastern province ‗al-Hasa‘ next to the Arabian Gulf)
(Zuhur 2011: 246). My own literature review on the topic of (im)politeness in the context of
Saudi Arabic has revealed an absence of research explicitly dealing with this linguistic area
in Saudi Arabic dialects from the discursive approach perspective or even from the
indexicality approach perspective. It was noted that previous research about (im)politeness
in Saudi Arabic has been primarily influenced by Speech Act Theory and various pragmatic
approaches, and that the main theme of a large proportion of these studies was a comparison
between Saudi Arabic and English (cf. Al-Shalawi 1997; Al-Ammar 2000; Al-Qahtani 2009;
Rabab‘ah and Al-Qarni 2012). With specific reference to research on address terms, to my
knowledge the study by Safi and Baeshen (1996) was the only study that investigated Hijazi
dialectal address term. Their research employed a sociolinguistic approach to investigate the
sociolinguistic rules governing the use of lexicalized kinship distinctions in address and
reference to kin by members of nine extended Hijazi families from the city of Jeddah in
Saudi Arabia. The study found that the formal linguistic system used by these families is
sensitive to a number of social factors, including age, gender, proximity of habitat (+/shared household), differential status, respect and the role of participants in any linguistic
interaction. It was also found that variation in the formal linguistic items observed in the
14

data was a function of the context and the aim of the participants in a given interaction. Safi
and Baeshen (1996) assert that the choice between one variant of the kin terms over another
was controlled by the physical environment (proximity of habitat) and the relationship
between the interlocutors, measured in terms of solidarity/ intimacy and power/ respect. To
the best of my knowledge, no study has touched upon address terms in the Najdi dialect or
any of the other dialects of Saudi Arabic other than the Hijazi dialect.
The Najdi dialect was deliberately chosen as the focus of this study due to the fact
that this is the native dialect of the researcher. A large body of extant literature has
investigated the diversity of the phonological and morphological aspects of the dialect, for
example Abboud (1964), Al-Sweel (1981), Ingham (1994), Aldwayan (2008) and Lewis
(2013). However, there is a noticeable absence of address term research in the literature of
the Najdi dialect, which this study therefore aims to address.
This study also seeks to contribute to the discursive approach to (im)politeness
through the consideration of new empirical data on terms of address from Arabic language
through comprehensive investigation of the social factors that determine the appropriateness
of Najdi address terms in given social settings. Najdi address terms usage will be shown to
be a politic behaviour that stereotypically indexes different social relations between Najdi
speakers in relation to certain social contexts. An attempt will also be made to demonstrate
how the Najdi address system varies distinctively society-internally, according to certain
personal characteristics of the speaker or the addressee, which will be determined and
examined in multiple socio-cultural settings. In addition, Najdi address terms will be
examined in the context of socio-cultural factors that can formulate different social
meanings, including politeness, if they are used in a specific social scenario of usage.
Finally, while this thesis directly focuses on Najdi address terms usage, it also
contributes to the understanding of the social and cultural structure of Najdi community.
1.3

Thesis organisation

Chapter 2 presents a review of the literature pertaining to this research, in terms of
the various approaches to the study of address terms and the broader study of politeness in
general, which informs and influences this investigation. Chapter 3 provides an introduction
to Saudi Arabic and Najdi dialect, in terms of terms of culture and society. An overview of
the address terms system in Saudi Arabic is also included in this chapter. The specific
15

research objectives and questions of this study are found in Chapter 4. Details of the data
and data analysis are in Chapters 5 and 6. Chapter 5 reports the first data collection method
and presents the participants. It also presents a detailed analysis of the quantitative data and
outlines the observed statistical norms regarding the address behaviour identified among
Najdi speakers. Chapter 6 presents the second data collection method and the participants in
the follow-up interviews, followed by the analysis of these interviews and the salient
judgements made by the participants about their address behaviour. The final chapter,
Chapter 7, contains a summary of findings, points to how this research contributes to
knowledge within the field, and offers final reflections.
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Chapter 2

Existing literature: Overview of terms of address and

concept of (im)politeness
2.1

Introduction

This chapter begins with a definition of terms of address and its relation to the notion
of (im)politeness (2.2) followed by an overview of the theoretical framework of terms of
address as deixis (2.3). The literature on key concepts, theorizing and research findings
central to the study are then presented. First, the previous research on terms of address and
problems related to their conceptualisation are reviewed (2.4), after which a critical review
is offered into the main approaches to (im)politeness (2.5), with an emphasis on the more
recent ‗post-modern/discursive‘ approach. Lastly, in (2.6) I discuss how an ‗indexical‘
approach and ‗discursive‘ theories can be applied to research on address terms to account
for their variability.
2.2

Terms of address and (im)politeness

Terms of address are words used in an utterance that refer to the addressee of that
utterance. In many cases, they serve as extremely important conveyors of social information
(Parkinson 1985: 1). Terms of address typically open communicative acts, set the tone for
the interchanges that follow, and establish the relative power and distance of speaker and
hearer (Wood & Kroger 1991: 145). Therefore, the study of address terms as a linguistic
realisation of (im)politeness has been a popular topic within sociolinguistics for many years.
Braun (1988: 7) explains that terms of address usually designate the collocutor; for
this reason, they contain a strong element of social deixis. In other words, terms of address
can function as deictic elements. Agha (2007: 278) argues that address terms encompass two
indexical layers: participant deixis (usages that indexically denote the speaker or the
addressee) and stereotypic social indexicals (indexicals of the speaker‘s attributes and the
relationship between the interlocutors). He claims that participant deixis and the stereotypic
social indexicals combine to construct the ‗registers of person deixis‘. Therefore,
categorizing address terms as ‗social deixis‘ can be said to conflate these layers of
indexicality, complicating the process of distinguishing between cases in which the levels
are linked and those in which they are not (ibid.). In fact, Agha considers address terms to
be deictics in the sense that they have the deictic categorial effect of specifying two things:
17

the denotational referent, i.e. the semantically relevant referent to the used address term; and
the interactional referent, i.e. the interactional roles of the interactants in an utterance where
the address term is used (speaker, addressee or referent) (Agha 2007: 46). It can also be
argued that terms of address do not have a default connotation, but instead have stereotypic
indexical values that are emergent through their co-occurrence with other interactional
variables (Agha 2007: 39). Agha claims that the stereotypic social indexical value of given
address terms can potentially differ within the same social group of users, effectively
enabling the division of groups into sub-groups that use the same term to correlate with
different stereotypes of the social indexical effects (ibid.). This means that terms of address
can be conceptualised as deictics that indexically denote a referent as an addressee and at
the same time convey stereotypic social indexicals of the referent characteristics (e.g.,
male/female,

younger/older),

the

referent‘s

relationship

to

the

speaker

(e.g.,

deference/intimacy), and typify the speaker conduct (e.g., polite/impolite, rural/urban,
upper/lower class) (Agha 2007: 280). In the next section, Agha‘s approach to deixis will be
presented in greater detail, illustrating the ways in which terms of address function as
stereotypic indexicals with different values.
Agha argues that terms of address as deictics may stereotypically index
(im)politeness in certain conditions, which are determined by their co-occurrence with other
signs (Agha 2007: 283). This view of address terms is particularly compatible with the
discursive approach in its reconceptualization of (im)politeness as ‗appropriateness‘ in
relation to specific contexts. It is especially harmonious with Watts‘ (2005: 58–61)
argument that terms of address can be realisations of politic behaviour rather than polite
behaviour. Watts (1992: 65–67; 2003: 19,21,133,156,169) repeatedly argues that when
terms of address are chosen according to what is usually expected in a social interaction,
they cannot be considered as conveying politeness and hence they are politic. However, he
adds that ―
if they are used in excess of what is necessary to maintain the politic behaviour of
an interaction‖ they may convey politeness (ibid.). According to Watts (1992: 58), ―
politic
behaviour, which is culturally determined and is generated from underlying universal
principles, is transformed into polite behaviour under certain marked social conditions‖
hence, ―
it is an empirical question whether and/or where the one becomes the other in the
speech community under investigation‖. The current study adopts Agha‘s view of address
terms, adopting this perspective in the investigation of Najdi address terms in relation to the
discursive approach to (im)politeness.
18

2.3

Terms of address as social deixis: Theoretical considerations

Concept of deixis was originally proposed by Lyons (1968: 240) to involve person,
space and time deixis. This concept was later enhanced by Fillmore (1975), who integrated
speech acts into deixis and introduced the concept of social deixis (Levinson 1983: 62).
Fillmore (1975: 76) states that social deixis (the use of social coordinates) concerns ―
those
aspects of sentences which reflect or establish or are determined by certain realities of the
social situation in which the speech act occurs‖. Hence, deixis is a feature of language that
palpably reflects the relationship between context and language (Levinson 1983: 54). Unlike
Fillmore, Levinson was concerned more with grammaticalized forms, meaning that he
considers that deixis basically ―c
oncerns the ways in which languages encode or
grammaticalize features of the context of utterance or speech event and thus also concerns
ways in which the interpretation of utterances depends on the analysis of that context of
utterance‖ (ibid.). In other words, Levinson (1983: 89) restricts the notion of social deixis to
those linguistic elements that denote the social identities of the participants, or the social
relationship between them, or between one of them and a third party (persons or entities).
Speech may therefore be understood as effectively reflecting the social relationship held
between the interlocutors in a speech event. Accordingly, Levinson (1983: 89–90)
categorized polite pronouns and terms of address as elements of social deixis.
Agha (2007) later rejected the coding approach to deixis and introduced a new
approach to the study of deictics based on his approach of indexicality and reflexivity. This
approach emphasised the important role of the signs that accompany any deictic token in an
utterance. Agha stresses that the influence of the deictic in an utterance cannot be
understood without examining the co-textual signs surrounding the deictic token, as these
co-occurring signs can either reinforce the effect of the deictic token or cancel this effect.
Principally, this means that the contribution of language to interpersonal interactions is
reliant upon the deictic expressions used in interactions (Agha 2007: 38). The actual
function of deictics in an utterance is therefore to link the connotation of the utterance to the
ongoing interactional realities in different ways that are organized and controlled by the
particular features of the interaction in which the utterance occurs, but not by the deictic
expression itself (Agha 2007: 37–38). Deictics are reflexive signs, making understanding
the meaning of an utterance dependent on the features of the interaction in which it occurs,
such as where, when and by whom the utterance is formed (Agha 2007: 38–39). He also
argues that person, time and space deixis are restricted deixis, but there are many deictic
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patterns in language that can outline a variety of ongoing social realities for the language
users. Examples of these include defining the nature of an utterance (whether it is the speech
or the views of the interlocutor), defining whether the interlocutor is one person or many, or
defining the social attitude of a given interlocutor (Agha 2007: 388).
Ultimately, Agha considers deictics as being ―
indexical signs that formulate a sketch
of referent that is only interpretable relative to the effects of co-occurring signs‖ (Agha 2007:
39). In addition to this, he argues that deictics can formulate the indexical sketch as a ‗set of
text-defaults‘, meaning those effects that are regularly conveyed by a deictic expression
when in isolation from the effects of the co-occurring signs (ibid.). Agha calls this a ‗set‘
because any deictic expression performs two simultaneous effects: it delineates the
characteristics of the suitable referent of an utterance (the denotational referent), e.g., a
human, subject or possessor; and it delineates the relevant interactional role of the referent
in the scenario of usage (the interactional referent), e.g., the speaker or addressee (Agha
2007: 46–47). However, any co-occurring signs in the interaction may intervene to create a
non-default interpretation caused by the text configuration in which the deictic occurs, and
does not occur by the deictic itself. This means that the non-default interpretation will
disappear if the deictic occurs in different text configurations (Agha 2007: 39).
Consequently, Agha (2007: 46) claims that the effect of a deictic expression cannot be
understood from an item-level perspective because the deictics co-occur with other
expressions in all utterances and such co-occurrence generates compound effects that differ
from the effect of any single sign in the utterance.
Agha calls the contribution of the co-occurring signs to the construal of any
linguistic sign ‗text-level indexicality‘, describing this as ―
an emergent type of information
that reflexively shapes the construal of behaviour while the behaviour is still under way‖
(Agha 2007: 24). The information is emergent as it arises from the convergence of the cooccurring signs in certain configurations and because it would change if the text
configuration were altered in any way. Any co-occurring signs can be evaluated as either
congruent or non-congruent based on different criteria. Co-occurring signs can be congruent
if they are stereotypically categorised under the same predicate, such as polite/impolite, or if
they have similar semantic meaning. This means that a deictic term and co-occurring signs
could be indexically congruent or non-congruent, i.e. either having or not having the same
indexical values. The co-occurring signs, which fit together in some way, create an order of
text and together convey indexical information that may be different from the indexical
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value of any of its parts in isolation. In view of that, Agha (2007: 25) argues that all
approaches to interaction should consider text-level indexicality in the formulation of
emergent reflexive models of what is occurring, who is interacting, what it is about, what
the interactants intend to achieve, and so on. In the terminology used by Agha, the deictic
form takes the current utterance act as the ‗origo‘ or ‗zero-point‘ of reckoning when
referring to interactional variables. For instance, ‗I‘ refers to whoever produces the current
utterance (Agha 2007: 39). For this reason, in reference to an addressee, the default source
of the reference ‗origo‘ is the speaker, and its ‗focus‘ is the addressee. Therefore, the
utterance performance allocates the interactional role of the addressee-of-utterance to the
person addressed (Agha 2007: 280).
Agha (2007: 27) highlights that text-level indexicality is not necessarily solely
concerned with the matter of physical co-occurrence or a congruence of sign values,
claiming that it may also consider the convergence of indexical origo and the focus of
utterance-acts within the emergent order of interaction. Agha (2007: 26) explains that textlevel indexicality converges when the co-occurring signs, which might be non-congruent,
have the same indexical focus (talking about the same addressee) in addition to the same
indexical origo (performed by the same speaker). Agha (2007: 25) illustrates this with the
instance of veiled aggression, during which a polite address term is used ironically to
convey aggression rather than politeness. This happens when a speaker uses a polite address
term in addressing someone who is, according to cultural and social norms, not eligible to
receive this polite address term from this speaker, for example, because the addressee is
considerably younger than the speaker. Agha (2007: 25) calls this manipulation of the norms
of usage associated with the polite address term ‗tropic usage‘ and argues that the
manipulation of norms of usage in interactions results in interactional tropes. The tropic use
of the polite address term may therefore be denotationally incorrect, as the use of the polite
term is non-congruent with a younger addressee. However, it is interactionally successful
because the use of the polite term to address a younger addressee indexes a type of social
relation that is inconsistent for both the speaker and the addressee (ibid.).
To summarise, text-level indexicality is critical in the evaluation of the
appropriateness (stereotype-congruent usage) of certain deictics within a particular context
(Agha 2007: 162). Thus, tropes are effects of text configurations and hence are hard to
construe out of context. However, only language users who are familiar with the stereotypic
effects of the tropes on deictic form will be able to interpret the trope (Agha 2007: 163).
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Terms of address are deictic forms and their interpretation is anchored in the co-occurring
signs of the utterance where they occurred. However, this interpretation is an emergent
property of certain utterances from a particular speaker to address a specific addressee, who
both have a specific identity (gender, age, social class, etc.). The resulting interpretation
may also be congruent with the default meaning of the address term and approve or disprove
this default meaning, meaning that an alternative meaning is obtainable.
Since this study does not investigate terms of address in situational contexts, the
variation in the address terms usage will be accounted for by reference to the indexical
properties of the address terms and the knowledge of the speaker‘s attributes (gender, age
and spoken variation). The assumed characteristics of the addressee (gender, age and spoken
variation), the relationship between the speaker and the addressee and the setting where the
addressing behaviour is carried out (among family or on the street) are taking as cooccurring signs. This study aims to demonstrate that the different emergent interpretation of
certain address terms used by speakers may constitute through time an emergent norm of
usage that is dynamic and can be changed if the general configuration of co-occurring signs
changes.
2.4

Previous approaches to terms of address

Terms of address have been investigated by sociolinguists since the pioneering
works of Gilman & Brown (1958), Brown & Gilman (1960) and Brown & Ford (1961).
These seminal works into the systems of address terms were conducted by means of a
variationist perspective. The pioneering framework by Gilman & Brown (1958) investigated
the differentiation of pronouns of address (plural/polite vs. singular/familiar) in European
languages, developing two distinct dimensions of pronominal usage:
-

The vertical status dimension (plural/polite pronouns used with superiors and
singular/familiar pronouns used with inferiors)

-

The horizontal status dimension (plural/polite pronouns used among distant equals
and singular/familiar pronouns among intimate equals)
This was followed by the introduction of the symbols T/V (Latin tu and vos) and the

assigning of a definite social value to the grammatical differentiation of the 2nd person
pronouns in the European languages, the former being the familiar second person pronoun
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and the latter the polite pronoun (Brown & Gilman 1960). Initially, they claimed that the
selection of T or V was determined by ‗power semantics‘. Due to the fact that superiors say
T and receive V (i.e., terms of address are non-reciprocal among unequals in a dyad), this
resulted in their belief that pronominal address reflects social structure. However, later in
the 19th century, factors other than power came to determine the selection of T or V. The
new criterion was what was called the ‗solidarity semantic‘. Solidarity occurs when the
interlocutors are equals and have something in common. These shared characteristics could
be that the parties have both ―
attended the same school‖, ―
have the same parents‖ or
―
practice the same profession‖, with the result that have a degree of closeness and intimacy
(Brown & Gilman 1960: 258). Brown & Gilman (ibid.) did not count similar physical
features, such as having the same eye colour, in determining solidarity between two people.
However, they counted the similarities ―
that make for like-mindedness or similar behaviour
dispositions‖ in order to determine the use of mutual T or mutual V among equals (ibid.). In
other words, they differentiated between the uses of the two address pronouns as
manifestations of power and solidarity semantics. While T forms index solidarity, intimacy,
equality and closeness, and hence, can be reciprocal, the V forms signal power, respect, an
asymmetrical relationship and distance, and hence, are non-reciprocal. Later, Brown and
Ford (1961), who with Brown and Gilman (1958, 1960) can be regarded as the precursors of
modern sociolinguistic investigation into address terms (Braun 1988: 14), introduced their
seminal work, Address in American English, which scrutinized the semantic rules governing
nominal address forms in American English based on a varied collection of data. They
noticed that the most frequent forms of address in American English are the use of either the
first name (FN) or the title with the last name (TLN). They concluded that status (power) of
and intimacy (solidarity) between the speakers are the primary factors governing the choice
of address.
The assumption that the usage of address terms is primarily determined by the
relationship between speaker and addressee, and that this relationship can be analysed in
terms of the two semantic dimensions ‗power/status‘ and ‗solidarity/intimacy‘ was
expressed later by Brown (1965: 5) in his theory of ‗the Invariant Norm of Address‘, which
he claimed constituted a culturally universal rule. This theory states that the linguistic form
used to address an inferior in dyads of unequal status is used in dyads of equal status among
intimates and that the linguistic form used to a superior in dyads of unequal status is used in
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dyads of equal status among strangers. In an attempt to assert the universality of this theory,
Brown (1965) linked the norms of status and solidarity, stating that,
“Considering just two address forms and the status and solidarity norms, there
is one formal or logically possible alternative to the scheme we have invariably
found. The form used to inferiors might also be used between strangers and the
form used to superiors might also be used between intimates.” (Brown 1965:
92)
In fact, his use of the term ‗alternative‘ is an indication of the heterogeneity of
address behaviour, an issue that will be discussed later in this section. This invariance was
later confirmed by other scholars in a wide variety of disparate European and non-European
languages. For example, the Invariant Norm of Address Theory was applied to the usage of
terms of address in Chinese (Kroger et al. 1979). Here, it was asserted that the universal
relationship between social power and intimacy predicted by the Invariant Norm of Address
theory is applicable to the Chinese. Kroger et al. (1984) later compared the usage of terms of
address in Greek, Korean and Chinese, claiming to have identified a cross-cultural
consistency in the usage of address terms in these languages.
However, not all research supported the original works by Brown et al., with a new
approach in the late 1980s being particularly critical of universals in address terms. Through
the collection of data on various address systems from different languages and cultures,
including Jordanian Arabic, Braun (1988) attempted to re-evaluate address theory and reformulate the rules of address that had been proposed by Brown & Gilman (1958, 1960) and
Brown & Ford (1961), stating that
“Universals in the field of address may be very few, and those which can be
found will probably be of a rather trivial nature. One such candidate for a
universal is the observation that address is differentiated in every language …
Universals of this kind are not very satisfactory, but address is so varied that,
possibly, one may not find anything beyond the most basic type of
correspondence. As a consequence of the infinite variety of forms … the rules
and models current in address theory do not suffice to explain address usage in
all the different speech communities. Another reason is the neglect of the
variation within address systems.” (Braun 1988: 304)
Braun regarded many of the works that investigated address terms as
oversimplifications because they attempted to establish a clear-cut hierarchy between
address terms, disregarding the fact that address terms are used in very different types of
relationships. Her work claims that although the classic research into address terms (Brown
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& Gilman 1960; Brown & Ford 1961; Ervin-Tripp 1972) adopted a sociolinguistic
perspective in their analysis, they are all based on an implicit assumption of a
‗Systemlinguistik‘ characteristic. This postulates a closed system of address terms that is
homogenously valid for an entire society in spite of the observed variation found in actual
data. Based on examples from her data, she emphasized the existence of heterogeneity in
address behaviour in everyday situations and dyads and confirmed that variation is the rule
rather than the exception (Braun 1988: 18–24). Braun also criticized their neglecting the fact
that address terms commonly connote more about the speaker than the addressee (ibid.).
This was illustrated with examples from different languages, demonstrating that the variety
in any address system is part of speaker self-presentation. In other words, if the address
system in any language has variation, then the choice of certain address terms indicates
more about the characteristics of the speaker than about the addressee or the relationship
between the speaker and the addressee. An example of this way in which the choice of
address terms may indicate certain characteristics about the speaker was provided in the
context of Kramer‘s (1975) study of the American English address system (Braun 1988: 26).
Kramer (1975: 199) observed that while the gender of both speaker and the addressee
informed their address term choices, men and women in the United States appeared to have
different repertoires of address terms. For example, the usage of the address term ‗Mac‘
when addressing a stranger such as a taxi driver was found to be typical male address
behaviour and not conventional female address behaviour. Moreover, she suggested that the
female usage of ‗Mac‘ to address a taxi driver would be marked as speaking in a masculine
way.
In critiquing past address theories, Braun (1988: 253–265) referred to two issues that
may indicate a deviation from the universal rule of reciprocity. The first pertains to the
meaning of the forms of address because variants are semantically complicated due to the
number of potential meanings involved. The semantic content of the address terms ranges
from a clearly identifiable lexical meaning to the absence of any literal meaning due to the
fact that the words in question are not used as a descriptive term of reference. For example,
in English, the reading of the term of endearment ‗honey‘ as a term of address is not literal
because that would sound strange. In addition to this, most personal pronouns of address are
semantically indeterminate. For example, the English pronoun ‗you‘ does not have a simply
identified literal meaning. However, in any interaction its referent varies according to the
context and the interaction scenario at the time of utterance, i.e., who is the speaker and who
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is the addressee. Therefore, Braun believes that literal meaning should not be regarded as
the primary content of forms of address. She claimed that the most significant type of
content within forms of address is the social content, i.e., the speaker-addressee relationship,
the speaker‘s evaluation of addressee and the social background of the speaker, as expressed
in the use of a given form of address. This means that social meaning lies in the information
about the dyad that is consciously or unconsciously provided by the speaker during the
utterance of a certain form of address. It can be concluded that social meaning is the most
important aspect of address due to the fact that it is both the product of and the reason for
address differentiation (Braun 1988: 259). However, she highlights the fact that the lexical
meanings of address terms can potentially be in contrast with the characteristics of the
addressee, since the connection between the lexical and the social content can be loosened
during the historical development of the address term in an address system. This was
illustrated with the example of the change in usage of ‗Mr/Mrs‘ in English, which nowadays
denote any unfamiliar adult, rather than necessarily those who are ‗masters‘ or social
superiors (Braun 1988: 260).
The second issue is that terms of address do not necessarily designate the
collocutor(s) because their lexical meanings can differ from or even contradict the
characteristics of the addressee. This contradiction between the addressee and the address
form is called ‗address inversion‘, which ―
refers to the use of a nominal variant which, in its
lexical content, implies features suiting the person of the speaker rather than the addressee‖
(Braun 1988: 265).

This phenomenon exists in many languages and cultures, and is

particularly widespread in Arabic, Italian dialects and Rumanian (Braun 1988: 266). She
explained that the basic principle of address inversion is as follows:
“The reciprocation of a senior kinship term or a superior status term to the
junior/inferior of the dyad … is restricted rather with regard to its contexts: in
most of the languages concerned, address inversion is used for expressing
affection and authority, especially in talking to the children.” (Braun 1988: 309)
As an example of this is the usage of the term ‗uncle‘, regardless of the sex of the
addressee, which is often used to address the children of the addressee‘s sibling among both
Arabic and Georgian speakers. Braun indicates that the phenomenon of address inversion is
the most problematic aspect of address theory, suggesting that ―
almost anything is possible
in address… address works according to its own rules which may differ from those of other
domains and from what is called logic‖ (Braun 1988: 308–309). She emphasized that this
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phenomenon is not a sign of estrangement caused by status differences but a sign of
intimacy. Therefore, in her proposed reformulation of the rules of address, she maintained
that an adequate theory regarding terms of address should cover inferences about the
speakers because ―
language varies according to speakers‘ age, class, education, religion,
ideology, sex, etc.‖ (Braun 1988: 18). In addition, Braun accounted for the asymmetry, nonreciprocity and inversion of junior and senior kinship term as follows:
“Whenever variants expressing intimacy, juniority, low social status, or
inferiority are employed, they can signal - if not mutual intimacy - juniority, low
status, or inferiority of either speaker or addressee (or both) … Whenever
variants expressing distance, seniority, high social status, or superiority are
employed, they can signal - if not mutual distance - seniority, high status, or
superiority of either speaker or addressee (or both).” (Braun 1988: 35)
Therefore, it can be argued that Braun (1988) stresses address variation as the rule in
any address system in which the selection of an address term can be a characteristic of the
speaker, as well as of the addressee. This means that an address term can function as an
emblem of certain features of both the speaker and the addressee.
Following this perspective, Murphy (1988) sought to integrate the theories of
reference and of address, which are separated in the sociolinguistic field. To this end, he
briefly reviewed seminal works about the address terms in English (Brown & Gilman 1960;
Brown & Ford 1961; Ervin-Tripp 1972), as well as in Javanese and Japanese (Geertz 1960;
Kuno 1973). Murphy found that the choice of an address term confirms the relationship
between the speaker and the addressee, leading him to assert that terms of address are a
socially driven phenomenon (Murphy 1988: 319). Keshavarz (2001) later added social
context as another factor that determines variation in address terms. This idea was based on
the idea that the degree of formality of the context and the relationship between the
interlocutors in a speech event affected the speaker‘s choice of the address term (Keshavarz
2001: 17). In addition, Dewaele (2004) studied the effects of situational and
sociobiographical variables on the self-reported and actual use1 of pronouns of address in
native and non-native French speakers. It was found that while native and non-native French

1 The difference between the two types of data and their validity for this research are discussed in
detail in Chapter 5.
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speakers differed in their choice of address pronoun, the self-reported data revealed that the
choice of address pronoun among both native/non-native speakers was affected by the
gender and the age of the addressee, with males and older addressees being more often
addressed with vous than females and younger addressees. However, the gender of
addressees appeared to be a non-significant factor in the actual use data, although the
addressee‘s age remained significant. The status of the addressee has also been found to
affect the choice of pronoun; both native and non-native French speakers frequently address
strangers with vous.
Finally, Clyne et al. (2009) presented a comprehensive work comparing the use of
address terms in French, German and Swedish. These languages were chosen due to the
similarity in their pronominal binary system of address (informal/formal): tu/vous in French
du/Sie in German du/ni in Swedish. However, the study focused on both pronominal address
(pronouns of address) and nominal address (first names, surnames and titles). English,
which lacks the pronominal binary system of address, was employed as a reference point.
This work primarily focused on the on-going changes in the four address systems, with
particular attention given to the variation that occurs within these languages. The findings
showed that differences in the terms of address between the four languages and within each
language echo the cultural and sub-cultural values of the various societies, which are
influenced by their social and political histories (Clyne et al. 2009: 162). The same
grammatical devices were found to be used across and within languages in very different
ways. For example, in French (and to some extent in German) the pronouns T ‗tu‘ and V
‗vous‘ inspired the whole address system: T is linked with first names (FN) or kinship terms
and V is linked with honorific and last names (LN). However, other possible combinations
were also noted in French. For example, V+FN is commonly used by employees to address
each other in public situations, such as in department stores: V designates status in a
hierarchal work relationship and FN is used just like T for lowering social class distance.
Additionally, V+FN is widely used in the family context to address a partner‘s parents to
express respect and low social distance (Clyne et al., 2009: 154–155). They concluded that
the choice of address term by a speaker determines the speaker‘s inclusion to or exclusion
from certain social groups and draws the group boundary between the speaker and the
hearer (Clyne et al., 2009: 156).
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2.5

Approaches to (im)politeness: the reconceptualization of politeness

theory
2.5.1

Traditional Approach

Over the past 50 years, theories about politeness have focused on the interpersonal
aspect of communication from a pragmatic point of view. Watts (2003) called these
approaches ‗Pragmatic Models of Politeness‘ because they study politeness phenomena
within a linguistic pragmatic framework and linked politeness to Grice‘s Cooperative
Principle and Speech Act Theory. Theories from this approach (Lakoff 1973; Leech 1983;
Brown & Levinson 1987) comprise the classic framework that informed much of the
subsequent research; for this reason, Terkourafi (2005: 237) calls the pragmatic approach to
politeness ‗The Traditional Approach‘. The main feature of these theories is that they are
inspired by Hymes‘(1972) notion of ‗Communicative Competence‘ and are built on Grice‘s
(1989) Cooperative Principle (Locher 2012: 38). The Cooperative Principle was based on
an assumption that human conversations are typically cooperative activities and that
communication therefore generally occurs effectively and logically (Grice 1989). The
Cooperative Principle is categorized into four maxims that describe rational principles
which people observe in order to communicate effectively and logically. Researchers in the
traditional approach considered politeness a principled deviation from the Cooperative
Principle. Research within this approach was further inspired by Austin's (1962) Speech Act
Theory, which considers the basic units of communication to comprise certain type of acts,
such as: making a request, greeting, apologizing, giving an order, or making a promise. It is
generally agreed that Lakoff (1973) was the first to approach politeness from a pragmatic
perspective (Eelen 2001; Usami 2002; Watts 2003; Locher 2012). She achieved this through
presentation of the ―
Rules of Pragmatic Competence: Be clear and Be polite‖ (Lakoff 1973:
296). The second rule has been subcategorised by Lakoff into: ―
1. Don‘t impose, 2. Give
options and 3. Make others feel good - be friendly‖ (Lakoff 1973: 298). Linking these three
rules of politeness to Grice‘s Cooperative Principle, Lakoff (1973) suggests that politeness
can be recognized as pragmatic rules, ―
dictating whether an utterance is pragmatically wellformed or not, and the extent to which it deviates if it does‖ (Lakoff 1973: 296). In other
words, she claims that politeness serves to avoid conflict, which legitimizes the flouting of
the maxims of the Cooperative Principle (Kadar & Bargiela-Chiappini 2011: 2). Lakoff
(1973: 303) argues that these rules are universal and can be more or less pronounced, with
differing precedence given to the three rules depending on the particular interpretation of
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politeness in the speaker‘s culture. For this reason, Lakoff‘s framework can be regarded as
the first universal politeness theory in the strict sense of the word (Kadar & BargielaChiappini 2011: 3).
Similarly, Leech (1983) took the Cooperative Principle as the departure point of his
theory about politeness. He considers politeness as a way to maintain harmonious
relationships or avoid conflict. Furthermore, he places politeness within a framework of
interpersonal rhetoric. This led him to propose the ‗Politeness Principle‘ in order to account
for the deviations of the Cooperative Principle (Leech 1983). He also divided the Politeness
Principle into six subcategories: 1. Tact Maxim, 2. Generosity Maxim, 3. Approbation
Maxim, 4. Modesty Maxim, 5. Agreement Maxim, 6. Sympathy Maxim (Leech 1983: 132).
Finally, Brown & Levinson (1987) introduced their influential theoretical
contribution which shaped the development of the politeness field to date. Their theory was
inspired by Speech Act theory (Brown & Levinson 1987: 10). Following Lakoff, they based
their theory on the Cooperative Principle and defined politeness in terms of conflict
avoidance. They also attempted to provide a universal perspective of politeness, although
they approached the issue of universality from a different perspective to that of Lakoff. In
order to devise a universal account of pragmatic knowledge, they instead drew on a corpus
of naturally occurring data in English, Tamil, and Tzeltal. One of the most important aspects
of their theory was the concept of face, which drew from Goffman's (1955) framework, OnFace-work. This notion of face was then used to refer to the basic and universal human
desires as they pertain to social interaction. They conceptualised face as consisting of two
specific kinds of desires: the desire not to be imposed on and have freedom of action
(negative face), and the desire to be accepted, liked, and understood by others (positive face)
(Brown & Levinson 1987: 13). They argue that face is vulnerable to face-threatening acts
(FTAs). This was based upon an assumption that certain kinds of speech act, for example
request or disagreement, inherently threaten face, and that social actors can maintain the
social harmony by maintaining each other‘s face (Brown & Levinson 1987: 60). They state
that while the concept of face is universal, the kinds of threatening acts differ according to
cultures. Their theory holds that speakers can choose different strategies to save face: ―
1.
Without redressive action, baldly; 2. Positive politeness; 3. Negative politeness; 4. Off
record; 5. Don‘t do the FTA‖ (ibid.). In their view, the choice between the strategies is
therefore dependent on the weight of the FTA (WX), which is determined by the value of
three factors: ―
the power (P) that a hearer has over a speaker, the social distance (D)
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between a speaker and a hearer, and the ranking of impositions (R) in a particular culture‖,
as shown in the following formula (Brown & Levinson 1987: 76):
WX = D(S, H) + P(H, S) + RX
However, it should be noted that Brown & Levinson intended to suggest the formula
to ―
indicate the reasons for choosing one strategy rather than another, and not to suggest that
politeness can be measured in relation to a computed value for the variables P, D and R X‖
(Watts 2003: 96). Brown & Levinson‘s theory of politeness provides researchers with a
clearly outlined set of tools to apply to new sets of data in an attempt to understand the
global patterns of pragmatic competence, though it has received much criticism (Locher
2012: 41). The standpoint of Brown & Levinson was adopted by many subsequent studies to
account for politeness in different cultures.
The foundational theories on politeness in the traditional approach (Lakoff‘s,
Leech‘s and Brown & Levinson‘s) share certain common features. The primary concern of
the three theories is to explain how speakers do not always conform to predetermined sets of
principles, i.e., the Cooperative Principle, which are claimed to be universal regardless of
cultures. In addition to this, all of the theories have adopted a prescriptive and normative
perspective on politeness and focus on speech acts. This approach can be regarded as
speaker-oriented. They aim at the theoretical conceptualization (scientific concept) of a
universal phenomenon; hence, their objective was not necessarily to explain the lay
understanding of (im)politeness in specific cultures or contexts. Locher (2012: 42) notes that
the local and the lay understanding of (im)politeness, by which she means the commonsense
of (im)politeness, is not what concerns the traditional approach. The failure of the traditional
approach to explain how ordinary people understand politeness motivated researchers to go
beyond these theories and to present alternatives to the current concepts of (im)politeness, in
an attempt to examine the exact meaning of the term ‗Politeness‘. The next section will
present the debates regarding the difference between the scientific concept and the
commonsense notion of (im)politeness.
2.5.2

Post-modern/Discursive Approach

The field of politeness research has witnessed a recent and radical alteration in the
conceptualization of (im)politeness. New theories, such as those of Watts et al. (1992),
Eelen (2001), Watts (2003), Mills (2003), Locher (2004) and Locher & Watts (2005) have
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emerged in an attempt to provide an alternative model to the theory of (im)politeness. This
new approach has been referred to as the ‗post-modern approach‘ (Terkourafi 2005; Holmes
2006) because it has many features of post-modern theories such as criticizing
generalisation and substituting it with ‗subjectivity‘. Mills (2011: 29) believes that the main
characteristic of the post-modern approach is the focus on the contextual analysis and the
variability of interpretation. However, Pizziconi (2006) categorizes the new conceptual
model as ‗the social constructivist approach‘ because it embeds politeness into Pierre
Bourdieu‘s Theory of Social Practice, particularly his notion of ‗habitus‘, the social
mechanism that ―
caters for regulated behaviour without the need for positing some external
regulating force‖ (Eelen 2001: 222). Habitus refers to ―
the set predispositions to act in
certain ways, which generates cognitive and bodily practices in the individual‖ (Watts 2003:
149). This approach emphasizes the dynamic nature of the politeness concept through
placing it within the theory of social practice, where ―
practice is observable in instances of
ongoing social interaction amongst individuals, which most often involves language‖ (Watts
2003: 148). One aspect that was particularly problematized in the post-modern approach
(Watts 2003; Watts 2005; Locher 2004; Locher 2006; Locher & Watts 2005) was the need
for the study of politeness to focus on what Watts (2003: 8) describes as the ‗discursive
dispute‘ of what it means to participants to be (im)polite. ‗Discursive dispute‘ is defined as
―
the discursive structuring and reproduction of forms of behaviour and their potential
assessments by individual participants‖ (Locher & Watts 2005: 16).
In essence, the term discursive refers to the perception of politeness as a property
that emerges from or over stretches of discourse rather than as a property inherited in
specific utterance types, such as speech acts or honorific forms. Locher & Watts (2005: 29)
explain that the term dispute refers to the fact that there is a great variation in individuals‘
assessments of certain behaviour because they assess certain utterances as (im)polite against
the background of their own habitus. This led Locher & Watts (2005: 10) to define
(im)politeness as ―
a discursive concept arising out of interactants‘ perceptions and
judgments of their own and others‘ verbal behaviours‖. Locher (2006: 250) calls this
approach ‗the discursive approach‘, the term that will be used in this study henceforth.
Theorists in the discursive approach highlighted the situated, emergent creation of
(im)politeness in interaction (Locher 2012: 55). They hypothesised that (im)politeness is a
matter of negotiation between participants in social interactions; the effect of this is that
judgments about what can be considered (im)polite behaviour are subjective (Holmes 2006:
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717). In short, the discursive approach rejected the speech act framework e.g. Mills (2003:
38) and adopted a discourse focus e.g. Watts (2003) and Mills (2003) (Terkourafi 2005:
241). This approach also rejected the Gricean agenda, with its emphasis on informativity
over rapport management and on the intentions of the speaker over the judgments of the
hearer‘s/addressee‘s. Instead, it emphasised the heterogeneity of judgments about
(im)politeness and focused on the importance of the hearer‘s (addressee‘s) role. Because of
the emphasis on judgments in the discursive approach, it has been accused of focusing more
on the hearer/addressee than on the speaker, who is the main focus of the traditional
approach (Locher 2012: 52). Actually, the discursive approach to politeness focuses on both
the speaker and the hearer/addressee due to the fact that both are necessarily involved in
judging and assessing the interpersonal effects of the language usage according to their
shared norms. These judgments occur on the side of the speaker when choosing a linguistic
strategy for a particular effect, and on the side of the addressee when making a judgment
about this effect (ibid.).
The alteration first began when Watts et al. (1992) questioned the abstract and the
universal concept of politeness that was adopted by Brown & Levinson‘s model. At that
point, Watts et al. (1992) argued for clear distinctions to be drawn between the folk and
commonsense notions about politeness, or ―
first-order politeness‖, and the technical term
used in scholarly research about politeness, or ―
second-order politeness‖. Eelen (2001)
termed these politeness1 and politeness2. For Watts et al. (1992), politeness1 is a sociopsychological notion that is used to describe the different ways in which members of a
sociocultural group talk about polite language usage, whereas politeness2 is a theoretical,
linguistic notion in sociolinguistic theory. Eelen (2001: 109–113) claims that (im)politeness
occurs when the hearer evaluates the speaker behaviour more than when the speaker
produces the behaviour. This means that evaluation, or what Eelen referred to as ‗the
evaluative moment‘, is the most important characteristic of (im)politeness. This moment
may involve hearers evaluating speakers, speakers evaluating themselves, or informants
evaluating hypothetical speakers or utterances. He also argues that the misconception
between politeness1 and politeness 2 leads to the evaluative nature of politeness being
ignored in the scientific view, while also obscuring the evaluative moment in the analysis of
linguistic politeness (Eelen 2001: 242). This led Watts et al. (1992) and later Eelen (2001) to
suggest that terms such as ‗impolite‘, ‗rude‘, ‗polite‘ and ‗polished‘ are actually first order
concept (politeness1) (Locher 2012: 43). As a result, they argued that a theory of politeness2
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should concern itself with the discursive struggle over politeness1, in other words, over the
ways in which (im)polite behaviour is evaluated, challenged and generally commented on
by lay people.
Informed by Bourdieu‘s (1977, 1991) practice-based approach and his notion of
‗habitus‘, Eelen (2001) critiqued the objective approach to the analysis of linguistic
politeness and proposed an approach that integrated the subjective and objective approaches
by focusing on social practice (Holmes 2006: 717). According to Eelen (2001), the previous
literature of politeness embodies a Parsonian perspective2 in that it considers individuals to
be powerless. For this reason, it argued for ―
the priority of the social over the individual,
normative action, social consensus, functional integration and resistance to change‖ (Eelen
2001: 203). Eelen‘s proposal to distinguish between politeness1 and politeness2 was
developed by Watts (2003: 17) who sought wider understanding that ―
politeness1, whatever
terms are used in whatever language to refer to mutually cooperative behaviour,
considerateness for others, polished behaviour, etc., is a locus of a social struggle over
discursive practices‖. Both Eelen (2001) and Watts (2003) regard politeness1 as an
evaluative social practice. In this view, (im)politeness is not associated with specific
linguistic forms or functions, instead depending on the subjective perception of the meaning
of such forms and functions (Pizziconi 2006: 682). Watts (2003) claimed that a linguistic
behaviour is open to interpretation and should not be seen as either polite or impolite,
arguing that ―
it is impossible to evaluate (im)polite behaviour out of the context of real,
ongoing verbal interaction‖ (Watts 2003: 23). Under this paradigm, any decision about what
is polite or impolite should focus on the discursive struggle between the interlocutors.
Locher & Watts (2005: 10) suggest that (im)politeness is a relatively small part of
relational work, which is the work that individuals invest in negotiating relationships with
others. This concept includes both (im)polite and appropriate behaviours. ‗Relational Work
Theory‘ was introduced to (im)politeness research by Watts (1989, 1992) when he
distinguished between what he called ‗politic behaviour‘ and ‗polite behaviour‘. Watts

2 This refers to the American sociologist Talcott Parsons. According to Eelen (2001: 188) the
previous politeness theories have characteristics of the Parsonian Structural Functionalism
framework, although Parsons is never mentioned in these theories.
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suggests that, ―
Linguistic behaviour which is perceived to be appropriate to the social
constraints of the ongoing interaction, i.e. as non-salient, should be called politic behaviour‖,
whereas, ―
Linguistic behaviour which is perceived to be beyond what is expectable, i.e.
salient behaviour, should be called polite or impolite depending on whether the behaviour
itself tends towards the negative or positive end of the spectrum of politeness‖ (Watts 2003:
19). In fact, Watts (1989) claimed that what had previously been dubbed ‗politeness‘
covered a range of social behaviour far broader than that typically deemed to be ‗polite‘.
Therefore, he introduced the concept of relational work for his analysis of (im)politeness to
explain how certain utterances might be judged as being polite or not, with the intention of
providing a broader model of interpersonal interaction. Relational work can be defined as
―
the work invested by individual in the construction, maintenance, reproduction and
transformation of interpersonal relationships among those engaged in social practice‖
(Locher & Watts 2008: 96). This work therefore embraces the entire continuum of verbal
behaviour from direct, impolite, rude or aggressive interaction through to polite interaction,
encompassing both appropriate and inappropriate forms of social behaviour (Locher 2004:
51). Watts (2003) later introduced his theory of ‗emergent networks‘, in which he argued
that an exchange of utterances is actually an exchange of abstract values, which serves to
create social networks in which intra-member links also have values (Watts 2003: 154). He
argues that the networks of social links established during ongoing verbal interaction are
emergent, as ―
socio-communicative verbal interaction entails the establishment, reestablishment and reproduction of social links between the interactants, which emerge
during the interaction‖ (ibid.).
To conclude, Watts (2003) based his theory of (im)politeness on Bourdieu‘s (1977,
1991) concept of social practice and his own theory of emergent networks. In addition, his
notion of politic behaviour is related to the concept of ―
habitus‖ in Bourdieu‘s theory of
practice. As a consequence of this, Watts (2003: 161) considered politic behaviour to be
unmarked linguistic behaviour that is expected by an individual based on his or her habitus,
which has in turn been acquired through their individual experience of social interaction.
Hence, politic behaviour is appropriate, but not necessarily polite for this individual;
whereas non-politic behaviour is inappropriate and therefore impolite. For instance, in
societies where the norm is to use kin terms to address parents and to avoid first names, the
use of a kin term to address parents is an appropriate behaviour and politic but not polite.
Conversely, the use of first names to address parents is inappropriate behaviour and is non35

politic, and hence becomes impolite. On the other hand, if an honorific term is used instead
of a kin term to address parents, then this usage exceeds expectations and hence it is polite
behaviour. Accordingly, polite behaviour is behaviour in excess of the individual‘s
expectations and goes beyond the politic behaviour limits. However, polite behaviour is
evaluative and can be received either positively or negatively, as in irony or aggression.
Clearly, this means that (im)politeness is more complex than suggested by any single theory.
2.5.3

(Im)politeness and social norms

Scholars in the discursive approach to (im)politeness took a critical stance on the
notion of politeness norms in the traditional theories of politeness. Eelen (2001: 140)
claimed that the previous approaches considered the norms to be external concepts that
characterize the moral value system of society. In fact, he believed that these scientific
theories reflected different aspects of the normativity of politeness1 (commonsense
politeness): appropriateness (using the right type of politeness at the right time, in the right
speech act), sharedness (a shared knowledge of the rules, norms, etc. between all members
of a particular society) and normality (perceiving any behaviour as belonging to the majority
of people) (Eelen 2001: 128–138). Finally, he concluded that the acknowledgment of these
features in the previous theories and their bias towards polite behaviour resulted in
politeness being viewed as the norm in everyday interaction, i.e. suggesting that the majority
of people are generally polite (Eelen 2001: 139). This led to the suggestion that norms
should be examined as discursive phenomena, i.e., ―
social practices‖ (social behaviours)
that have their own ―
social effects, purposes and motivations‖ (Eelen 2001: 236–237). Eelen
also argued the necessity of considering the variability of social norms as a fundamental
component of a theory of (im)politeness (ibid.). Thus, norms allow the individuals to
position themselves in relation to others and in the world in general and at the same time
these norms define and form that world to the individuals and others (Eelen 2001: 237).
In the same vein, Agha (2007: 124) argued for the broadening of the
conceptualization of social norms rather than their restriction to normative correctness, i.e.
the evaluation of correctness and incorrectness. He differentiated between three thresholds
of normativity to identify the norms that can be demonstrated by the behaviour of the social
actors. First, norms can be identified as norms of behaviour, i.e., externally observable
patterns of behaviour (ibid.). He argued that any noticeable correlation between two or more
variables in people‘s behaviour (people X do/say Y) could form a social norm such as the
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statistical norm of frequency distribution in some order of behaviour (Agha 2007: 124, 126).
Second, norms can be recognized as a normalized model of behaviour, i.e., a reflexive
model of behaviour that is recognized as being ‗normal‘ or ‗typical‘ by at least some actors,
meaning that it is a norm for them (Agha 2007: 126). The reflexive model is shaped by two
social groups: the actors who exhibit the pattern of behaviour and the evaluators who
recognize this pattern as a normal; neither group needs to be in accord with each other
(ibid.). Consequently, in any population, not all of the members recognize that the same
norm relates to a particular social rank of actors. Therefore, Agha (2007: 125) argues that
competing models of norms co-exist internally in society, adding that the recognition of
these differences may result in differentiation of a social group into sub-groups. Finally, the
norms can be identified as normative standards, i.e., norms codified as standards (Agha
2007: 126). The norms that are recognized as normal for a certain group of actors can be
normalized and linked to standards of appropriateness and correctness (Agha 2007: 125–
126).
The breach of a normative standard results in sanctions, which may take different
forms, including social exclusion, disapprobation, or even ridicule (ibid.). Conversely, most
of the externally observable statistical norms are not noticed by the actors who display this
pattern in their behaviour (Agha 2007: 124). Hence, the deviation from the statistical norms
is unremarkable for the actors who created the pattern, unless it is linked to a normalized
pattern (reflexive model) and is viewed as normal by at least some of the social actors group
(Agha 2007: 126). The deviation from the normalized pattern is noticeable for those who
recognized this pattern as a norm because it opposes their criterion of what to expect (ibid.).
This study attempts to identify the norms of Najdi address terms usage through the
investigation of empirical (statistical) evidence from the external observable patterns of
Najdi addressing behaviour. It addresses Agha‘s first level of normativity, e.g. that ―
norms
can be identified as norms of behaviour, i.e., externally observable patterns of behaviour‖
(Agha, 2007: 124). Through identification of the statistical norms, it should be possible to
demonstrate the ways in which the competing norms that co-exist internally in Najdi society
divide the society into different sub-groups.
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2.6

Discursive and indexical approaches to terms of address
2.6.1

Terms of address as politic rather than polite forms

Brown & Levinson (1987: 45) claim that address terms are linguistic realisations of
intimate and non-intimate interpersonal relations, and as such they are fundamentally
dependent on the underlying configurations of social distance and dominance. The address
terms that are categorized as non-intimate could be considered as polite terms (ibid.).After
that , Watts (2003: 21) defines ‗politeness‘ as any behaviour that exceeds usual expectations
and is appropriate in a social interaction, arguing that this may minimize the strength of the
link between the (im)politeness connotation and terms of address. This is supported by his
claim that the choice of one correct address term over another is dependent on how the
participants in the interaction interpret the social distance and dominance relations for the
term of the social activity in which they are engaged, as well as for the types of speech
events they produce (Watts 1992: 68). Unlike Brown & Levinson, Watts does not consider
terms of address to be examples of linguistic politeness; he argues that they are politic forms
unless they transcend their normative usage as socio-culturally constrained forms of politic
behaviour (Watts 1992: 51–52). The normative usage is measured against a shared common
set of cultural expectations, with respect to the terms of address use, which marks the usage
as being either socio-culturally appropriate or not-appropriate. It is worth noting that while
many users may uphold similar norms of certain address term usage, some may still have
variable evaluations of this usage. According to Agha (2007: 125), there are competing
models of patterns of behaviours that are evaluated by a population of users as being
‗normal‘ (appropriate) which co-exist society-internally, resulting in differentiating groups
into sub-groups. The notion of ‗norms‘ and their specific relevance to this study was
covered in the previous section.
Watts (1992: 61) argues that determining what constitutes appropriate and hence
politic behaviour requires detailed study into the underlying socio-cultural factors,
examining the conditions in which certain address terms may be more appropriate than
others in a given socio-cultural setting. When using or receiving terms of address, we should
not think about (im)politeness as the first interpretation of the usage of the address term.
Instead, one should look for the socio-cultural factors that can make the politic interpretation
plausible.
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2.6.2

Terms of address and their social meaning

In the same vein, Agha (2007: 38–39) proposes that address term usage is a
stereotypically social use of language, which is fundamentally dependent on ―
widely shared
ideological models of language use that ascribe a specific social significance to patterns of
deictic usage‖. This can be seen in groups of users typically sharing knowledge of the
stereotypic effect of the address terms they use. Depending on this mutual understanding,
the users are then able to judge the occurrence of an address term with other co-textual signs
in order to form a certain text configuration in a given context. In fact, users will judge the
relation between the address term token and the text in which it occurs, giving the usage of
the address terms either appropriate or tropic significance. Furthermore, terms of address, as
deictic utterances lead to the creation of reflexive models of interpersonal communication,
providing information such as who the referents are, how they relate to the interlocutors, or
how the interlocutors are linked to one another. This means that their occurrence in a given
utterance will make its precise denotation more dependent on interactional or contextual
variables such as speaker-of-, addressee-of-, location-of- and time-of-utterance, which may
change as speech and interaction develop (Agha 2007: 39). Essentially, Agha rejected two
implicit assumptions in the literature of ‗registers of person deixis‘: firstly, the notion that
certain deictic terms, such as address terms, may have ―
an inherent social meaning that is
invariant for all speakers‖; and secondly, the notion that the formations of the register
―
constitute closed, internally structured systems of the language, e.g., an address system, to
which all language users are oriented‖ (Agha 2007: 278–279).
Like all deixis, the usage of a term of address invariably typifies a kind of socially
internal stereotypic indexical, which indexes certain social relations between the speaker
and the addressee (such as intimacy/deference). It also indexes a distinctive category of
speaker behaviour; this represents the norms of usage and the social differences among the
users (e.g. female/male, refined/vulgar, upper/lower class) (Agha 2007: 280). However, it
has been claimed that these effects are not inherent social meanings of the address terms,
instead reflecting ―
reflexive models having specific social domains of evaluators as their
provenance‖ (Agha 2007: 283). This means that the stereotypes of indexicality are localspecific models of behaviour and should not be used as a comparative framework for the
study of all societies or to provide factual statements about a given society (ibid.). Using
their classic framework of pronouns to illustrate this, Agha argues that Brown and Gilman
(1960) actually investigated stereotypes of indexicality. However, they reported these
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stereotypes of indexicality as invariable default effects ―
mediated by the inherent ‗semantics‘
of pronouns (conceptualised as coding relationships between pronoun lexemes and social
effects)‖ (Agha 2007: 283).
In conclusion, Agha maintains that although terms of address do not possess any
inherently (im)polite meaning, they could stereotypically index politeness in certain
conditions that are determined by specific interactional variables and co-occurring signs.
This view supports the argument of Watts (2005: 58–61) that address term usage could be
realisations of politic behaviour rather than polite behaviour. This study investigates the
normativity of Najdi address terms use that are assumed to depends on the characteristics of
speakers and the co-occurring signs, i.e., the addressee characteristics, the relationship
between the speaker and the addressee and the setting. Thus, what is normative within
groups of Najdi speakers and hence appropriate for certain members may not be so for
others. Moreover, what could index deference for certain group members in certain
interaction may index intimacy in other interactions.
2.6.3

The concepts of ‘kinship system’ and ‘kinship behaviour’

Kinship terms are terms for blood relations. Therefore, when a kinship term is used
to address a stranger, this is a fictive use of a kinship term or what Agha (2007) calls a
‗metaphoric usage‘ of a kinship term. In fact, Agha (2007) distinguishes between what he
calls ‗metaphoric kinship‘ and what is known as ‗fictive kinship‘ with a preference of the
former. Metaphoric kinship use refers to a situation in which unrelated interlocutors (nonkin) are performatively related to each other through the use of kin terms. This means that
metaphoric kinship is fictive kinship among non-kin, while the occurrence of fictive kinship
among individuals who are kin is either ‗address inversion‘ or ‗origo re-centring‘, which
will be discussed in the next section. Accordingly, Agha (2007: 347) argues that ―
any codebased view of kin terms runs into difficulties with indexically creative uses of language, the
capacity of certain genres of language use performatively to create kin relations among
persons‖.
Agha (2007: 343) believes that kinship terms do not inherently index the
interlocutors in a speech event and so do not index social relations. In other words, they are
not deictic expressions. Kinship terms are common nouns and their usage is a discursive act
that formulates a sketch of social relations based on the kin term used or uttered. However,
these kinds of terms can deictically refer to an addressee by the co-occurring indexical cues.
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That is to say, the text pattern in which the kin term occurs as segment can index a reference
to an addressee (Agha 2007: 351). In fact, the kin term token is usually embedded into a
larger text that comprises both linguistic and non-linguistic indices. This means that an act
of referring to an addressee is conveyed by the occurrence of co-occurring indexical signs
(linguistic and non-linguistic indices). The lexical meaning of a kin term can be relevant to
interpretations of the social relationship between the interlocutors only when the kin term
denotation (referent) is referentially anchored to a social dyad identified by co-occurring
indexical signs (Agha 2007: 351–352). However, as pointed out by Agha (2007: 352) the act
of kin term reference involves the use of kin terms and two semiotic activities: a
denotational sketch and an interactional sketch of the referent. The referential effect of the
kin term usage generally involves a certain type of alignment of the denotational and the
interactional variables. In Agha‘s terminology, the denoted kin in any kinship behaviour is
the ‗referent‘, and what is traditionally called ‗ego‘ in kinship studies is the ‗origo‘. The
result of this is that ―
a kin term has the semantic structure KIN (x, y), where the x is the origo
of reckoning and y is the referent, viz.,

KIN (xorigo,

yreferent)‖ (Agha 2007: 351). For example,

in the case of using a kin term to address a referent (vocative), there is an explicit alignment
of the denotational and interactional variables where the addressee is the referent and the
speaker normally is the origo: KIN (speakerorigo, addresseereferent) (ibid.). However, using a kin
term in context indexes what Agha (2007: 353) calls ―
an emergent model of role
inhabitance‖. This means signifying who is speaking and to whom, as well as illuminating
the type of social relations between the individuals in the speaker and the addressee roles,
which is clearly understood by these individuals.
This led Agha (2007) to argue for moving from the traditional concept of ‗kinship
system‘ to ‗kinship behaviour‘. The rationale for this is that the previous literature reduced
the notion of kinship to only the biological and the genealogical relations characteristics of
the individuals, which failed to explain highly principled and cross-culturally common
forms of kinship behaviour such as the tropic use of kinship terms (Agha 2007: 341). In this
critique of the concept of kinship systems, Agha (2007: 342) claims that the traditional view
of the kinship system was unstable due to the assumption that a particular set of lexemes
(kinship terms) exists in all human languages. Traditional models also assume that these
kinship terms benefit from certain regularities in structure and use that can explain the
diverse regularities of human behaviours. According to Agha, the range of kinship relations
is considerably larger than the traditional biological and genealogical view recognised by
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the kinship system concept. Hence, the kinship system view implicitly excludes the tropic
use of kinship terms as the kinship terms in this context are used to express fictive kinship
relations that contradict the genealogical one. Accordingly, he suggests studying kinship
relations through a focus on how these relations are performed and construed via the
behaviours of individuals, or what he calls ‗kinship behaviour‘ which describes ―
the
behaviours performed through the use of kin terms or behaviours construed through the use
of kin terms‖ (Agha 2007: 344). While both types of kinship behaviours involve the usage
of kin terms, they are very different. A classic example of the first type is when the kin
terms occur as an utterance. In this case, ―
the use of a kin term is a discursive act that
formulates a sketch of social relations that depends on the utterance‖. The second type of
behaviour occurs in the cultural practices that ―
metasemiotically‖ construe acts that are
performed to establish kinship relations (ibid.). A kinship behaviour of this type could be
non-linguistic, such as gift giving or inheritance patterns, though these behaviours acquire
kinship status from being construed through discourses of kinship (ibid.). The first type of
kinship behaviour is the one under discussion in this research.
2.6.4

Tropic use of kinship terms and the normalisation of tropes

Tropic kin term use involves the act of using a kin term to implement a social
relationship that is non-congruent with the actual social relation that exists between the
participants. These tropes can nonetheless be normalised, becoming to certain contexts and
even iteratively be troped upon by those who are familiar with them. This normalisation of
tropes and the trope upon these norms reveals how kin terms mark social relations in highly
principled ways in social life, a view that, as noted above, is obscured by the concept of a
‗kinship system‘ (Agha 2007: 343).
In the tropic use of kin terms, although the act of kin term reference is indexically
denoting the ‗wrong‘ referent, it is successful and effective from an interactional perspective.
For example, Najdis use the kin term ʕammī (paternal uncle) to address one‘s father-in-law.
Despite the kin term denoting the wrong person, the use of the kin term ʕammī enhances the
social interaction and creates a deferential relationship between family members. Najdi
speakers use ʕammī to enact interpersonal tropes that indexically reconstruct features of the
social occasion of speaking (treating affines as blood-kin) which forms a space of analogies
between contextually presupposed and discursively involved figures, making this use
interactionally successful and appropriate. Furthermore, Agha (2007: 353, 357) noted that
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denotationally anomalous kin term reference patterns could be culturally valuable because
they implement interactional tropes of voicing. This means that they are acts that formulate
reference to individuals from the standpoint of someone else rather than the speaker, which
has the effect of generating interpersonal alignments with variant sociological effects of
their own. Therefore, such tropes could even be prescribed under certain interactional
circumstances and become what Agha termed ‗normalised tropes‘. Agha (2007) highlights
that the tropic use of kin terms may generate a specialised register of politeness in certain
languages. For instance, in the tropic use of the kin term ʕammī in Najdi, the kin term is
non-congruent with the contextual social relation and so forms a text-pattern that applies a
denotationally incorrect reference—the kin term ʕammī to address one‘s father-in-law—
which is then reflexively reanalysed as stereotypically polite and interactionally appropriate
under certain conditions (specifically, when the addressee is the speaker‘s father-in-law, an
elder male affine). Thus, when Najdi speakers are aware that more than one model of
deference to others exists internally within their society, they will generally apply a
comparison between the different models and then choose the model with higher-order
indexicals regarding speaker type. This has the effect of creating differential emblems of the
speaker‘s character, persona or social position (gender, class, age, etc.). Agha also suggests
that it is necessary to clearly understand the role of metapragmatic standards and ideologies
when shaping or defining the norms of correct usage (Agha 2007: 349).
According to Agha, the phenomenon known in address terms studies as ‗address
inversion‘ is a common type of transposed reference act. This makes address inversion a
very common type of interactional trope that could be enacted through many kinds of
utterance. In fact, Agha (2007: 359) calls this the ‗transposition of origo‘ because the
speaker employs an address term referring to the self, which they would normally use in
referring to the speaker. In the address inversion or ‗transposition of origo‘, the act of
reference inverts the origo of the referential reckoning regarding the interactional frame
(Agha 2007: 359). For example, in English, when a mother says to her child, ―
Mommy told
you not to do that‖, the utterance means, ‗I already told you not to do that‘. In this context,
Agha (2007: 354) explains that the semantic structure of the kin term Mommy is:

KIN

(addresseeorigo, speakerreferent) because the origo is the child addressed and the referent is the
mother (speaker). Agha (2007: 360–365) gives other examples of transposition with kin
terms, which he expresses as the trope of ‗re-centring of the origo‘. In this case, the referent
is the addressee, but the use of a kin term transposes the origo from the speaker to a
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culturally appropriate zero point, which is normally not a speech participant. Agha
illustrates this with the case of Bengali, when a husband addresses his wife‘s relatives using
the kin term she normally uses to address them: the husband uses the terms baba (father)
and ma (mother) to address his wife‘s parents, but also employs dada (elder brother) and
didi (elder sister) when addressing his wife‘s elder siblings (Agha 2007: 361) even when
they are younger than him. The difference between address inversion (transposition of origo)
and re-centred address is that, in the former, the zero point of reckoning is transposed to the
addressee and the referent is understood as the speaker, whereas in the latter, the origo of
reference is not a speech participant, and hence, the referent is the addressee.
Nearly four decades ago, Yassin (1977) indicated the existence of the address
inversion phenomenon in Kuwaiti Arabic, which he referred to as ‗Bi-polarity‘. He defined
bi-polarity as ―
the use of the same term to denote both speaker and addressee‖ (Yassin 1977:
297). Yassin identified three types of what he called ‗bi-polar terms‘ in Kuwaiti Arabic
(ibid.). The first type was the use of a kin term to designate a senior speaker addressing a
junior addressee with affection. He illustrated this type with the use of the kin term yuba
(father) by a Kuwaiti father to address his son or his daughter (ibid.). In fact this type of the
bi-polar term precisely fits the idea of address inversion that Agha called the transposition of
origo, as the semantic structure of the kin term in this type is (addresseorigo, speakerreferent).
The second type as noted by Yassin (1977: 298–299) is usually used with two
Kuwaiti kin terms: ʔab (father) and ʔax (brother) and is commonly utilised in
communication between relatives or close acquaintances as a way to express endearment,
give advice or deliver a mild rebuke. This type is characterized by the following pattern: the
vocative particle ya + the kin term + 2nd person pronominal suffix hence, when the kin term
ʔax (brother) is used, the bi-polar term will be: ya-xūk (O, your (masc. sg.) brother), ya-xūč
(O, your (fem. sg.) brother). When the kin term ʔab (father) is used, the bi-polar term will be:
ya-būk (O, your (masc. sg.) father), ya-būč (O, your (fem. sg.) father). The kin term ʔax
(brother) is actualised as /-xū-/ and the kin term ʔab (father) is actualised as /-bū-/ both are a
morphophonological implication of the junction with /ya/ and /-k/ (masc.) or /-č/ (fem.). For
example:
-

Ismaḥīli ya-xūč (Excuse me, my sister.)

Polite mode of addressing a female relative or an acquaintance of the speaker‘s age
(Yassin 1977: 299)
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Furthermore, when the kin term ʔax (brother) is used, it is characterised by indicating a
generational peerage. Thus, it is reciprocal: a brother addresses his brother or his sister using
ya-xūk(-č) and receives ya-xūk in return (Yassin 1977: 298–299). However, the kin term ʔab
(father) is used asymmetrically, specifically in a unidirectional manner, as the father or any
elder relative assuming the status of father can use ya-būk or ya-būč to address a younger
male/female, but the younger addressee cannot use it in return (ibid.).
Finally, the third type of bi-polar term is characterized by the use of the joining word
wa (and) + the personal pronoun ana (I) + kin term + 2nd person pronominal suffix, e.g.
when the kin term ʔab is used the bi-polar term will be: wa-na-būk (And I‘m your father
(masc.)) and wa-na-būč (and I‘m your father (fem.)). According to Yassin (1977: 300), this
type is used between relatives to express endearment, give advice or mild rebuke and unlike
the previous type, it accommodates many Kuwaiti kin terms such as, ʔab (father), ʔum
(mother), yadd (grandfather), yadda (grandmother), xāl (maternal uncle), xāla (maternal
aunt), etc. and thus it mirrors the kin-relations between Kuwaiti interlocutors adequately.
In conclusion, the transposition of the origo in the second and the third types of
Kuwaiti inversions is incomplete, because the semantic structure of the kin term in this type
is still (speakerorigo, addresseereferent) because the origo is not completely transposed to the
addressee as described by Agha. In fact, this third type of bi-polar terms is also very
common in Najdi. However, since the semantic structure of the kin term in both of the types
of the address inversion is (speakerorigo, addresseereferent), this will be referred to as ‗Quasi
address inversion‘. Chapter 3, section 3.3.3 will provide a detailed discussion of the
phenomenon of Najdi quasi address inversion, which will be presented in the context of
Yassin‘s (1977) description of this type of Kuwaiti bi-polar term.
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Chapter 3
3.1

Najd: Features of Dialect and Culture

Introduction

This chapter begins with an overview of the Najdi dialect and its speakers in terms
of the geographical distribution of the dialect and its users (section 3.2). Section 3.3 then
provides an overview of certain salient aspects of the general cultural values and the social
life of Saudi Arabia, of which Riyadh (Najd) is a part. Through the discussion of Saudi
society and culture, the rationale will be provided for the choice of the specific interactional
variables that are examined in this study: gender, age, spoken variation and socio-economic
class. Finally, an attempt will be made to define the honorific repertoire of the Najdi dialect,
in light of the framework of honorifics proposed by Agha (section 3.4).
3.2

Najdi dialect: its speakers and varieties

Saudi Arabia occupies approximately 80% of the Arabian Peninsula. Traditionally,
the country is divided into four main regions: Najd, Al-Hijaz, Asir and Alhasa. From an
administrative perspective, it is divided into five main provinces: the central province (Najd),
the western province (Al-Hijaz), the eastern province (Alhasa), the southern province (Asir)
and the northern province (Tabouk) 3 (AlMunajjed 1997: 1). The capital city is Riyadh,
which is situated in the central province (Najd). It is the central province of Najd and its
dialect, Najdi, which comprise the focus of this study (see Chapter 1, section 1.2).
Geographically, the Najd region, which is the central zone of the Arabian Peninsula,
is bounded by Al-Hijaz on the west, Yemen and Oman on the south, the Gulf States on the
east, and Iraq and Jordan to the north (Prochazka 1988: 7). Ingham (1994) identifies two
broad occupational groups in Najd: the Bedouin, who raise flocks of sheep and camels, and
the settler, who work in agriculture, though these are broadly regarded as a single population.
Among this homogenous population, Ingham distinguished a group of homogenous dialects
that he referred to as Najdi dialects:

3 Some scholars in previous literature referred to this region as Shammar because of its inhabitants,
the Shammar tribe.
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―
1. The speech of the sedentary population of the areas of Central Najd
2. The speech of the main bedouin tribes of those areas
3. The speech of the emigre bedouin tribes of the Syrian Desert and the Jazirah of Iraq.‖
(Ingham, 1994: 4)
These dialects were grouped as Najdi dialects because they share definable features that
distinguish them from the other surrounding dialects (Ingham, 1994: 5). These dialects were
further divided into sub-groups, based on morphological differences: Central Najd dialect,
Northern Najd dialect and Southern Najd dialect (Ingham 1994: Xii). The focus of this
thesis is on the central Najd dialect, which is spoken in Riyadh city and surrounding towns.
Najdi society consists of two groups: the nomads badw and the sedentary settlers
ḥaḍar (Al-Semmari 2010: 58). Remarkably, the speakers within some Saudi dialects such as
Hijazi and Najdi divide their spoken dialect into two variations: a settlers‘ variation and a
nomads‘ variation. As a native speaker of the Najdi dialect, I can attest to this linguistic
difference, though none of the studies about the Najdi dialect that I consulted referred to this
variance. In fact, the difference is primarily in terms of vocabulary, and I believe that this
explains the absence of any reference to this variance, since nearly all the existing studies of
Najdi dialect have exclusively focused on its morphology, phonology and syntax. As seen
above, while Ingham (1994) acknowledged the existence of the two groups he dealt with
them as one population and classified Najdi dialects based purely on morphological
differences. However, Zuhur (2011) referred to the existence of the two variations (nomads
and settlers) in her discussion of the language in Saudi Arabia, commenting as follows:
“The bedouin dialects of the Hijaz, Najd, and Asir, and the related sedentary
(town dwellers‟) dialects of Najd and Asir, are the closest to the classical Arabic
of the Qur‟an. This is not true of the city dialects (Jeddawi and Makkawi) in the
Hijaz. This is explained by reasoning that the former have had less contact with
languages like Turkish and Persian as compared to Iraq or other Arab areas,
whereas the Hijazi cities have been decidedly influenced by Egypt and the many
pilgrims who have settled in these areas. The dialects of Najd and Asir certainly
retained grammatical features of [fuṣha], although the word endings (nunation)
are omitted in oral form, and in Najdi Arabic, the consonant „qaf‟ is pronounced
as a hard „g‟sound (as in garden).” (Zuhur, 2011: 247)
For that reason, in this research, the spoken variation of participants has been
included in the interactional variables being considered. As a native speaker of Najdi, I
hypothesise that Najdi nomads and Najdi settlers have different addressing behaviour as a
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result of the different vocabularies they possess. Interestingly, the participants in the
questionnaire showed an awareness of this difference and classified their spoken variation
into these two variations by answering the related question in the questionnaire without
hesitation.
3.3

Overview of the social structure and cultural values of Saudi/Najdi

society: the roles of gender, age and social class
The social life of Najd cannot be studied without a consideration of the wider
context of social life in Saudi Arabia in general. In her ethnographical study about Saudi
Arabia, Zuhur (2011: 256) notes that etiquette in Saudi Arabia is inextricably linked with
religion and culture. In fact, what she termed ‗etiquette‘ refers to the relational work as
conceptualized by Watts and as it is used in this study. Indeed, social relations in Saudi
Arabia are affected by Islamic rules and regulations that dictate the social norms of society
against which the appropriateness of any social behaviour is measured.
In Saudi Arabia, the Islamic virtues of modesty and chastity are observed, and
therefore, men normally do not converse directly with women who are not their relatives,
nor do they socialise with them and vice versa (Zuhur 2011: 218). Gender segregation is a
very real and prominent issue in Saudi social life for both religious and cultural reasons, and
is the cultural norm in domestic locations, such as family gatherings and weddings. It is also
a law in public places, such as schools, banks, or on public transportation (AlMunajjed 1997:
33). In social gatherings, whether formal or informal, men are expected to gather solely with
men, while the women are expected to gather in a separate place to guarantee their privacy
(Zuhur 2011: 256, 257). However, this segregation does not imply isolation for women;
Saudi women are active social actors, who play important roles in society. To ensure their
privacy in public life, women are ordered by religion, society and law to wear a veil outside
the home or in the presence of non-kinsmen, even if they are family members, such as a first
cousin (paternal or maternal) (AlMunajjed 1997: 53). As AlMunajjed (1997) explains, the
veil for Saudi women is linked to elements of chastity, purity and decency; it is a symbol of
social distance from unrelated men (ibid.). Thus, it is the norm in Saudi Arabia for women
to maintain a high degree of social distance when communicating with non-kinsmen.
Gender segregation does not imply segregation in rights or duties. Both men and
women gain status according to their age, as a main value in Saudi society is general
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deference to one‘s seniors; however, it is a religious requirement to give deference to
parents (Zuhur 2011: 256–257). Parents must be respected and not opposed in order to gain
their riḍa (parental contentment) and avoid their anger ɣaḍab (Altorki 1986: 73–74). Family
maintains a very high priority in Saudi society and it is the norm to respect elder family
members such as parents, grandparents, elder siblings and parents-in-law (Zuhur 2011: 207).
Furthermore, fathers normally have the highest status in the family and so are entitled to
approve or reject the decisions and choices made by their children in their life issues,
including education and marriage (ibid.). The older brother and sister have a similar status to
the parents, and so the norm is not to mistreat the elder siblings (Altorki 1986: 73–74).
Generally, it is the norm in Saudi society that older people should take precedence over
younger people, even if the latter have higher status (Zuhur 2011: 257). For example, in any
social gathering, whether it is formal or not, the first greeting should be given to the eldest
person, and food and drink should be served to them first (ibid.).
The social system in Saudi Arabia is related to different types of ideologies and
beliefs, for instance, religious ideologies, tribal laws and local traditions (AlMunajjed 1997:
103). The social hierarchy is very important in Saudi society. The royal family and tribal
groups are situated at the top of this hierarchy, after which come the intellectual elite and
merchants, and with non-tribal and expatriate workers at the bottom. Therefore, if a prince
or a princess of the royal family or a tribal leader or his wife/daughter is present in any
social event, the age priority may be overlooked; however, it is not unusual for the royal
person or the tribal leader to choose to defer to their elders (ibid.). Saudi society has a
special structure, with the differences in social status being primarily based on geographic
origins, being related to a tribal/non-tribal or sedentary/non-sedentary background,
occupation, having an ancestor who was a slave compared to having non-slave ancestors,
wealth (or poverty), and gender (Zuhur 2011: 199–200). This explains the rationale for the
inclusion of social class in the variables to be investigated in this study. However, the social
class variable has been restricted to the economic social class view because the duration of
this research did not allow comprehensive investigation and discussion of social class in this
broad view (the geographic origin and background).
3.3.1

Greetings and social gatherings and the role of age and gender

It is the norm in Saudi Arabia to start any serious business or social matter with
greetings, followed by brief conversation that includes polite inquiries about personal and
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family health. This also reflects one of the main Islamic principles in Saudi society. The
standard Islamic greeting is Assalāmu ʕalaykum (may peace be upon you), and the response
should be the same, or with an addition to show a greater degree of courtesy. Hence, it
should be either in the short form Wa ʕalaykum assalām or in the full form Wa ʕalaykum
assalām wa raḥmatu Allāh wa barakātuh (May the peace, mercy and blessings of Allah be
upon you). The main characteristic of this greeting is that it can be used for many purposes,
including ‗hello‘, ‗good-bye‘ or even ‗good night‘ (cf. Ellabban 1993) because its use is
considered a good deed in Islam. There are other greetings such as Marḥaba and Ahlan wa
sahlan (welcome), while the usual response is Ahlayn or Marḥabtayn, which means double
Ahlan and double Marḥaba. Saudi males and females prefer to greet each other, close
friends and even foreigners, with kisses. In this case, the norm is to start with one kiss on the
right cheek and several kisses on the left cheek. However, the pattern of kissing is different
with parents and older male and female family members, or with social superiors in general.
In these cases the kissing pattern should be one kiss on the nose followed by another one on
the forehead (Zuhur 2011: 259, 260). For example, men normally use the nose kissing
pattern with their tribal leader, princes or king. Therefore, this pattern of kissing is a salient
index of respect and courtesy in Saudi society, while the cheek-kissing pattern indexes
intimacy unless it is followed by nose and forehead kisses. Due to the aforementioned
prohibitions, kissing is not allowed to be directed toward the other sex except for those who
are consanguineous, i.e. mothers, sisters, daughters and aunts for men and fathers, brothers,
sons and uncles for women. However, a handshake may be substituted for kissing with the
affines, i.e. cousins and uncles‘ wives and aunts‘ husbands. Parents-in-law have a different
status from other affines, being instead treated as consanguineous; Saudi men and women
should respect their parents-in-law just as they do their parents. Hence, they should adhere
to the nose-and-forehead kissing pattern with their parents-in-law. It is also considered an
Islamic virtue for a couple to treat their parents-in-law as their parents, and it is allowed for
the couple to perform the kissing with their parents-in-law even if the couple divorces.
Normally, Saudi men gather socially in what is called in Saudi, a majlis, which is the
name for the place where men go for business, social or even political events (Zuhur 2011:
259). A majlis could be a room in an ordinary house or a hall in a royal palace. Every house
in Saudi has a majlis, and sometimes, large houses can have majālis (plural of majlis): one
for informal gatherings and one for formal guests. The difference between these is mainly
the size and, sometimes, the level of decoration and furniture. Attending a majlis, whether it
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is an ordinary person‘s, important person‘s, prince‘s or even king‘s, mandates the
observation of certain norms by men. Generally, guests should not depart the majlis too
early or before the meal is served for dinner or lunch gatherings; and at the time of the meal,
other guests should not leave the meal sufra (circular mat) before the main guest does, even
if they finished earlier. Social hierarchy and age matter in this occasion. Greetings and
coffee, which are part of the greeting ritual in Saudi Arabia, should be offered first to those
who are at the top of the hierarchy unless they defer it to those who are older. Amongst
those persons at the same level of a hierarchy, e.g. princes, ministers or tribal leaders, age
determines superiority. In these gatherings, the pattern of kissing is also determined by
social hierarchy and age. As mentioned above, the nose and forehead kissing pattern is
employed with superiors and elders, while the cheek-kissing pattern is directed to others.
However, kissing the right shoulder and the hand are other patterns of kissing observed in
Saudi Arabia; they are normally formal ways of greeting the king or the crown prince and
very high-status superiors. However, the king and even other superiors normally do not
agree to accept hand kissing as they believe it may humiliate others; they allow only their
younger family members to kiss their hands because, in this case, it indexes sincere respect
from the younger members.
To conclude, gender and age play significant roles in Saudi society. It is apparent
from the above discussion that gender and age are discriminating factors among different
social practices in Saudi society. For this reason, the variables of the age and the gender of
the speaker (participant) and the addressee (target person) are considered in this study.
3.3.2

Teknonymy and titles usage in Saudi Arabia

In Saudi Arabia, married couples are normally addressed by the name of their
firstborn son or their firstborn daughter until a son is born, which is called ‗Teknonymy‘ in
linguistics. In Arabic, this is called kunya. Teknonymy is normally “the practice of
addressing an adult not by his or her name, but by the name of a child, adding the
relationship between the child and the adult‖ (Lee & Harvey 1973: 38). For example, a man
named ʕabdallah would be called Ubu Fayṣal (father of Faisal) and his wife, Um Fayṣal
(mother of Faisal). This is because the birth of a son endows a higher status on both the man
and the woman in their family (Zuhur 2011: 259). Lee and Harvey (1973: 38) regard the use
of teknonyms and the avoidance of first names in Korean when addressing younger siblings
after marriage as an expression of respect. However, they claim that the usage of teknonyms
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among cousins and spouses is used to foster a sense of solidarity rather than deference.
Teknonyms are extremely prevalent in the Najdi dialect and in Saudi Arabia in general, with
the prevalence of teknonymy over first name usage potentially being due to cultural and
pragmatic factors as in Lee and Harvey‘s study (1973). In the Najdi dialect, a speaker
should avoid using personal names with non-relatives from the opposite gender, though it is
important to avoid ambiguity in personal identification in any interaction. The use of a
teknonym can resolve this potential problem.
Saudis normally introduce themselves using their first name followed by Ɂebn (son
of) or bent (daughter of) then the father‘s name, which is sometimes followed by the
grandfather‘s first name as a last name. The last name could also potentially indicate a place
of origin or tribe (Zuhur 2011: 261). In reference to people, the same system is followed by
Saudis; however, when addressing people, titles equivalent to Mr in English are preferred.
Examples are Duktūr (Doctor) for medical doctors or PhD holders, Ustāð (teacher) for
educated people and teachers, etc. Likewise, it is the norm that members of the royal family
and other government officials should introduce themselves by their first name and father‘s
name, yet they should be addressed in a different way. Members of the royal family are
normally addressed by means of the titles Ṣāḥib assumū ʔalmalaki (Your Royal Highness)
or Ṣāḥib assumū (Your Highness) for those directly descended from the king and through
the use of AlɁamīr (Prince) followed by first name when addressing other royals. It is
normal to address other government officials with titles such as maʕālī (Excellency) (Zuhur
2011: 261). For tribal leaders, it is the norm to use AlɁamīr (prince), even if they are not
from the royal family. It is also the norm to use the title Aʃʃaix followed by a first name to
address tribal leaders and merchants. Literally, this title means ‗old man‘; however, it is
used because of its connotation of wisdom. Therefore, this title is also used to address
religious people, or ʕulama (clerics).
3.3.3

Quasi address inversion in Najdi

In section 2.6.4, a discussion was provided of address inversion, or ―
transposition of
origo to addressee‖ (Agha 2007) as an example of tropes in kin terms usage. Address
inversion was explained as a type of transposed reference that involves complete
transposition of the origo from the speaker to the addressee, meaning that the semantic
structure of the kin term is:

KIN

(addresseeorigo, speakerreferent) (Agha 2007: 354). The

discussion also touched upon the work of Yassin (1977) in this field in Kuwaiti Arabic (bi52

polarity). The three types of bi-polar usage terms in Kuwaiti Arabic were presented in the
discussion, the third of which is the most common in Najdi dialect. However, since the
semantic structure of the kin term in this type is still:

KIN (speakerorigo,

addresseereferent), this

study describes this phenomenon as ‗quasi address inversion‘.
The following section will present the quasi address inversion in the Najdi dialect in
the view of Yassin‘s (1977) discussion about the characteristics of the third type of Kuwaiti
bi-polar terms. It is worth noting that, like Kuwaiti Arabic, the masculine second person
pronominal suffix in Najdi is -k, however the feminine second person in Najdi is -ts rather
than the Kuwaiti -č.
Yassin (1977: 299–300) notes that the bi-polar term wa-na-xū:k (-č) has some main
characteristics in Kuwaiti Arabic. First, it can be used with many Kuwaiti kin terms such as,
ʔax (brother), ext (sister), ʔab (father), ʔum (mother), yadd (grandfather), yadda
(grandmother), xāl (maternal uncle), xāla (maternal aunt), etc. For example:
1. /wa+ana+ext+-k/

/wa-na-xtik/ (and I am your (masc.) sister)

2. /wa+ana+ext+-č /

/wa-na-xtč/ (and I am your (fem.) sister) (Yassin 1977:

299)
Second, this type is stylistically informal, as it is used between relatives and close
acquaintances to express intimacy and affection. Finally, this type is reciprocal between
male and female peers when ʔax (brother) or ext (sister) are used, but not when the other
senior kin terms are used. Therefore, this type of bi-polar term more adequately reflects kin
relationships between interlocutors (Yassin 1977: 301).
The case is similar in Najdi, with some important differences in the feminine secondperson pronominal suffix. The quasi address inversion /wa-na-xūk(-ts)/ is also characteristic
of peers addressing each other and so is reciprocal and symmetrical. Therefore, a junior
addressing a senior would not use this type. However, a senior addressing a junior would
use the same pattern but with a senior kin term that is relevant to the relationship between
the speaker and the addressee. This will therefore consist of the joining word /wa/ ‗and‘ +
the personal pronoun /ana/ 'I' + one of the kin terms, (ʔbu, ʔum, xāl…, etc.) + 2nd-person
pronominal suffix /-k/ (masc.) or /-ts/ (fem.). This means that there are /wa-na-būk(-ts)/ (and
I am your father (masc./fem.)), /wa-na-ummuk(-ts)/ (and I am your mother (masc./fem.))
and /wa-na-xālek(-ts)/ (and I am your maternal uncle (masc./fem.), and so on. It is important
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to note that the address exchange in this context will be nonreciprocal and asymmetrical.
Hence, in Najdi, similar to Kuwaiti Arabic, the main difference between the ego generation
inversion and senior kin terms inversion is that the former is reciprocal and the latter is
nonreciprocal.
To conclude, the quasi address inversion /wa-na-xūk(-ts)/ in Najdi, like its Kuwaiti
counterpart, effectively reflects kin relationships between interlocutors. Furthermore, the
quasi address inversion in Najdi is typically accommodated in a larger addressing context
and, as such, it is usually preceded by first names or nicknames that function as the vocative.
However, it should be noted that the occurrence of the quasi address inversion may index
affection and may also be used by seniors to express advice to the juniors.
3.4

Honorific repertoire in the Najdi dialect

To the best of my knowledge, no previous literature exists on Najdi honorifics and as
a native speaker of the Najdi dialect, I will attempt to present an overview of the honorific
system in the Najdi dialect based on the ‗native speaker intuition‘. This intuition will be
demonstrated through the data analysis in Chapters 5 and 6. However, the theoretical
framework upon which Najdi honorifics will be defined and analysed will first be presented.
3.4.1 Defining the Najdi honorific repertoire: theoretical considerations
According to Agha (2007: 302), the stereotypic effects of any linguistic form,
honorific or not, are dependent on the text-level indexicality (co-occurring signs). These
signs can either cancel the stereotypical honorific effect from an honorific form or can add
such an effect to a stereotypically non-honorific form. In other words, the construal of any
act as being truly respectful without using stereotypically honorific forms or not being
respectful in spite of the use of stereotypically honorific forms (ironic) depends on and is
motivated by the emergent sign-configurations. In fact, the construal of this act is a
description of the indexical values of the linguistic expressions used in this act. However,
Agha (2007: 305) notes that outlining the allied indexical values of any honorific form
requires a core analysis of selected features that accompany the linguistic expression usage.
An example of this could be analysing the effects associated with this form (e.g. deference
to addressee vs. referent), the replicability of a given typification across social groups of
native speakers (i.e. the social domain of the stereotype), or the normative hegemony of a
specific type of stereotype judgments. In addition, it is essential to rely on metapragmatic
data, i.e. the judgments of native speakers and evaluations that typify certain linguistic
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forms as being either honorific or non-honorific, in order to identify an effective and
realistic honorific register in any language. Agha adds that should the linguist be a native
speaker of the language, such evaluative judgments are available to them in the form of
‗native speaker intuition‘. However, these intuitions are data that should be socially located
in order to be useful, as with any other type of data.
3.4.2

Overview of Najdi honorifics and their taxonomy

The honorific system in Saudi Arabic in general is lexical as is the case in Standard
Arabic (cf. Ellabban 1993). Honorifics manifest in Najdi through the usage of titles, kinship
terms, teknonyms, greetings and kissing, polite requests through the use of words like Law
Samaḥt and Eða Takarramt (Please), and God wishes, such as Ṭāl ʕumrak and Allah yeḥyīk
(May God give you long life) or Allah Yiḥafuḍk (May God protect you).
According to Levinson (1983: 90), there are two types of social honorifics: relational
and absolute. Relational social honorifics depend on the social relationship between the
interlocutors, such as the case of the choice between the usage of titles and first names;
absolute social honorifics are fixed forms that are typically reserved for authorised speakers
and recipients. For example, the title ‗Doctor‘ requires an authorised recipient who is a PhD
holder or a formally trained medical practitioner. Farghal and Shakir (1994) investigated the
nature of the relational social honorifics in Jordanian Arabic in terms of power and
solidarity dimensions. They focused on the very elaborate Jordanian addressee honorifics
(Farghal & Shakir 1994: 242), which they divided into two major groups: kinship terms and
titles. They claimed that both groups are used in Jordanian Arabic honorifically to show
deference to the addressee. Their study argues that kinship terms and title honorifics involve
two types of honorifics according to their function: distant honorifics of addressee and
affectionate honorifics of addressee. The distant honorifics are used commonly among
strangers in any interaction, e.g. summons, greetings, or requests, to promote solidarity; the
affectionate honorifics are used among acquaintances (relatives or friends) to enhance
intimacy. The distant kin honorifics were illustrated with the Jordanian common usage of
many kin terms, including the usage of ʔax (brother), uxt (sister), xāl (maternal uncle), xālah
(maternal aunt) and garābah (relative) to address strangers. For the affectionate kin
honorifics they presented kin terms such as yammah (mother), yābah (father), xayyōh
(brother) and xayyih (sister) (Farghal & Shakir 1994: 242, 246). For the distant title
honorifics they cited many titles, including ustāð (teacher), ḥajj (male pilgrim) and ḥajjih
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(female pilgrim). They also mentioned many titles as affectionate titles of address, for
example ḥabībi (my beloved), ḥayāti (my life), and ḥubbi (my love) (Farghal & Shakir 1994:
247–248). The authors claimed that the usage of both types of honorifics (distant and
affectionate) is restricted by the age and the gender of the interlocutors (Farghal & Shakir
1994: 251). For example, the distant kin term ʔax (brother) is used to address young males
while xālah (maternal aunt) is used to address older females.
Farghal and Shakir (1994) claim that social honorifics in Jordanian Arabic, such as
teknonyms e.g. ʔabu-mḥammad (father of Mohammed), may have a relational parameter.
They argue that this is highly affected by the power and solidarity scale and the interlocutors‘
adherence to Grice‘s (1975) Cooperative Principle and Leech‘s (1983) Politeness Principle
(Farghal & Shakir 1994: 241). Their argument is reliant upon their awareness that
diachronically
“Most social honorifics in Jordanian Arabic drift from denotational
signification, which involves an absolute parameter, such as kinship terms and
titles of address, toward connotational signification, which display relational
parameters, such as using kinship terms and titles of address non-denotationally
(i.e. exclusively for social purposes).” (Farghal &Shakir 1994: 242)
They illustrated that,
“An interactant may opt out of using an absolute social honorific like „His
majesty‟ when making reference to a king, or he may address a medical doctor
by his first name, thus not using the addressee's absolute title of address
„Doctor‟ for the purposes of showing more power, being less polite/ respectful,
exhibiting less co-operation, or all of these collectively.” (Farghal &Shakir
1994: 241)
This thesis will focus on the addressee honorific, subscribing to Farghal and Shakir‘s
(1994) taxonomy by arguing that, in the Najdi dialect, kinship terms and teknonyms are the
most relational social honorifics used to show deference to the addressee. This is likely
attributable to the fact that they are used in Najdi, as in Jordanian Arabic, to maintain and
enrich social relationships between both related and unrelated individuals. Moreover, based
on the metapragmatic data collected via the interviews, this study aims to present the range
of stereotypic values associated with the kinship terms and the teknonyms in Najdi. As
Agha (2007: 307) argues, ―
the honorific registers are models of language use which vary by
social domains within the societies in which they exist‖. He adds that an unjustified
preoccupation with the notion of ‗sharedness‘ is responsible for the relative neglect in the
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literature of variability in the modelling of honorific registers in different social domains.
Therefore, models of honorific registers vary internal to society, yet this variation is not
random, as the variants are usually inclined to be fractionally congruent with each other.
Two native speakers may both recognise a word in their language; they may both feel it
marks deference to the addressee; they may believe that it is occasionally appropriate to use
this word rather than another; they may both recognise that using this word is normally
emblematic of a particular type of person and may both consider themselves as persons of
that type; however, they may also differ from each other in one or more of these beliefs
(Agha 2007: 307).
To conclude, the issue of ‗text-level indexicality‘ is critical in determining the
honorific effects of any utterance as a part of a larger text. Thus, the co-occurring signs in
any utterance may become congruent with the stereotypic indexical effect of the honorific
term and hence emphasize this effect yielding greater effect (politeness) than possible
through the isolated term, or may become non-congruent and partly cancel the polite effect
of the honorific term (Agha 2007: 308). Therefore, in every language, the use of honorific
terms may reflect non-honorific effects, such as irony or veiled aggression, based on the
text-level indexicality (Agha 2007: 307). In addition, depending on text-level indexicality,
respect can be expressed without using any stereotypically honorific indexicals (Agha 2007:
301). Therefore, this study argues that in the Najdi dialect, kinship terms and teknonyms
with other co-textual signs can formulate honorific effects. It can be hypothesized that the
use of a kin term is to address an older addressee who is non-kin may reflect respect from
the part of the speaker. However, this effect may vanish or be reanalysed as ironic or
distance if the terms are used with other co-occurring signs, such as when used to address
younger non-kin.
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Chapter 4
4.1

Research Aims and Questions

Introduction

This chapter will present the purpose and research objectives of the present study
(section 4.2) in view of the address term definitions and the literature review of address
terms studies and (im)politeness presented in the previous chapter. In the last section of this
chapter (section 4.3), the research questions will be highlighted and discussed in view of the
stated objectives.
4.2

Objectives

This thesis takes a discursive stance, as broadly favoured by literature in this field
(Eelen 2001; Watts 2003, 2005; Locher 2004, 2006; Locher & Watts 2005). It aims to show
how address term usage can generate different interactional meanings, such as indexing the
identities, situational roles and ideological stances of the interlocutors, as well as the ways in
which interactional meanings can be linked to meanings that are prototypically associated
with (im)politeness: deference and intimacy. The analysis of the Najdi address terms
presented herein will draw on Agha‘s (2007) approach of indexicality. I argue that there are
no coded relationships between the address terms and (im)politeness, since (im)politeness is
not an inherent semantic feature of address terms, but rather assume that it is stereotypically
indexed through reflexive models of behaviour that indexically shape the stereotypes of the
language users‘ identity and their ideologies regarding their usage of the language (Agha
2007: 283). Thus address terms usage is insufficient to index (im)politeness unless other
variables or co-occurring signs made available in the interaction permit the assumption of
either a deferential or intimate relationship. Through the application of an indexical view to
analysis, I aim to demonstrate how the Najdi address system varies distinctively and societyinternally, in addition to the ways in which this variation could index certain personal
characteristics of the speaker or the addressee, which will be determined and examined in
different socio-cultural settings.
The questionnaire taps into the speakers‘ idealized norms of address, as their use of
address term is not examined discursively in this research. Thus, the assumption is made
that what speakers think of when they respond to the questionnaire is a stereotypical usage
given an abstract representation of the relationship in the absence of other contextual
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elements which may modify such meaning. Furthermore, as it is not possible to
uncontroversially state that what they mean to indicate is (im)politeness, it will be assumed
that their responses indicate a default deferential index for that relation. The assumption
regarding the way in which address terms are conceptualized in users‘ lay understanding of
the function of these terms is based on both previous literature and on my intuition as a
native speaker of the dialect. The data demonstrate that stereotypical notions of the
‗appropriate‘ address term are varied intra-socially, and can (probably among other things)
be characterized based on group features such as the ones investigated in this study: gender,
age and spoken variety.
Following Agha (2007: 301–302), this study will argue that deference in the Najdi
community can be expressed without the use of stereotypically honorific lexemes by means
of the presence of certain co-occurring signs. This means that address terms such as kinship
terms, teknonyms4, can be used by the speaker to express deference to the interlocutor (see
Chapter 3, section 3.3.2). However, any alteration to the emergent co-occurring signconfiguration can generate intimacy rather than deference through the use of the same
address term (ibid.). Moreover, this research also subscribes to Agha‘s view of the notional
fault of the traditional concept regarding kinship (kinship system) which is based on a
genealogical foundation. As stated by Agha (2007: 342), this study takes the stance that
focusing on the kinship relations that are performed through the usage of the kin terms and
how these relations are construed, what Agha calls ‗kinship behaviour‘, will help in the
investigation and understanding of social relations. It will be argued that the manipulation of
the kinship term usage (tropic usage) in dyads (where the usage of the kinship term
contradicts the genealogical relation between the interlocutors) and the address inversion
phenomenon (when using an address term which, in its lexical content, implies features
suiting the person of the speaker rather than the addressee) and the normalization of these
tropes, strongly suggest that variability is the norm rather than the exception, inherent in the
nature of linguistic signs (Pizziconi 2011: 2).

4 The use of ‗father of…‘ and ‗mother of…‘.
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Pizziconi (2011) applied the indexical view to the study of honorifics, arguing that
deference is not directly coded in any linguistic form even in languages that are especially
rich in so-called ‗social deictics‘ (honorifics), such as Japanese. She claims that deference
can be expressed without honorifics, such as by the wearing of particular attire, by using
vague language or by praising someone (Pizziconi 2011: 14). By drawing on Agha‘s
approach of indexicality, Pizziconi argues that Japanese honorifics can be accounted for in
terms of their indexical properties, emphasizing that the indexicality approach enables
infinite variability in use and interpretation which is normal and inherent in the nature of
linguistic signs (ibid.).
In conclusion, the main objective of this research is to show that within any social
group, such as among Najdi speakers, there are no absolute consistent patterns of address
term usage. The research aims to demonstrate that there are disputed norms of address term
usage across various social sub-groups within the main social group. In other words, this
study seeks to investigate disputed intragroup variation, meaning that patterns of ToA usage
that are stereotypically appropriate to show deference for certain group members, e.g. young
females, are not appropriate for others, e.g. old females.
4.3

Research Questions

The main objectives of this thesis will be accomplished through answering the
subsequent questions, by using the suggested methodologies:
1. Detecting and describing Najdi speakers‘ normative use of the address terms.
How do Najdis use address terms? What are the norms of address term usage in the
Najdi community?
It is worth noting that ‗norms‘ in this context denotes the observable patterns of
address among Najdis, i.e., the statistical frequency distribution of Najdi address term usage.
This data will be assessed by means of quantitative analysis ( Chapter 5, section 5.6) to
provide an indication of norms of Najdi address term use. According to Eelen (2001: 141–
145) statistical analysis is a suitable methodological strategy for linking data with
widespread variability, using theoretical models based on shared system of norms. He notes
that sharedness does not imply that all of the individuals in the society uphold the same
norm and the variability is not random, but systematic and affected by the user ideology
along with the well-known sociological factors such as gender, age, status, etc. (Eelen 2001:
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140). The analysis of frequency will allow tapping into the idealized norms of Najdi address
term usage.
2. Isolating a particular social identity for the Najdi speaker/addressee (the
participant) associated with his/her address term choices in each interaction.
Kroskrity (2001: 106) defines identity as ―
the linguistic construction of
membership in one or more social groups or categories‖. In the context of
this research, this denotes gender identity (participant‘s gender), age identity
(participant‘s age), class and rank identity (participant‘s social group either
nomads or settlers and the participant‘s) and the temporary role identity of
the participant (speaker or addressee) in each interaction.
Do the speaker’s characteristics of gender, age, spoken variation, social economic
class5 correlate with his/her address term choices among Najdis? Is the use of address
terms in the Najdi community associated with any personal characteristics of the
speaker?
As described in Chapter 3, sections 3.3 and 3.3.1, social class, gender and age are
discriminating factors among different social practices in Saudi society. Therefore, a ‗Chisquare test‘ will be conducted to test for significance (Chapter 5, section 5.6.4) in order to
properly capture the significant associations between the address term choices and the
personal characteristics (gender –age – spoken variation – social economic class) of each
speaker.
3. Evaluate the effects of ideology regarding politeness in the usage of address
terms among Najdis. As noted by Brown (2011), ‗politeness ideology‘ fits
within a larger framework of ‗language ideology‘ or ‗linguistic ideology‘,
which has been defined as ―
the situated, partial and interested character of
conceptions and uses of language‖ (Errington 1999: 110). Ideology here

5

The rationale for the selection of these variables is presented in chapter 5.
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refers to what Watts (1992) calls ‗politeness1‘or ‗lay interpretations of
politeness‘.
To what extent do Najdi speakers’ conceptualizations and ideologies of (im)politeness
influence their perceptions and use of address terms?
Semi-structured interviews will be conducted to investigate the participants‘
metapragmatic typifications of address term usage by asking participants a number of
questions related to the results of the quantitative analysis. Metapragmatic data will cover
instances of talk about address terms and how the users perceive them. As argued in Chapter
3, section 3.4.2, the Najdi dialect contains different ideologies regarding the use of
teknonyms to kin and the use of kin terms to non-kin based on the co-occurring signs
(showing deference or keeping distance). The questions will investigate the participants‘
ideologies behind their usage of these address terms. An attempt will be made to uncover
users‘ ideologies in order to investigate the way in which address terms are conceptualized,
i.e., what goes on when people use address terms. People‘s concepts passively shape their
interpretations of the world by providing them with order though they actively shape that
world by influencing their action in that world (Eelen 2001: 34). This means that how
persons think about address terms will influence when and how they will use them based
upon the social effect that they intend to achieve.
In summary, this study seeks to demonstrate that the social struggle over Najdi
address term usage is motivated by the users‘ ideologies, showing that the variation in the
address term usage is not random and is caused by the presence of co-occuring signs.
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Chapter 5
5.1

Data analysis: Quantitative data

Introduction

This study employs a mix of quantitative and qualitative research methods in the
examination of terms of address within the Najdi dialect. This chapter begins by providing
an overview of the applied methodology and the rationale for its use (section 5.2). Details
are then provided of the chosen quantitative method (questionnaire), followed by an outline
of the collection and analysis of the quantitative data. First, a description is provided of the
characteristics of the population sample (section 5.3). Then, a detailed description is
provided for the instrument devised to collect the quantitative data (questionnaire) and the
rationale for using it (section 5.4). Next, a discussion is given of the procedure for
administrating this instrument (section 5.5), and finally the general approaches of data
analysis (section 5.6) followed by the discussion (section 5.7). In the next chapter, a more
detailed explanation will also be presented of the users‘ metapragmatic judgments regarding
the terms they claimed to use.
5.2

Overview of Methodology

The investigation conducted in this study applied a ‗mixed methods‘ data collection
technique (quantitative and qualitative) in a sequential order using a cross-sectional research
design. This section will outline the mandate for the choice of these approaches, followed by
an explanation of the rationale for applying the mixed methodology.
Over the past 15 years, the ‗mixed methods‘ paradigm has gained increased
recognition as a third approach in research methodology, alongside the isolated use of either
quantitative or qualitative methods (Dörnyei 2007: 42). One of the main proponents of this
approach is Dörnyei (2007) who argues that ―
the mixed methods approach can offer
additional benefit to the understanding of the phenomena in question‖ (Dörnyei 2007: 47).
Tashakkori and Creswell (2007: 4) distinguish between ―
mixed methods as a collection and
analysis of two types of data (qualitative and quantitative)‖ and ―
mixed methods as the
integration of two approaches to research (quantitative and qualitative).‖ In other words, the
mixed methods paradigm either combines or integrates some characteristics of the two types
of research methods (quantitative and qualitative), where the main difference, as indicated
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by Bryman (2007), is the amount of integration. Tashakkori and Creswell (2007) outline the
possible types of applying the characteristics of the quantitative and qualitative methods
(combination or integration) as the following:
―
1. Two types of research questions (with qualitative and quantitative
approaches)
2. The manner in which the research questions are developed (participatory vs.
pre-planned)
3. Two types of sampling procedures (e.g., probability and purposive)
4. Two types of data collection procedures (e.g., focus groups and surveys)
5. Two types of data (e.g., numerical and textual)
6. Two types of data analysis (statistical and thematic)
7. Two types of conclusions (emic and etic representations, ‗objective‘ and
‗subjective‘, etc.).‖ (Tashakkori & Creswell 2007: 4)
This study applies item 4 from the list above, by using the questionnaire method
with follow up interviews. A comment will now be made on how these advantages of the
‗mixed methods‘ methodology were factored into the research design of the current study.
The purpose of employing the mixed methods approach in this research was primarily to
attain a comprehensive understanding of the Najdi addressing system. Creswell (2003: 215)
emphasizes the rationale of the quantitative and qualitative combination by categorizing it as
―
a sequential explanatory design‖, the main function of which is ―
to use qualitative results
to assist in explaining and interpreting the findings of a primarily quantitative study‖. In this
study, the quantitative and the qualitative methods were used sequentially, with the results
of the second research technique (qualitative follow up semi-structured interviews) being
used to interpret and explain the results of the first (a quantitative questionnaire). Typically,
the quantitative research method is based on a study of the variables that capture the
common features of groups of people, while the qualitative method is more interested in the
individuals (Dörnyei 2007: 33).
The main rationale for the adoption of cross-sectional rather than longitudinal
methodology was the issue of the limited time of the current research project. This decision
was made while cognizant of the inherent strengths and weaknesses of cross-sectional
methodology, listed by Kasper and Rose (2002) as follows:
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Strengths:
―
1. Comparatively quick to conduct.
2. Comparatively cheap to administer.
3. Limited control effects as subjects only participate once.
4. Stronger likelihood of participation as it is only a single time.
5. Large samples enable inferential statistics to be used.‖ (Kasper and Rose
2002: 76).
Weaknesses:
―
1. Do not permit analysis of causal relationships.
2. Unable to chart individual varieties in development or changes and their
significance.
3. Omission of a single variable can undermine the results significantly.
4. Unable to chart changing social processes over time.‖ (ibid.)
Of the strengths listed above, (1), (2) and (5) were crucial in the decision to choose the
cross-sectional methodology. Regarding points (1) and (5), cross-sectional methodology
allowed the collection of data from speakers of different genders and ages and to discuss
differences in their patterns of address terms use. The variety uncovered amongst the 313
participants underpinned the argument this study makes about the variety and heterogeneity
in the address terms usage by Najdi speakers. To conclude, mixed methods research, which
involves the collection and analysis of both quantitative and qualitative data, provides a
more complete picture of the problem than either of these approaches alone (Creswell &
Clark 2011).
5.3

Participants

A representative sample of Saudis who, at the time of conducting this study, lived in
the central province of Saudi Arabia (Riyadh city and its surrounding towns and villages)
was recruited. In order to collect a convenience sample6 of Najdi speakers, the questionnaire
was distributed via a network of acquaintances that were self-selected on the basis of having

6 In statistics, a convenience sample is one of the main types of non-probability sampling methods.
A convenience sample is made up of people who are easy to reach.
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access to computers. The procedure for recruiting this sample is explained below, in
section 5.5. A total of 326 informants initially participated in this study. From the pooled
sample, only those native Najdi speakers who were born in the central province or who had
lived most of their lives in the central province were chosen to participate. Thus, participants
who reported speaking dialects other than Najdi or speaking Najdi mixed with other dialects
were excluded. In addition, those respondents who reported being born outside the central
province and had spent most of their lives outside the central province were excluded. This
first analysis revealed that 13 of the participants were inappropriate: 10 spoke other dialects;
3 were born outside Najd and had spent most of their lives outside the central province. The
adjusted sample thus consisted of 313 Najdi speakers who were born in the central province
of Saudi Arabia or spent most of their lives there. 302 out of the 313 participants (97%)
were born in the central province. However, 298 out of the 302 participants spent most of
their lives in the central province, whereas 4 out of the 302 participants spent most of their
lives outside the central province but inside Saudi Arabia. These 4 participants were
included as appropriate data mainly because of having been born in the central province,
where they lived at the time that this study was conducted. Furthermore, 8 out of the 313
participants (2%) reported that they were born in provinces other than the central province,
but they were included as they declared having spent most of their lives in the central
province. Finally, 3 out of the 313 participants (1%) reported that they were born outside
Saudi Arabia but were considered as appropriate data as they stated that they spoke the
Najdi dialect and had spent most of their lives in the central province. Ultimately, the
obtained population sample comprised Najdi speakers who spoke both Najdi varieties
(nomads and settlers) with the majority (71%) being settler variety speakers: 221 settler
variety speakers vs. 89 nomad variety speakers. The 313 participants were formed of both
genders and different ages. Over half of the sample (52%) was male with a total distribution
of 163 males vs. 150 females. Although informants were recruited from different age groups,
the majority of the participants (66%) were in the 20-30 age bracket. A possible explanation
for this may be the circulation of the questionnaire at universities, which facilitated the
participation of many students (see section 5.5). A summary of the demographic
characteristics of the respondents is shown in Table1.
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Table 1: Demographic characteristic of the participants (n=313)
Variable
Group
Number
Central Province
302
Eastern Province
2
Western Province
4
Place of
birth
Northern Province
1
Southern Province
1
Outside Saudi Arabia
3
309
Place spent Central Province
most of life Outside Central Province but in Saudi Arabia 4
Female
150
Gender
Male
163
20 - 30
207
31 - 40
70
Age
41 - 50
30
Older than 50
6
Nomad Najdi dialect
89
Spoken
Settled Najdi dialect
221
variety
Mixed of settlers and nomads dialects
3
7
Unspecified
63
Less than 5000 SR*
61
5000 – 10000 SR
73
Income
10001 – 15000 SR
57
15001 – 20000 SR
33
More than 20000 SR
26

Percentage %
97
0.6
1
0.3
0.3
1
99
1
48
52
66
22
10
2
28
71
1
20
20
23
18
11
8

*SR: Saudi Riyal, 1.00 SR= £ 0.17 at 25th November 2014.

5.4

Apparatus

This section begins by presenting the rationale for using questionnaire methodology,
after which it presents a detailed description of the questionnaire used. An online
questionnaire was developed to collect stereotypes of the address terms used by Najdi
speakers (see Chapter 2, section 2.6.2). A questionnaire enables researchers to ensure that
the data collected fit the aim of the research. In this study, it enabled the testing of a roughly
equal number of male and female Najdi speakers of different ages who were born in the
central province of Saudi Arabia or have spent most of their lives there. It should be noted
that it is likely that self-reported survey data reflects the language which the respondents
believe that they use, rather than the language which they actually use in their life. However,

7 Participants who preferred not to state their income.
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this type of data captures the respondents‘ stereotypes of normative use of the address terms.
This research follows Hill et al.'s (1986: 353) belief that the use of self-reported data allows
scholars to obtain more stereotypic responses, despite the fact that this type of data is
considered less real than the data of instances of actual speech. Furthermore, Agha (2007:
305) considers questionnaires as valuable sources of data on stereotypes of use because they
systematically collect a corpus of metapragmatic typifications by a sample of consultants.
Questionnaires can also enable scholars to evaluate the social distribution of the stereotypes
in use across a population of speakers as they can elicit the demographic characteristics of
each participant (ibid.). Agha stresses that the questionnaires and the interviews used in the
established literature since the work of Brown and Gilman (1960) effectively collected
―
reportable stereotypes of use‖ rather than specific ―
acts of usage‖ (ibid.). The scheme and
content of the online questionnaire, Forms of Address in Najdi Dialect Questionnaire
(henceforth FANDQ), produced in Arabic for this study, was based on the work of Braun
(1988). However, this is not a replication of Braun's (1988) study but a partial reapplication
of the questionnaire used as part of the method she employed to study address terms.
Braun's (1988) significant project investigated the address systems in many languages. Due
to concerns about time and cost, the method of data collection in her project was targeted
interviews conducted with informants on the basis of a specially constructed questionnaire.
She aimed to maximise the data gathered on the address terms in various languages, and
therefore the questionnaire was very long and its scope was very wide and general. For
instance, her questionnaire included questions about addressing higher beings such as gods,
about addressing animals, and about the prohibited terms of address in each language. Braun
(1988) was very sensitive to the disadvantages of her method in general and the
questionnaire in particular. She recognised the main shortcoming of her questionnaire was
that it took a European form based on experience from the culture of her research group,
which necessitated amendment/adjustments to be made when interviewing informants from
different cultures (Braun 1988: 73). Moreover, she did not recommend using her
questionnaire on its own by sending it to individuals to complete, as the enormous number
of questions may have caused misunderstandings. Nevertheless, she encouraged the
application of her survey method with proper modification (Braun 1988: 75, 195). In fact,
Braun‘s (1988) questionnaire remains valuable for its useful questions, which can be
adapted to enable investigation of the address system in any language.
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The scheme of the online FANDQ resembles Braun‘s (1988) questionnaire in some
respects. The demographic questions selectively replicate Braun‘s questionnaire, targeting
the social group under focus in this study (Najdi speakers) and matching the stated aim of
this study. For example, general questions used in Braun‘s questionnaire about nationality,
ethnicity and religion were excluded, but specific questions about the variety of the dialect
spoken (Najdi nomad variety or Najdi settler variety) were added. Thus, the demographic
questions in FANDQ inquire about place of birth, the place where the informant lived most
of his/her life, gender, age, spoken variation and informant‘s income. Due to the nature of
this study, only two settings were chosen from the range examined by Braun (1988):
‗Among family members‘ and ‗On the street‘. These settings were purposely selected to
represent the main communication circles in the lives of participants. Moreover, following
Braun (1988), the distinctions between the addresser and the addressee that distinguish the
basic structure in these settings were applied to this questionnaire, i.e., the target person‘s
gender and age (younger than, same age as and older than). The target person categories
were modified further. For example, in the section about addressing family members, the
target persons used in Braun‘s (1988) questionnaire, such as ―
your parents together‖ and
―
spouses‘ father‘s father‖ are not included in FANDQ. The family members targeted in this
study were chosen to represent the typical Saudi family members and were therefore
categorized into three types: parents and siblings; relatives (grandparents, paternal
uncles/aunts, maternal uncles/aunts and male/female cousins); and spouse and the spouse‘s
family (fathers-in-law, mothers-in-law, brothers-in-law and sisters-in-law). In the section
about addressing people in the street, this study adopts ‗male stranger‘, ‗female stranger‘
and ‗male taxi driver‘. Other persons who were included in Braun‘s questionnaire, such as
female taxi driver and bus drivers, were not deemed to be appropriate in the local context
and were therefore not selected, since there are no female taxi drivers in Saudi Arabia and
also because buses are not a popular mode of transportation there. Finally, due to concerns
about the duration of this study and the length of the questionnaire, some of the target
persons used by Braun (1988), such as government officials, waiters, policemen and
salesclerks, were excluded. In summary, FANDQ focuses on two types of interactions:
‗among family members‘ and ‗among people on the street‘, taking into consideration all of
the possible social differences in each interaction type. For clarity, the final layout of
FANDQ was divided into three main sections as follows:
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1. Demographic characteristics.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Place of Birth
Place where you spent most of life
Gender
Age
Spoken Variety

f. Income
2. Terms of address to family members
a. Parents and siblings
i.
Parents
ii.
Elder siblings
iii. Younger siblings
b. Relatives.
i.
Grandparents
ii.
Paternal/ maternal uncles
iii. Paternal/maternal aunts
iv.
Male/female cousins
c. Spouse and spouse‘s family.
i.
Male/ Female spouse
ii.
Parents-in-law
iii. Brother-in-law
iv.
Sister-in-law
3. Terms of address to strangers
a. A male stranger
i.
Ego younger
ii.
Ego same age
iii. Ego older
b. A female stranger
i.
Ego younger
ii.
Ego same age
iii. Ego older
c. A taxi driver
i.
Ego younger
ii.
Ego same age
iii. Ego older
Given the number of potential collocutors in FANDQ and in order to minimise the
risk of respondents providing terms of reference instead of terms of address, the terms of
address were elicited by a multiple choice list. Participants chose from a multiple-choice list
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of six items. The first four of these were suggested terms of address (henceforth, ToA)
chosen by the researcher (a native speaker of Najdi) as a means to introduce the most
possible ToA that could be used in each interaction. For example, in the interaction with the
target person (Your Father) the suggested ToA are: 1-Father‘s personal name, 2- Yuba (Dad),
3- Ɂabu flan (Father of…) 4- Ṭāl ʕumrak (lit. May God give you long life); whereas, the
expected ToA from this targeted person are listed as: 1- Informant‘s personal name 2- Weldi
(my son)/benti (my daughter) 3- Ɂabu/Ɂum flān (Father/mother of…) 4- Wa ana būk (And
I‘m your father). In case the participant had never interacted with the targeted person, for
example if the participant‘s father has passed away when he/she was very young, they were
instructed to choose item number 5 ‗not applicable‘ (henceforth, n/a). This approach was
adopted to encourage participants to avoid imaginary answers, thereby ensuring the
credibility of their responses. Item 6: ‗Other‘, was supplied so that participants could note a
ToA that was not listed, or if they use more than one ToA to address the target person so
there is a chance for the participants to choose more than one ToA. Thus, the multiple
choice list arrangement for each question in FANDQ resembled the following:
How do you address (…)?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Suggested ToA
Suggested ToA
Suggested ToA
Suggested ToA
n/a
Other, specify…

How does (…) address you?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Suggested ToA
Suggested ToA
Suggested ToA
Suggested ToA
n/a
Other, specify…

Interestingly less than 20 people chose more than one ToA to address the targeted
people. Hence in the data analysis, when more than one ToA was indicated I chose the first
choice to avoid the risk of making trivial answers very common. To ensure the intelligibility
of the questions, a comments box was added after the last question in each section of
FANDQ. This was available for the informants to write additional comments in case they
faced any unclear question or have certain usage of chosen ToA or any difficulty. Also, the
researcher‘s email address was provided for any necessary request for clarification before or
after the test. Finally, participants were invited to provide an email contact if they agreed to
take part in the follow up study. For the original version and the English translated
questionnaire see Appendix 1.
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5.5

Procedure

In this section, a brief comment will be given on the advantages of using an online
version of the questionnaire, after which a detailed account of the procedure for its
administration will be provided. FANDQ was designed online using a colourful theme to
engage participants. The advantages of using an online questionnaire as opposed to a regular
paper-based questionnaire were that it saved time in the distribution and enabled a wide
sample to be targeted effectively. Another practical advantage for the researcher is that an
online questionnaire allows for the automated transfer of information as the results are
automatically presented in a spreadsheet. This approach also gave informants the freedom to
choose a suitable time and place to complete the questionnaire. However, the main
attraction of an online questionnaire is that it offered a high level of anonymity to the
respondents (Fox et al. 2003).
As for the distribution process, as a native speaker of the dialect, I made use of my
extended social networks and acquaintances within my community (Najdi). This study
therefore used the ‗friend of friend‘ technique (Snow Ball) (Holmes & Hazen 2013: 185–
186) to recruit the convenience sample of Najdi speakers. The questionnaire was prepared as
a ‗Google Document‘. A link to the online questionnaire was sent out electronically via
email to some cooperative acquaintances who live in the central province (Riyadh city and
the surrounding towns and villages) for circulation. As mentioned in section 5.3, the
questionnaire was distributed via a network of acquaintances that were self-selected on the
basis of having access to computers. Hence the participants are mainly those people who
know how to use computers. However, I informally advised the participated friends to help
those who are ICT illiterate to fill the questionnaire. Fortunately, two of the female
participants aged over 50 mentioned that they filled the questionnaire with the help of their
daughters-in-law. Since this study was concerned with a certain geographical area i.e., the
central province, a specific request was made for social networking websites to be avoided
in the circulation of the link, as the use of these sites may have widened the circle of
participants to different parts of Saudi Arabia. The link and request for circulation was sent
to male and female acquaintances who work at different institutions in the capital city of
Riyadh: a female friend at the Institute of Public Administration, another female friend at
the Specialist Hospital in Riyadh, a male cousin at the Military Hospital in Riyadh and
another male relative at the General directorate of civil defence, five female friends in
different secondary schools in Riyadh and the surrounding towns and villages. The link was
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also circulated in the forums of the three main public universities in Riyadh: King Saud
University, Imam Mohammed Bin Saud University and Princess Nora University, in an
attempt to obtain a convenience sample that reflected a wide social network. Finally the
responses were received and arranged automatically in a spreadsheet on ‗Google Drive‘.
A number of problems and challenges arose during the administration of FANDQ.
The main difficulty was the slow responses from the participants. It took more than 5
months to reach the total number of participants, a total of 326 from which only 313 were
appropriate. The first respondent participated on 6th February 2012 and the last participated
on 3rd September 2012. Although the questionnaire was left open online until September
2014, no further data were collected. Furthermore, there are some issues which limited this
study. First, the majority of the participants were aged between 20 and 30 (66%), which
limited the research from exploring diachronic developments in Najdi ToA. Second, 69% of
the participants were undergraduates, which hindered the opportunity to explore education
and occupation roles on the address behaviour. Moreover, as it can be seen in Table 1 the
participants, who mostly are students are apparently mostly from lower class. A possible
explanation for this is that the question about the income was understood differently by the
informants and they provided their personal monthly income. In a culture where the family
is so important like Najdi culture the information on the individual incomes may not reflect
the actual socioeconomic class of the individual. Therefore, I excluded the socioeconomic
class category in the data analysis to avoid the danger of making statistically dubious
deductions. Finally, religious and cultural restrictions prevented the researcher from gaining
complete access to male respondents, especially in terms of the interviews. Therefore,
recorded phone calls by ‗Skype‘ were the choice to interview the males.
5.6

Results

The Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) was employed in the
statistical analysis of the data. First, percentages of frequencies were calculated for every
target person in FANDQ for the chosen ToA (both reported (used) and expected ToA). As
mentioned in Chapter 2, section 2.5.3, the term ‗norm‘ in this study is used to denote a
notion based on statistical frequency of reported occurrence of ToA. Detecting the most
frequent ToA allowed the norms of ToA use in the Najdi community to be highlighted.
According to Eelen (2001: 231) considering politeness as a social practice enables
researchers to distinguish between different types of norms according to how and by whom
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they are observed, or where, how and by whom they are used. In fact, Eelen distinguishes
between ‗observational norms‘, which are derived from the empirical data and are part of
the observed practice, and ‗operational norms‘, which are principles that structure the
behaviour and cannot be directly observed (Eelen 2001: 231). According to him,
‗observational norms‘ or statistical norms are produced by data as results of the empirical
findings (Eelen 2001: 158). Second, crosstabulations were generated for each of the
demographic variables: gender, age and spoken variation. Two-way tables were produced,
to associate the participants‘ ToA choices with the variables of the participants‘
characteristics in each dyad. Additionally, a Chi-square test was conducted to test for
significance.
The analysis started by coding the answers of each participant into linguistic codes
to facilitate the preparation of the data for statistical analysis. The linguistic coded data were
then coded numerically for use in SPSS. The ToA in the multiple choice lists were first
grouped under category codes. Thus, in the first setting (Family members), Personal names
were coded as First Names (henceforth, FN). The terms yuba (Dad), yumma (Mum), jaddi
(Grandpa), etc. were coded as Kinship Terms (henceforth, KT). The terms Ɂabu flān (Father
of …) and Ɂum flān (Mother of…) were coded as Teknonyms (henceforth, Tek). The term
ṭāl ʕumrak (May God give you long life) was coded as Honorific Term (henceforth, HF).
The terms wa ana būk (And I‘m your father), wa ana ummuk (And I‘m your mother), wa
ana jaddek (And I‘m your grandfather), etc. were coded as quasi inversion pattern
(henceforth, Qua.inv.P). Finally, the terms ḥabībi (lit. honey for male) and ḥabībti (lit.
honey for female) were coded as Endearment (henceforth, Ed). In the street setting, the
terms Ɂax (brother), weledi (my son), benti (my daughter) were coded as KT. The terms al
ḥabīb (masculine darling) and alḥabība (feminine darling) were coded as Ed. The term law
samaḥt (excuse me) was coded as a Politeness Marker (henceforth, P.M). Finally the terms
ustāð (lit. masculine teacher) and ustāða (lit. feminine teacher) were coded as Title. For a
copy of the coded version of the questionnaire that was used for the statistical analysis, see
Appendix 1. Subsequently, the data were coded numerically in an Excel sheet, after which
the file was imported into the SPSS software. The data were then sorted in the SPSS file by
labelling them with values. For the statistical analysis, the data needed to be cleaned up by
labelling some of the variables as missing data. The variants ‗n/a‘, ‗other‘ were labelled as
missing data, as these answers were not relevant to the research objective, although they
were considered in the overall analysis.
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Before the presentation of the data analysis, a problem that arose in the statistical
analysis of the collected data should first be noted. Although the data analysis revealed that
item 6 ‗n/a‘ scored a low percentage ranging from 1% to 11% in most of the investigated
interactions with the targeted persons, this was not the case in the interactions with the
spouse and the spouse‘s family. The answer ‗n/a‘ was chosen by 78% of the participants
(245 respondents) in the question about addressing and being addressed by wife, and by 70%
of the participants (218 respondents) when addressing and being addressed by husband; it
was selected by 61% of participants (191 respondents) in the interaction with father-in-law,
and by 60% of the participants (187 respondents) in the interaction with mother-in-law.
Finally, this answer was given by 61% of participants (190 respondents) when describing
their interactions with their brother-in-law, and by 56% of participants (186 respondents)
when interacting with their sister-in-law. A potential explanation for this may be that the
majority of the participants were unmarried. Consequently, the analysis shows the
calculated frequencies and percentages in these interactions as a small amount.
The following section will first present the statistical analysis for the frequencies of
the participants‘ answers to the FANDQ questions, i.e., the participants‘ choices of ToA.
For clarity, the results will be presented in charts tailed by a table for the percentages.
Tables with total frequencies are included in Appendix 2 and the chi-square values for all of
the investigated dyads are presented in Appendix 3. The following section will then identify
the most frequent ToA choices by the participants in each question, in order to highlight the
observed norms of usage. Taking into consideration the size of the collected sample (n=313),
ToA that have been reported to be used toward or expected from an interlocutor by more
than 100 participants will be considered as the most frequent term. ToA that scored between
50 and 100 are frequent ToA that will also be of interest, but ToA scoring a frequency of
less than 50 will not be introduced or discussed. The most frequent ToA reflect the norms in
addressing the targeted interlocutor; however, the other frequent ToA reflect a practice
different from the norm and can indicate a common alternative (or competing) norm. Finally,
the procedure and results for the chi-square test (χ2) will be presented and discussed.
5.6.1

Overview of the participants’ answers to FANDQ

This section presents the analysis for the data in graphical format, providing the
percentages of the participants‘ answers to the multiple-choice questions in the investigated
interactions in FANDQ. These graphs are arranged according to the layout of FANDQ. This
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means that the first results pertain to interactions in the family setting: ToA in interactions
with parents and siblings, ToA in interactions with relatives, and ToA in interactions with
spouse and spouse‘s family. These are followed by the results regarding interactions in the
street setting: ToA in interactions with male strangers, ToA in interactions with female
strangers, and ToA in interactions with a taxi driver. Two figures are presented for each of
the investigated settings: the first represents the reported ToA to address the target persons;
and the second one represents the expected ToA from the targeted persons. For simplicity
and clarity, each graph is tailed by a table that displays the exact percentages for each
answer. ToA are listed in the graph‘s tables in the linguistic codes: FN, KT, Tek, etc., (see
section 5.6). In each table, all of the suggested items in the FANDQ (multiple choice
answers) for each interaction will be listed together. In the case that the participants did not
choose the suggested item from the list, the cell in the table will be left empty. In addition,
for the sake of simplicity, the percentages in the data have been rounded up or down to the
nearest hundredth. Consequently, in the cases where the frequency is a small number, i.e., 1
or 2, the percentage was approximately 0.3%, which was then rounded down to 0%.
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5.6.1.1
I.

Family members setting

Parents and siblings
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
FN
KT
Tek
HF
Qua.inv.P
n/a
Other

Reported ToA

Father
0%
65%
32%
1%
2%

Mother
79%
1%
17%

Elder
Brother
24%
6%
59%

6%
5%

3%

31%
7%
54%

Younger
Brother
73%
18%
2%

Younger
Sister
72%
18%
1%

0%
6%
2%

1%
2%
4%

2%
3%
4%

Elder Sister

Figure 1: Reported ToA to address parents and siblings
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
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10%
0%
FN
KT
Tek
Qua.inv.P
n/a
Other

Expected ToA

By Father

By Mother

43%
17%
5%
24%
1%
10%

34%
15%
2%
41%
8%

By Elder
Brother
66%
8%
13%
2%
6%
5%

Figure 2: Expected ToA from parents and siblings.
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12%
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3%
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II.

Relatives

Reported ToA
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50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
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FN
KT
Tek
HF
Qua.inv.P
n/a
Other

G.father G.mother Pat. uncle Pat. aunt
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67%
1%
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1%
83%
2%
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17%
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1%
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Mat. aunt
e
1%
2%
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1%
0%
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2%
5%

Male
cousin
41%
34%
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Female
cousin
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0%
0%
7%
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1%
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Figure 3: Reported ToA to address relatives
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Figure 4: Expected ToA from relatives
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III.

Spouse and Spouse’s family
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60%
50%
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FN
KT
Tek
HF
Qua.inv.P
Ed
n/a
Other
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Figure 5: Reported ToA to address spouse and spouse's family
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Figure 6: Expected ToA from spouse and spouse's family
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5.6.1.2
I.

On the street

Male and female strangers
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Figure 7: Reported ToA to address male and female strangers on the street
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Figure 8: Expected ToA from male and female strangers on the street
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II.

Taxi driver

Reported ToA
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Figure 9: Reported ToA to address taxi drivers
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Figure 10: Expected ToA from taxi drivers
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5.6.2

Norms of Najdi ToA use in interactions with family members

This section presents the observed norms of Najdi ToA use in interactions with their
family members, which has been derived from the collected data. As explained at the
beginning of section 5.6, this study takes the statistical percentages to equate with the ToA
norms. In addition, an assessment is also made of the frequency by the pre-established cutpoints of 100 for the most frequent ToA and 50 for the alternative ToA. As noted at the end
of section 5.6, a large number of the participants chose ‗n/a‘ to describe interactions with
their spouse and their spouse‘s family. Consequently, the initial calculated frequencies and
percentages were based on the small number of participants who made choices other than
‗n/a‘, potentially skewing the results. Therefore, in the following sections when analysing the
ToA choices with spouse and the spouse‘s family, the participants who chose ‗n/a‘ were
excluded from the analysis, meaning that the total number of participants in a given question
may differ from the total number in this study (313).
5.6.2.1

Norms of reported ToA to address family members

Statistical analysis of frequencies revealed four common ToA used when addressing
family members: KT, HF, Tek and FN. Each ToA appears to be commonly used to address
particular family members. The discussion in this section begins from the family members
who are at the top of the family hierarchy, proceeding downwards towards the family
members at the bottom of the hierarchy.
The results indicate that KT was the most commonly reported ToA to address most
family members in the Najdi community. The participants overwhelmingly reported the use
of KT to address parents, grandparents, paternal/maternal uncles, paternal/maternal aunts and
parents-in-law. Table 2 presents the frequencies and percentages of KT use in this context.
The analysis revealed that KT was the second most frequent term after FN in interactions
with male and female cousins (see Table 4): 34% of the participants (105 respondents)
reported the use of KT to address their male cousins and 35% of the participants (110
respondents) reported the use of KT to address their female cousins. This usage of KT to
address parents, grandparents, paternal/maternal uncles, paternal/maternal aunts and even
male/female cousins is an actual use of the KT based on its literal meaning, because the term
reflects the real kinship relationship between the interlocutors. However, the usage of KT to
address parents-in-law is a tropic use of KT rather than an actual use, as reported by Agha
(2007) (see Chapter 2, section 2.6.4). The analysis revealed that the KT ʕammī (Paternal
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uncle) was reported by most of the participants as the way in which they address their fatherin-law. As Table 2 shows, 75% of the participants (92 of 122 respondents) reported tropic KT
use to address their father-in-law. Likewise, KT ʕammah/xālah (paternal/maternal aunt) was
reported by the majority of the participants to address their mother-in-law. 75% of the
participants (95 of 126 respondents) reported tropic KT to address their mother-in-law. These
results indicate an underlying social consensus that KT is the most appropriate ToA with
which to address family members, particularly those who are at the top of the family
hierarchy: parents, grandparents, paternal/maternal uncles and paternal/maternal aunts, and
parents-in-law. In other words, the use of KT to address superior family members is a
dominant norm in Najdi society.
Table 2: Most frequently reported ToA to address parents, grandparents, uncles, aunts and inlaws
KT
HF
F

P

F

P

Father

202

65%

101

32%

Mother

248

79%

55

17%

Grandfather

159

51%

74

24%

Grandmother

210

67%

Paternal uncle
Paternal aunt
Maternal uncle
Maternal aunt

259
269
265
271

83%
86%
85%
87%

Father-in-law

92*

75%

Mother-in-law

95**

75%

F = frequency, P = percentage
*92 of the 122 total participants after excluding those who chose n/a (191 participants) when
addressing their fathers-in-law
**95 of the 126 total participants after excluding those who chose n/a (187 participants) when
addressing mothers-in-law

Nevertheless, statistical analysis revealed that KT use is not the only appropriate ToA
to address some superiors, particularly fathers. The HF ṭāl ʕumrak was the second most
frequently reported ToA for this function. As Table 2 shows, 32% of the participants reported
the use of HF to address their father. This means that KT and HF are two dominant norms
used to address fathers in the Najdi community. Since the origo of both ToA in interactions
with the father is an inferior family member (the participant) and the focus is a superior
family member (the father) it can be argued that both ToA may index deference to this
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superior member. The term ‗deference‘ in this study is used to denote the indication that the
hearer is of higher status than the speaker. I draw on Goffman‘s (1956: 477-480) definition of
deference behaviour as conveying appreciation and respect to the hearer and establishing or
re-establishing interpersonal relationships between the interlocutors, such as maintaining
difference. Since using KT and HF are dominant norms in addressing fathers, it can be
argued that each ToA may potentially index different level of deference. It is also possible
that the difference between the levels of deference that each ToA may index could be related
to other co-occuring signs such as the speaker‘s identity and the setting. This point will be
seen in the next stage of the analysis in section 5.6.4.
Furthermore, informants are usually not unanimous in using the statistical norms
derived from the data (Eelen 2001: 178). While KT was identified as a dominant norm to
address family superiors, the analysis showed that HF was an alternative ToA reported to
address mothers and grandfathers. 17% of the participants reported the use of HF to address
their mothers, while 24% of the participants reported the use of HF to address their
grandfathers. This means that the use of HF competes with the dominant norm of using KT
and demonstrates that both norms coexist in Najdi society to address mothers and
grandfathers, but notably not grandmothers. Thus, asymmetry exists in Najdi ToA choices for
parents and grandparents and reflects obvious variability in ToA usage among Najdi speakers
which might be related to possible differences in settings.
Moving downwards in the family hierarchy, the analysis revealed that Tek was the
most frequent ToA to address elder siblings and siblings-in-law. As Table 3 shows, over half
of the participants reported using Tek to address their elder siblings. Likewise, 51% of the
participants reported the use of Tek to address their siblings-in-law. Accordingly, the use of
Tek to address an elder sibling or sibling-in-law is a dominant norm in Najdi. However,
Table 3 also shows that FN is another ToA that competes with this dominant ToA for the
purpose of addressing an elder sibling or sister-in-law, but not brother-in-law. Notable
percentages of the participants preferred to use FN to address their elder sibling or sister-inlaw. Hence, using Tek and FN are two competing norms that coexist in the Najdi community
to address elder siblings and sisters-in-law but not brothers-in-law, creating asymmetry in
ToA choices to address siblings-in-law.
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Table 3: Most frequently reported ToA to address elder siblings and siblings-in-law
Tek
FN
F
P
F
P
Elder brother
186
59%
74
24%
Elder sister
169
54%
95
31%
Brother-in-law
63*
51%
Sister-in-law
65**
51%
52
41%

F = frequency, P = percentage
*63 of the 123 total participants after excluding those who chose n/a (190 participants) when
addressing brothers-in-law
**65 of the 127 total participants after excluding those who chose n/a (186 participants) when
addressing sisters-in-law

Finally, FN was the most frequent ToA reported by the participants when addressing
their younger siblings, male/female cousins and spouses. As shown in Table 4, the
participants overwhelmingly reported utilizing FN to address their younger siblings. A large
number of the participants also reported the use of FN to address their male/female cousins.
41% of the participants reported using FN to address their male cousins, while 52% of the
participants reported employing FN to address their female cousins. In addition, 44% of the
participants chose FN to address their wives and 32% of the participants chose FN to address
their husbands. Hence, it can be argued that it is the norm in the Najdi community to use FN
to address one‘s younger siblings, male/female cousins, and spouse. However, as can be seen
in Table 4, the percentages demonstrate that KT was reported by a number of the participants
as an alternative ToA to address younger siblings, with 18% of the participants reporting the
use of KT to address their younger siblings. Thus, while using FN is a dominant norm to
address younger kin, using KT uxūy/extī (my brother/my sister) is apparently an alternative
norm that competes with the norm of using FN in this context. Predictably, in contrast to ToA
for elder siblings, we can see that ToA for younger siblings show a different set of
preferences. Moreover, as noted at the beginning of this section and as illustrated by Table 4,
the actual KT was another dominant ToA reported in interactions with male/female cousins.
Since it was chosen by more than 100 informants, KT was considered to be the second most
frequent term with which to address cousins. Therefore, using FN and KT are two dominant
norms which coexist in the Najdi community to address male/female cousins. On the other
hand, Tek was shown to be another frequent ToA that competes with the dominant norms
(using FN and KT) to address male cousins but not female cousins. 18% of the participants
reported Tek to address their male cousins. Notably, there is asymmetry in ToA choices for
male and female cousins.
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Table 4: Most frequently reported ToA to address younger siblings, cousins and spouses
FN
KT
Tek
F
P
F
P
F
P
Younger brother
227
73%
55
18%
Younger sister
227
72%
56
18%
Male cousin
127
41%
105
34%
56
18%
Female cousin
163
52%
110
35%
Wife
30*
44%
30**
32%
Husband
F = frequency, P = percentage
*30 of the 68 total participants after excluding those who chose n/a (245 participants) when
addressing wives
**30 of the 95 total participants after excluding those who chose n/a (218 participants) when
addressing husbands

In conclusion, the above analysis demonstrates that more than one dominant norm of
ToA choice exists to address Najdi fathers and cousins. The dominant norms of ToA used to
address Najdi family members were not shared by all of the participants, as some participants
thought that other ToA were more appropriate than the most common ToA in certain
interactions. As seen in the analysis, there are a number of alternative norms of ToA usage
with which to address family members that coexist and compete with the dominant norms in
the Najdi community. Furthermore, the data demonstrated asymmetries in ToA choices to
address parents, grandparents, siblings-in-law and male/female cousins. Therefore, it can be
argued that an obvious variability exists within Najdi ToA system in interactions with family
members, which may be considered as the norm rather than the exception.
5.6.2.2

Norms of expected ToA from family members

The statistical analysis of frequencies identified three common ToA expected when
being addressed by family members. These ToA are Qua.inv.P, FN and Tek. Each ToA has
been found to be commonly expected from particular family members. As in the discussion
on the reported ToA, the analysis here will present the distribution of the common expected
ToA among Najdi family members from the family members who are the top of the family
hierarchy downwards.
The results of the statistical analysis of the interactions with family members at the
top of the family hierarchy indicated that Qua.inv.P was the most frequent ToA expected by
the participants from mothers, grandparents, uncles and aunts. However, as Table 5 shows,
FN, not Qua.inv.P, was the most commonly expected ToA from fathers. In fact, Table 5
demonstrates various patterns of using Qua.inv.P and FN among family superiors. The use of
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Qua.inv.P and FN are two dominant norms for being addressed by mothers, uncles and aunts.
Nevertheless, while using Qua.inv.P is the dominant norm when being addressed by
grandparents, using FN was an alternative norm expected by a number of the participants. 25%
of the participants expected FN from their grandfathers and 23% of the participants expected
FN from their grandmothers. Hence, the norm of using FN by grandparents has been shown
to compete with the dominant norm of using Qua.inv.P.
In interactions with fathers, the data revealed a new pattern of ToA choices. Unlike
ToA patterns expected from mothers, when being addressed by fathers FN was the most
commonly expected ToA for 43% of the participants, while Qua.inv.P was an alternative
competing ToA that was expected by 24% of the participants. KT was another alternative
ToA expected from fathers by 17% of the participants. Thus, there are two norms competing
with the dominant norm of using FN when being addressed by fathers. It is apparent that the
participants expected different sets of address term usage from their parents.
Table 5: Most frequently expected ToA from parents, grandparents, uncles, aunts and elder
siblings
Qua.inv.P
FN
KT
F
P
F
P
F
P
Father
76
24%
134
43%
54
17%
Mother
128
41%
107
34%
Grandfather
154
49%
76
25%
Grandmother
161
51%
73
23%
Paternal uncle
123
39%
135
43%
Paternal aunt
148
47%
115
37%
Maternal uncle
132
42%
128
41%
Maternal aunt
154
49%
107
34%
F = frequency, P = percentage

However, since the origo of ToA when being addressed by parents is a superior
family member (parents) and the focus is inferior family member (participants), it seems
probable that ToA from parents index affection to their children. Hence, while Najdi mothers
are expected to use Qua.inv.P to show their affection, Najdi fathers are expected to prefer the
use of FN to show their affection.
Similarly, participants overwhelmingly expected FN to be used when being addressed
by siblings and cousins and when describing the interaction between Najdi females and their
husbands. As Table 6 indicates, over half of the participants expected FN from their
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elder/younger siblings. A large number of participants also expected FN from their cousins:
42% of the participants expected FN from their male cousins and 50% of the participants
expected FN from their female cousins. 44% of the married female participants expected FN
from their husbands. Nonetheless, when being addressed by male/female cousins, KT
Ɂebn/bent alʕamm (male/female cousin) was the second most frequently expected ToA: 34%
of the participants expected KT from their male cousins, while 36% of the participants
expected the same ToA from their female cousins. In addition, it was found that KT uxūy/extī
(my brother/my sister) was an alternative ToA that was expected from younger brothers by
16% of the participants. Similarly, Tek was an alternative ToA expected from younger
brothers and male cousins with relative percentages as seen in Table 6.
Table 6: Most frequently expected ToA from younger siblings, cousins and husbands
FN
KT
Tek
F
P
F
P
F
P
Elder brother
207
66%
Elder sister
198
63%
Younger brother
187
60%
50
16%
50
16%
Younger sister
191
61%
Male cousin
132
42%
107
34%
51
17%
Female cousin
155
50%
111
36%
42*
44%
Husband

F = frequency, P = percentage
*42 of the 95 total participants after excluding those who chose n/a (218 participants) when
being addressed by husbands

Thus, the dominant norm expected by the participants from family members who are
the ego equals of the speakers, including the spouse, was the use of FN. However, in
interaction with cousins, the use of KT was another dominant norm coexistent with FN use.
In other words, it is normal in the Najdi community to hear either FN or KT from
male/female cousins. Tek was notably expected from Najdi males, i.e., younger brothers and
male cousins, but not from their female counterparts.
Finally, as Table 7 shows, Tek was the most common ToA expected from the wives,
parents-in-law and siblings-in-law, although FN was a frequent ToA expected from the wives
and sisters-in-law of some participants. 26% of the married participants expected FN from
their wives and 40% of the participants expected FN from their sisters-in-law. This
demonstrates an obvious asymmetry of ToA choices expected from the non-blood family
members, as no expectation of FN was noted with regards to either parents-in-law or
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brothers-in-law. It could be argued here that receiving only Tek from parents-in-law and
brothers-in-law may index the existence of deference in this interaction.
In summary, while using Tek is a competing norm expected from the blood male
family members who are ego equal, i.e., younger siblings and cousins, it is a dominant norm
expected from non-blood superior/equal male/female family members, i.e., wives and in-laws.
Therefore, it could be argued that the use of Tek in Najdi by the male younger siblings and
male cousins may index deference. The data analysis demonstrates that FN, KT and Tek are
reciprocal ToA between Najdi speakers and their elder/younger siblings, male/female cousins,
siblings-in-law and spouses. It was found that, in these tested dyads, there were notable
numbers of cases where the same informant reported and expected the address term. The
issue of reciprocity among family members will be discussed in detail in the next section.
Table 7: Most frequently expected ToA from wives, parents-in-law and siblings-in-law
Tek
FN
F
P
F
P
19*
28%
18*
26%
Wife
50**
41%
Father-in-law
44***
35%
Mother-in-law
72****
59%
Brother-in-law
65*****
51%
51*****
40%
Sister-in-law

F = frequency, P = percentage
*19 of 68 participants expected Tek from wives, 18 of 68 participants expected FN
**50 of 122 participants expected Tek from fathers-in-law
***44 of 126 participants expected Tek from mothers-in-law
****72 of 123 participants expected Tek from brothers-in-law
*****65 of 127 participants expected Tek from sisters-in-law, 51 of 127 participants expected FN

5.6.2.3

Symmetry and reciprocity in Najdi ToA use with family members

In this section, the reciprocal ToA reported and expected by the same informants and
the symmetrical dyads among Najdi family members are presented. The analysis above in
sections 5.6.2.1 and 5.6.2.2 reveals that FN, KT and Tek are reported and expected by the
same informants in some of the dyads with certain Najdi family members. As shown in Table
8, FN is reciprocal in Najdi families between siblings, cousins, spouses and sisters-in-law.
Though FN was chosen by a number of the participants as ToA that they would use to
address their elder siblings, it was found that FN was the most frequent ToA expected from
elder siblings. In other words, the FN reciprocity in the interaction with elder siblings is
limited. As seen in Table 8, 22% of the participants reciprocated FN with their elder brothers
while, 30% reciprocated FN with their elder sisters. Additionally, as seen in Table 8, Najdis
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typically used FN reciprocally with their younger brothers/sisters and their male/female
cousins. Likewise, 27% of the married males and 30% of the married females commonly
reported and expected FN in the interaction with their spouses. It is also seen that 35% of the
participants preferred using and expecting FN when interacting with their sisters-in-law. It
can therefore be argued that FN in Najdi is a reciprocal ToA in interactions between these
family members, most likely as a means to show intimacy.
Table 8: FN reciprocity with family members
Reported

Elder brother
Elder sister
Younger brother
Younger sister
Male cousin
Female cousin
Wife
Husband
Sister-in-law

F
74
95
227
227
127
163
30*
30**
52***

P
24%
31%
73%
72%
41%
52%
44%
32%
41%

FN
Expected

F
207
198
187
191
132
155
18
42
51

P
66%
63%
60%
61%
42%
50%
26%
44%
40%

Reciprocity
F
P
69
22%
93
30%
177
57%
181
58%
120
38%
152
49%
18*
27%
28**
30%
45***
35%

F = frequency, P = percentage
* Of the 68 total participants after excluding those who chose n/a (245 participants) in dyads with
wives
** Of the 95 total participants after excluding those who chose n/a (218 participants) in dyads with
husbands
*** Of the 127 total participants after excluding those who chose n/a (186 participants) in dyads with
sisters-in-law

The same reciprocity can also be observed in use of the KT term for younger brothers
and cousins of both genders. As Table 9 shows, 11% of the participants preferred to
reciprocate KT with their younger brothers by reporting and expecting the same use of KT.
Furthermore, KT was a commonly reciprocated ToA between participants and their
male/female cousins. 33% of the participants preferred to use and expect KT in interactions
with their male cousins and 35% of the participants with their female cousins. Since the
interlocutors were either inferior family member (younger brother) or self-equal family
member (cousins) it could be argued that the reciprocal KT may index intimacy rather than
deference to the addressee.
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Table 9: KT reciprocity with family members

Younger brother
Male cousin
Female cousin

Reported
F
P
55
18%
105
34%
110
35%

F = frequency, P = percentage

KT
Expected
F
P
50
16%
107
34%
111
36%

Reciprocity
F
P
33
11%
103
33%
108
35%

In addition, as Table 10 shows, Tek was a reciprocal ToA between participants and
their male cousins and siblings-in-law. Overall, 42% of the participants reciprocated Tek with
their brothers-in-law, while 46% of the participants reciprocated Tek with their sisters-in-law.
Tek use was also reciprocal between 14% of Najdi speakers and their male cousins.
Table 10: Tek reciprocity with family members

Brother-in-law
Sister-in-law
Male cousin

Reported
F
P
63*
51%
65*
51%
56
18%

Tek
Expected
F
P
72*
59%
65*
51%
51
17%

Reciprocity
F
P
51*
42%
58**
46%
43
14%

*Of the 123 total participants after excluding those who chose n/a (190 participants) in dyads with
brothers-in-law
**Of the 127 total participants after excluding those who chose n/a (186 participants) in dyads with
sisters-in-law

In summary, the reciprocity of FN claimed by the participants in interactions with
elder siblings, who enjoy high status in Najdi families, allows it to be argued that FN usage
index intimacy with the elder siblings. Similarly the reciprocal FN and KT in interaction with
the younger brothers and with male/female cousins who are equals could be interpreted to
mean that KT use when addressing cousins may index intimacy for a certain speaker. On the
other hand, the use of the non-reciprocal Tek by Najdis to address their elder siblings may
index deference to the elder siblings. As discussed in Chapter 3, section 3.3, gender
segregation is a religious and cultural norm in the Najdi community. This means that a social
distance exists between cousins of opposite genders, as women should wear a veil in the
presence of their cousins. It could therefore be argued here that the reciprocal Tek when
addressing the male cousins but not female cousins may potentially be a way to show
deference to the male cousins. This type of deference is also apparent in the revealed
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reciprocity of Tek between the participants and their siblings-in-law, as this relationship is
generally not as intimate as that with blood siblings.
5.6.3

Norms of Najdi ToA use in interactions with people in the street

This section presents the statistical norms derived from the collected data about Najdi
ToA use in interactions with strangers. The analysis revealed four main ToA that were used
in interactions with people in the street: P.M law samaḥt (excuse me), tropic KT, Mohammed
and Ed. The usage of the name Mohammed to address strangers and particularly taxi drivers
recently became popular in Saudi Arabia, perhaps because of its popularity among Muslims
because it is the name of the prophet Mohammed (peace be upon him). Hence the user
assumes that if the taxi driver is a Muslim there is a good chance that he carries this name.
This supposition was actually mentioned by one of the questionnaire participants.
Furthermore, the analysis indicated P.M and tropic KT as reciprocal ToA between the
participants and the targeted strangers in this study. The discussion in the following section
will show the distribution of the usage of these terms and whether they form dominant or
competing norms. This discussion will begin with the Najdi ToA norms used to address
people in the street, after which an examination will be provided of the norms of ToA that
were expected from these strangers. Finally the reciprocity issue in this domain will be
presented and discussed.
5.6.3.1

Norms of reported ToA to address people in the street

The analysis indicated that P.M, tropic KT and Ed are commonly preferred by the
participants when addressing male strangers irrespective of their age. It was found that using
P.M is a dominant norm to address the male stranger who is younger or older than the
participant. Table 11 shows that 33% of the participants reported the use of P.M to address
younger male strangers and 60% of the participants reported P.M to address older male
strangers. Employing the tropic KT appeared to be a competing norm to the use of P.M in
addressing these types of strangers: 28% of the participants reported the use of the tropic KT
ʔax (brother) to address younger male strangers and 29% reported the use of the tropic KT
ʕamm (paternal uncle) to address older male strangers. Interestingly, when the male stranger
was of the same age as the participant, the same ToA were used but with the application of
different norms of usage. Using the tropic KT ʔax (brother) was the dominant norm to
address a male stranger of the same age as the participant, with 58% of the participants
reporting tropic KT as the preferred mode in this context. P.M was shown to be a competing
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norm to address male stranger of same age. 31% of the participants reported P.M to address
the same age male stranger. Although there were similar norms for ToA used to address
younger and older male strangers, ToA for younger male strangers showed a further differing
norm. As seen in Table 11, using Ed alḥabīb (lit. masc. Honey) was another competing norm,
being used to address the younger male strangers by 31% of the participants. This finding
demonstrates clear asymmetry in ToA for male strangers of all ages.

Table 11: Most frequently reported ToA to address people in the street
P.M
KT
Ed
F
P
F
P
F
P
Younger
103
33%
90
28% 98 31%
Male stranger
Same age
95
31%
182 58%
Older
186
60%
91
29%
98
31%
181
58%
Younger
Female stranger
Same age
97
31%
184 59%
Older
212
68%
70
22%
Younger
100
32%
Taxi driver
Same age
93
30%
60
19%
Older
103
33%
152 49%
F = frequency, P = percentage
*Mhd = Mohammed

Mhd*
F
P

164
111

52%
35%

When addressing female strangers, tropic KT and P.M were commonly chosen by the
participants. Furthermore, the norms of using these ToA are similar to the interaction with
younger and same age female strangers, whereas different norms were observed in
interactions with older female strangers. As Table 11 shows, the use of the tropic KT ext
(sister) is a dominant norm to address younger and same age female strangers. Over half of
the participants reported tropic KT to address younger and same age female strangers,
whereas using P.M forms a competing norm observed in ToA usage of 31% of the
participants to address both younger and same age female strangers. Table 11 clearly shows
that different norms govern the addressing of older female strangers. Using P.M is the
dominant norm to address older female strangers among 68% of the participants, while using
the tropic KT xālah (maternal aunt) was a competing norm with 22% of the participants.
In the interaction with a taxi driver, another set of preferences were observed. The
name Mohammed, P.M and tropic KT were the most frequently reported ToA in this
interaction. However the reported ToA and the norms of using them were found to differ
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according to the age differences between the addresser and the addressee. Using Mohammed
and P.M are two dominant norms in the interaction with taxi drivers who are younger than
the participants. Predictably, using Mohammed is the first dominant norm in addressing a
younger taxi driver, as 52% of the participants selected this option. Using P.M is another
dominant norm to address the younger taxi driver for 32% of the participants. As seen in
Table 11, Mohammed was also a dominant norm to address a taxi driver who was the same
age as the participants, with 35% of the participants reporting use of Mohammed in this
scenario. Nevertheless, P.M and the tropic KT ʔax (brother) were other frequent norms
competing with the dominant norm in this interaction. Notably, Mohammed was not used to
address an older taxi driver. Instead, the tropic KT ʕamm (paternal uncle) and P.M were the
two dominant Najdi norms coexisting in the address of older taxi drivers: 49% of the
participants reported the tropic KT to address the older taxi driver and 33% of the participants
reported P.M. This demonstrates asymmetry in ToA choices to address taxi drivers who are
younger, of same age or older.
In conclusion, while using P.M is the dominant norm to address unknown males
(male strangers and taxi drivers) when they are younger or older than the speaker, it is also a
dominant norm to address unknown females who are older than the speaker. On the other
hand, Najdis normally use tropic KT relevant to the addressee gender and age to address
unknown males if they are of the same age as themselves, as well as to address taxi drivers
who are older than them. They also normally employ tropic KT to address female strangers
who only are younger or of the same age as them. It could therefore be argued that ToA
norms with unknown people are highly dependent on the assumed age and gender of the
interlocutor. Finally, the data confirm that it is the norm among the sampled Najdis to use the
name Mohammed, which may or may not be the personal name of the addressee, to address
taxi drivers who are younger than or the same age as the speaker. Since the focus of ToA here
is an unknown self-inferior interlocutor, it could be argued that the choice of Mohammed in
these interactions may index intimacy.
5.6.3.2

Norms of expected ToA from people in the street

The analysis indicated P.M and tropic KTs ʔax/ext (brother/sister) and wledi/benti
(my son/my daughter) as the common ToA expected from people in the street. Interestingly,
P.M and tropic KT were reciprocal ToA between the participants and people in the street.
The data analysis demonstrates that P.M and tropic KT are reciprocal ToA between Najdi
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speakers and strangers. There are notable cases of reporting and expecting the same ToA by
the same informant. A discussion of the reciprocity issue in these interactions will be
presented in the next section.
Table 12: Most frequently expected ToA from people in the street

By male stranger
By male stranger
By taxi driver

F
146
85
192
95
98
222
171
178
101

Younger
Same age
Older
Younger
Same age
Older
Younger
Same age
Older

P.M

P
47%
27%
61%
30%
31%
71%
55%
57%
32%

F
140
180
83
179
177
59
87
66
140

KT

P
45%
58%
27%
57%
57%
19%
28%
21%
45%

As can be seen in Table 12, P.M was commonly expected by the participants from
younger/older male strangers, with 47% of the participants expecting P.M from younger male
strangers and 61% expecting P.M from older male strangers. The tropic KT ʔax was the most
frequently expected ToA from same age male strangers for 58% of the participants. The
tropic KT ʔax was also the second most frequently expected ToA from younger male
strangers for 45% of the participants. Thus, P.M and tropic KT were two dominant forms
expected to be received from younger male strangers. While P.M was normally expected
when being addressed by younger and older male strangers, tropic KT was the commonly
expected ToA in interactions with same age male strangers. In addition, P.M was shown to be
a viable alternative ToA expected from male strangers of same age, in 27% of the responses.
Hence, the use of P.M forms a competing norm with the dominant norm of using tropic KT
by same age male strangers. In the interaction with older male strangers, while using P.M is
the dominant norm, using the tropic KT wledi/benti (my son/my daughter) forms a competing
norm as it was expected by 27% of the participants.
The tropic KT ʔax /ext (brother/sister) was the most frequently expected ToA by the
participants from female strangers who were younger than and of same age as the
participants. 57% of the participants expected tropic KT from younger and same age female
strangers. P.M was another form of competing usage of the dominant form (tropic KT) in the
interactions with both younger and same age female stranger. 30% of the participants
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expected P.M from younger female strangers and 31% of the participants expected P.M from
same age female strangers. Nevertheless, the participants overwhelmingly, 71% of the
participants, expected P.M from female strangers who were older than them. The tropic KT
wledi/benti (my son/my daughter) usage was another norm competing with the dominant
norm of using P.M by older female strangers.
As seen in Table 12, P.M was also commonly expected from younger or same age
taxi driver, comprising the expected ToA for more than half of the participants. P.M was also
the second most frequently expected ToA from older taxi drivers, as the tropic KT
wledi/benti was the most frequent ToA expected from this interlocutor: 45% of the
participants expected tropic KT, while 32% of the participants expected P.M from an older
taxi driver. Obviously, the use of tropic KT and P.M by older taxi drivers were two dominant
norms in the interaction with this interlocutor. Using the tropic KT ʔax /ext (brother/sister)
was another norm competing with the dominant norm of using P.M when being addressed by
a taxi driver who was younger or of same age as the participants: 28% of the participants
expected tropic KT from a younger taxi driver, while 21% of the participants expected tropic
KT from a taxi driver of the same age.
To conclude, a differential use can be seen, which discriminates ToA based on the
assumed age of the interlocutor: tropic KT is normally expected from strangers who are
younger or the same age of the speaker, while P.M is normally expected from older strangers.
Interestingly, this is not necessarily the case in interactions with taxi drivers. Although P.M is
commonly expected from taxi drivers, irrespective of their age, the tropic KT is commonly
expected from older taxi drivers more than the younger or same age drivers.
5.6.3.3

Symmetry and reciprocity in Najdi ToA use with people in street

As noted in the previous section, P.M and tropic KT are reciprocal ToA between the
participants and people in the street. Tables 13a and 13b show the distribution of reciprocal
ToA with strangers, when the same address term is reported and expected by the same
informant. When participants assumed the reciprocity of the used ToA in any interaction,
they aligned their interlocutors‘ choice of ToA to their own choices. This likely was because
participants believed that this ToA was the most appropriate to index their identity and their
relationship with their interlocutors (Agha 2007).
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Table 13: P.M and tropic KT Reciprocity with strangers
a)

Reported

Male stranger
Female stranger
Taxi driver

b)

Male stranger
Female stranger
Taxi driver

F
103
95
186
98
97
212
100
93
103

Younger
Same age
Older
Younger
Same age
Older
Younger
Same age
Older

Younger
Same age
Older
Younger
Same age
Older
Younger
Same age
Older

P
33%
31%
60%
31%
31%
68%
32%
30%
33%

KT
Expected
F
P
140
45%
180
58%
83
27%
179
57%
177
57%
59
19%
87
28%
66
21%
140
45%

Reported
F
P
90
28%
182
58%
91
29%
181
58%
184
59%
70
22%
60
152

P.M
Expected
F
P
146
47%
85
27%
192
61%
95
30%
98
31%
222
71%
171
55%
178
57%
101
32%

19%
49%

Reciprocity

F
87
77
165
79
87
204
73
71
79

P
28%
25%
53%
25%
28%
65%
23%
23%
25%

Reciprocity
F
P
53
17%
174 56%
69
22%
167 53%
173 55%
54
17%
41
141

13%
45%

The data show that Najdis commonly prefer reciprocal P.M in dyads with unknown
males and females. However this preference appears to be more obvious in the dyads with
older strangers. As seen in Table 13a high percentages are shown to be in the dyads with
older strangers: 53% of the participants preferred to reciprocate P.M with older male
strangers, 65% reciprocate P.M with older female strangers and 25% reciprocate P.M with
older taxi drivers. It could therefore be argued that the reciprocal P.M with younger and same
age unknown males/females may index deference. The deference is apparent when P.M is
reciprocal with older male/female strangers and older taxi drivers who are age superiors.
However, with the older taxi driver the participants commonly prefer to reciprocate
the tropic KT by using ʕamm (paternal uncle) and expecting wledi/benti (my son/daughter) in
return. Notably, the reciprocal tropic KT with older taxi drivers who are age superiors are
chosen to stress the age difference between the interlocutors. Therefore, reciprocal tropic KT
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seems to index deference to the addressee, since in Najdi society elder people normally take
precedence over younger people, even if the latter have higher status. This was discussed in
detail in Chapter 3, section 3.3. Moreover, the tropic KT ext (sister) was commonly reciprocal
with the younger/same age female strangers and the tropic KT ʔax (brother) was commonly
reciprocal with the male strangers of same age. Given Najdi society norm of maintaining
social distance between women and non-kinsmen (see Chapter 3, section 3.3), it seems
plausible that the reciprocity of the same tropic KT with the younger/same age male/female
strangers and expectations of tropic KT from the older taxi drivers serve to maintain social
distance. To conclude, it is hypothesised that in the Najdi community using reciprocal P.M
with younger, same age and older male/female strangers may index deference. It is also
argued that using reciprocal tropic KT with older male/female strangers may index deference,
while reciprocal KT with younger/same age male/female strangers may index distance.
5.6.4

Chi-square test (χ2) for dependence

The research hypothesis suggested that the participants‘ ToA choices during
interactions with the target persons in the two domains (family members and on the street)
would be correlated with their gender, age and spoken variety. Therefore, a chi square test (χ2)
was conducted to explore significant associations at the level of significance (p < 0.05).
During the χ2 test, the demographic characteristics were treated as independent variables
while the questions in FANDQ were dependent variables. There were therefore 3
independent variables (gender, age and spoken variety) and 58 dependent variables (FANDQ
questions). The dependent variables were divided into two groups: reported ToA and
expected ToA. Each of the two groups consisted of 29 variables (questions). Two hypotheses
were tested by means of this statistical test.
Null Hypothesis (H0): There are no associations between the independent variables
and the dependent variables.
Alternative Hypothesis (H1): There are associations between the independent
variables and the dependent variables.
The results of χ2 test rejected the null hypothesis (H0) in a number of the tested
associations in both domains. In other words, the test suggested that statistically significant
associations (p < 0.05) between the dependent variables and the independent variables were
very likely during interactions with a number of the target persons in these two domains.
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Table 14 and Table 15 below show that there were significant associations between either
some or all of the independent variables and the correlated dependent variable in a large
number of the tested dyads. For example, the reported ToA to address one‘s father had
significant associations with one independent variable (participant‘s gender), while the
expected ToA had significant associations with all of the independent variables. The χ2 test
was unable to reject the null hypothesis (H0) in some of the tested associations in the
interactions, revealing non-significant associations (p > 0.05) in these interactions. For
instance, when addressing the parents there is a non-significant association between the age
of the participants and their reported ToA. In summary, the χ2 test results support the research
hypothesis that the personal characteristics of Najdi speakers‘ generally play a role in their
ToA use with both family members and strangers. Yet, non-significant associations are
notable exceptions and so will be highlighted during the following discussion. The full results
of the non-significant associations are available in Appendix 4.
In the following section (5.6.4.1) tables of correlations with each of the independent
variables will be presented individually. Each independent variable will be tested in both
domains, i.e., between family members and on the street. Although all of the interactions in
both domains were tested in the chi-square test as dependent variables, only some of the
interactions with the family members will be presented and discussed in view of their
associations with the independent variables. As the study aims to investigate variety in ToA
and to determine how this variety occurs, the selected dyads are those in which at least two
ToA create the norms in addressing and being addressed by the target person. These
interactions should either have two of the most frequent ToA, or one most frequent ToA
determining the norm in the interaction and another frequent ToA (between 50 and 100
occurrences) which can potentially highlight another norm. This is because the norms of
address in these interactions are less clear-cut, in addition to which the existence of
distributed patterns of ToA use indicates social struggle over the use of these ToA and
possibly normative uncertainty (conflicting values). The interactions between family
members that reflect distributed patterns are: addressing and being addressed by the parents,
younger brothers, male and female cousins, and sister-in-law. Interestingly, in the street
setting all of the interactions with the targeted people demonstrated distributed patterns of
ToA use and hence all (interactions with male/female strangers and with a taxi driver) will be
included in the discussion.
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Table 14: Results of the chi-square test for significant associations between reported ToA and interactional variables
Reported ToA

Dependent variables (FANDQ questions)

Gender

1-How do you address your father?
2-How do you address your mother?
3-How do you address your grandfather?
4-How do you address your grandmother?
5-How do you address your paternal uncle?
6-How do you address your paternal aunt?
7-How do you address your maternal uncle?
8-How do you address your maternal aunt?
9-How do you address your elder brother?
10-How do you address your elder sister?
Family
11-How do you address your younger brother?
members
12-How do you address your younger sister?
13-How do you address your male cousin?
14-How do you address your female cousin?
15-How do you address your wife?
16-How do you address your husband?
17-How do you address your father-in-law?
18-How do you address your mother-in-law?
19-How do you address your brother-in-law?
20-How do you address your sister-in-law?
21-How do you address a male stranger younger than you?
22-How do you address a male stranger the same age as you?
23-How do you address a male stranger older than you?
24-How do you address a female stranger younger than you?
People in the
25-How do you address a female stranger the same age as you?
street
26-How do you address a female stranger older than you?
27-How do you address a taxi driver younger than you?
28-How do you address a taxi driver the same age as you?
29-How do you address a taxi driver older than you?
Note: * P < 0.05. ** P < 0.01. *** P <0.001
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Age

Spoken variation

**

**

***
***

***
***
*
***
***
**
***
***
**
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

**
***
***
***
*
*
*
*

*
***

***
***
*
**
***

*
*
***
***
**
**
**
*
**
***
***

Table 15: Results of the chi-square test for significant associations between expected ToA and interactional variables

Expected ToA
Dependent variables (FANDQ questions)
1-How does your father address you?
2-How does your mother address you?
3-How does your grandfather address you?
4-How does your grandmother address you?
5-How does your paternal uncle address you?
6-How does your paternal aunt address you?
7-How does your maternal uncle address you?
8-How does your maternal aunt address you?
9-How does your elder brother address you?
10-How does your elder sister address you?
Family
members
11-How does your younger brother address you?
12-How does your younger sister address you?
13-How does your male cousin address you?
14-How does your female cousin address you?
15-How does your wife address you?
16-How does your husband address you?
17-How does your father-in-law address you?
18-How does your mother-in-law address you?
19-How does your brother-in-law address you?
20-How does your sister-in-law address you?
21-How does a male stranger younger than you address you?
22-How does a male stranger the same age as you address you?
23-How does a male stranger older than you address you?
24-How does a female stranger younger than you address you?
People in the
25-How does a female stranger the same age as you address you?
street
26-How does a female stranger older than you address you?
27-How does a taxi driver younger than you address you?
28-How does a taxi driver the same age as you address you?
29-How does a taxi driver older than you address you?
Note: * P < 0.05. ** P < 0.01. *** P <0.001
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Gender
***
***
**
***
**
**
***
**
**
***
***
***
***
*

***
***
***
***
*
***
***
***
***
***
**

Age
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
**
**
***
**
*
**

Spoken variation
*
**
*
***
*
**
**
***
**
**
***
*
**
*
**
***
***
*
*

*
*

*

5.6.4.1

Results of the associations between ToA choices and interactional

variables
Table 16 and Table 17 below present the results of the correlations between ToA
choices and the interactional variables in the selected dyads with the family members and with
the selected dyads with people in the street. As the tables illustrate, a total of 15 interactions
were examined in terms of their association with the independent variables: 6 interactions with
family members; and 9 interactions with people in the street. Only the significant associations
will be discussed in each interaction in the following section. However, brief reference will be
made to the non-significant associations as exceptions. The following section presents each
independent variable individually and presents all of its significant associations with the
dependent variables. However, it should be noted that distinguishing which independent
variables is more significant is not the focus of this investigation.
Table 16: Selected dyads with less clear-cut patterns of reported ToA
Reported ToA
Dependent variables (FANDQ questions)
1-How do you address your father?
2-How do you address your mother?
Family
members

Spoken
variety

*

**

*

***

***

***

***

***

***
***

3-How do you address your younger brother?
4-How do you address your male cousin?
5-How do you address your female cousin?
6-How do you address your sister-in-law?
7-How do you address a male stranger younger than
you?
8-How do you address a male stranger the same age as
you?
9-How do you address a male stranger older than you?

People in
the street

Age

Gender

10-How do you address a female stranger younger
than you?
11-How do you address a female stranger the same
age as you?
12-How do you address a female stranger older than
you?
13-How do you address a taxi driver younger than
you?
14-How do you address a taxi driver the same age as
you?
15-How do you address a taxi driver older than you?

Note: * P < 0.05. ** P < 0.01. *** P <0.001
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**
***

*

***

***
***
**

***

**

***

**

***

*

*

***

***

**

***

***

***

***

Table 17: Selected dyads with less clear-cut patterns of expected ToA
Expected ToA
Dependent variables (FANDQ questions)
1-How does your father address you?
2-How does your mother address you?
3-How does your younger brother address you?
Family
members 4-How does your male cousin address you?
5-How does your female cousin address you?
6-How does your sister-in-law address you?
7-How does a male stranger younger than you address you?
8-How does a male stranger the same age as you address
you?
9-How does a male stranger older than you address you?
10-How does a female stranger younger than you address
you?
People in 11-How does a female stranger the same age as you
the street address you?
12-How does a female stranger older than you address
you?
13-How does a taxi driver younger than you address you?
14-How does a taxi driver the same age as you address
you?
15-How does a taxi driver older than you address you?
Note: * P < 0.05. ** P < 0.01. *** P <0.001

5.6.4.1.1

Gender

Age

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
**

Spoken
variety
*
**
**
***
**
***

***
*

***

***

*

***

*

***
***
***
**

*
*
*

Gender variable

It is apparent in Tables 16 and 17 above that the gender of the participants had
significant associations with their choices of ToA in almost all of the selected dyads and in
both domains. The only non-significant association was seen in the participants‘ ToA choices
with regards to addressing a male stranger older than them. The results of this interaction could
not reject the null hypothesis (H0) since p > 0.05. Thus, while there are no gender differences in
the norms for addressing older male strangers, there are significant differences in how the
participants believe they would be addressed by this target person.
5.6.4.1.1.1

Family members

The results of the χ2 test in Tables 16 and 17 above, show significant associations
between the gender variable and the reported and expected ToA in the interactions with all of
the selected family members. In the following sections, the family members will be presented
individually and the corresponding ToA use will be discussed in view of the significant
associations identified.
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Parents
There are significant differences in how male and female Najdi speakers address and
believe they would be addressed by their parents. As Table 18 below shows, while the
preferred ToA to parents was KT for Najdi females, HF was preferred for Najdi males. This
result confirmed the argument in section 5.6.2.1 that the coexistence of using KT and HF as
two dominant norms to address fathers in Najdi society may index different levels of deference.
This would mean that Najdi males use HF to address their fathers and in so doing they propose
a level of deference higher than would be expressed by KT usage. Males used HF more than
females which may be attributable to Najdi males using HF to address their fathers when both
are outside the family setting in environments in which they should be formal. This setting is
called men‘s majlis, where Najdi men normally gather separately from women (see Chapter 3,
section 3.3.1). By using HF in men‘s majlis, Najdi males actually mark deference to the other
men who are in this majlis where the norm is to be formal. According to Agha (2007: 316), the
use of an honorific may mark the deference to the addresseefocus, referentfocus or bystanderfocus.
In other words, the deference focus could be to someone other than the addressee. Therefore,
Najdi males prefer to use HF to their father as a means of extending the respect to the other
men, so their deference becomes bystanderfocus. In general, using KT to address fathers indexed
female speakers showing deference in family settings, while using HF indexed male speakers
showing deference in different settings outside the family setting.
On the other hand, as can be seen in Table 18, the females had greater expectations of
FN from their parents. However, Qua.inv.P was expected from the parents differently.
Interestingly, it was expected from the fathers by the females more than the males, while the
opposite was true from mothers. Section 5 .6.2.2 argued that the expected ToA from parents,
who are superiors in the family hierarchy, might index affection on the part of the parents. The
results in this section are evidence for this argument and also suggest the folk notion that
fathers adore their daughters and mothers adore their sons, and that this notion is manifested in
Najdi society. In all, the use of FN by Najdi mothers indexed affection to the female addresser,
while using Qua.inv.P indexed affection to the male addresser. Remarkably, within each
gender group there was asymmetry in the choice of ToA expected from their parents. Within
the Najdi female group, while they expected FN and Qua.inv.P from their fathers more than the
males, they only expected FN from the mothers more than the males. In contrast, Najdi male
group expected Qua.inv.P more than the female group from their mothers, but not from their
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fathers. This suggests that there are sub-groups who have different norms within Najdi female
and male groups.
Table 18: Correlations between gender variable and norms for addressing and being addressed
by parents
Father
Mother
Reported
Expected
Reported
Expected
Gender

Total

KT

HF

FN

Qua.inv.P

KT

HF

Qua.inv.P

FN

% within females

150

78%

19%

47%

26%

91%

7%

35%

49%

% within males

163

52%

45%

39%

23%

69%

28%

47%

21%

Younger brothers
There were significant differences in the norms for how male and female Najdi
speakers believe they address and being addressed by their younger brothers. As seen in Table
19, while Najdi females preferred FN to address their younger brothers, KT was preferred by
Najdi males more than the females.
Table 19: Correlations between gender variable and norms for addressing and being addressed
by younger brothers
Younger brother
Reported

Gender

Expected

Total

FN

KT

FN

KT

% within females

150

77%

11%

70%

5%

% within males

163

69%

24%

50%

26%

The participants seemed to align their interlocutors‘ (younger brothers) ToA choices to
their own, because they believed it was the appropriate ToA in this dyad. It is apparent that
speakers were indexed by their choice of ToA in addressing younger brothers; using KT
indexed a male speaker while using FN indexed a female speaker. It was argued in
section 5.6.2.3 that the reciprocal KT and FN with younger brothers might index intimacy.
Accordingly, it could be argued that there is asymmetry in Najdi male and female ToA choices
to show intimacy towards their younger brothers. While Najdi females believe FN is an
appropriate ToA to show intimacy, Najdi males think KT is appropriate too for this dyad. This
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could be attributable to differences in the settings for both genders to encounter the younger
brothers. It could be argued that the prototype setting for males to encounter their younger
brothers is in men‘s majlis while it is in family setting for females. To summarise, Najdi males
and females form two sub-groups within the Najdi community, each with a different norm of
ToA usage to show intimacy to younger brothers.
Male and female cousins
Significant differences were observed in the ways that Najdi males and females used
FN and KT to address their male and female cousins, as well as in how they believed their
cousins would use them. As Table 20 shows, while FN was the preferred ToA to cousins for
Najdi females, KT was preferred by Najdi males. Additionally, both Najdi males and females
aligned their cousins‘ ToA choices to their own. Thus, using FN to male/female cousins
indexed a female speaker, while using KT indexed a male speaker.
Table 20: Correlations between gender variable and norms for addressing and being addressed
by male and female cousins
Male cousin
Reported
Gender

Expected

Female cousin
Reported

Expected

Total

FN

KT

FN

KT

FN

KT

FN

KT

% within females

150

51%

21%

55%

23%

63%

25%

63%

26%

% within males

163

31%

45%

30%

44%

42%

45%

37%

44%

In section 5.6.2.3 it was argued that using KT and FN in this symmetrical dyad might
index intimacy. In light of the data, it could be argued that there is asymmetry in how male and
female Najdi speakers prefer to show their intimacy to their cousins. While FN is largely
deemed to be appropriate for the females, KT is preferred for the males. This preference
manifests in their expectation of receiving the same ToA from the cousins as they give
themselves. Moreover, this difference could be related to difference in the possible prototype
settings for males/females to encounter their cousins. In summary, the findings suggest that
Najdi males and females are two sub-groups within Najdi society, each with a different norm to
show their intimacy to their cousins.
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Sisters-in-law
As with previous sections, significant differences were seen in how male and female
Najdi speakers address and believe they would be addressed by their sisters-in-law. As seen in
Table 21, Najdi females preferred to use FN, while Najdi males preferred Tek. Also, while
Najdi females expected FN, Najdi males had a greater expectation of Tek from their sisters-inlaw. Noticeably, though the dyad with the sister-in-law is a symmetrical one in which the
addresser and the addressee use reciprocal ToA (FN and Tek), there is asymmetry in Najdi
male and female usage of the reciprocal ToA, i.e., the reciprocity of ToA with sisters-in-law is
correlated with the gender of the speaker.
Table 21: Correlations between gender variable and norms for addressing and being addressed
by sisters-in-law
Sister-in-law
Reported
Expected
Gender
Total
Tek
FN
Tek
FN
% within females

150

23%

27%

19%

29%

% within males

163

19%

7%

23%

5%

It was argued in section 5.6.2.3 that the reciprocal use of FN in interactions with sistersin-law might index intimacy, while the use of reciprocal Tek might index deference. If this is
true, then Najdi females would prefer to use FN with sisters-in-law to show intimacy and Najdi
males prefer Tek as they need to show deference. The results in this section confirm this
argument, supporting the inherent conservatism of Najdi society (see Chapter 3). Since the
targeted person in this symmetrical dyad is the female family member (sister-in-law), the Najdi
females were seen to have a greater expectation of FN, while Najdi males expected Tek more.
Thus, there is gender based asymmetry in ToA choices expected from sisters-in-law.

5.6.4.1.1.2

People in the street

As seen in Tables 16 and 17 above, although both male and female participants
addressed the older male stranger similarly (both used P.M), there were significant differences
in how they thought they would be addressed by an older male stranger. Generally, the gender
of the participants seemed to play an important role in their interactions with the targeted
people in the street. In what follows, the target people in the street will be presented
individually and the reported and expected ToA will be discussed in view of the significant
associations.
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Male strangers
There were significant differences in how Najdi males and females addressed and
believed they would be addressed by both younger/of the same age male strangers. There were
also significant differences in how they believed an older male stranger would address them.
As shown in Table 22, P.M was the preferred ToA for Najdi females to address younger male
strangers, and male strangers of the same age. Nevertheless, there is asymmetry in ToA choices
expected by the female participants from these strangers. While, Najdi females aligned younger
male strangers‘ choices of ToA to their own choices by expecting P.M, they expected tropic
KT from the same age stranger instead. Interestingly, among the Najdi males tropic KT was
more commonly reported and expected in dyads with younger/same age male strangers. In
other words, using PM to younger/same age male strangers indexed female Najdi speaker,
while using tropic KT indexed Najdi male speaker. On the other hand, in dyads with older
male strangers both Najdi males and females believed that they would receive P.M more than
tropic KT.
Table 22: Correlations between gender variable and norms for addressing and being addressed
by male strangers
Male stranger
Younger
Same age
Older
Reported
Expected
Reported
Expected
Expected
Gender
Total KT
P.M
KT P.M KT
P.M
KT P.M KT P.M
% within
150
37% 53% 25% 63% 39% 47%
41% 39% 32% 51%
females
% within
163
21% 15% 63% 32% 76%
15% 73% 17% 21% 71%
males
It is apparent that gender-based asymmetry existed in the ToA choices for addressing
male strangers based on their assumed ages. Moreover, within Najdi females, asymmetry was
also found with respect to their ToA choices in dyads with male strangers of same age as Najdi
females were seen to prefer P.M and expect tropic KT in return. In section 5.6.3.3, it was
argued that while the use of P.M to male strangers may index deference, the use of tropic KT
may index distance. Hence, it could be argued that Najdi females who used P.M to address
younger male strangers intended to show deference, while those who expected tropic KT
preferred to maintain social distance. In other words, within Najdi females there are two
different sub-groups and each group has a different norm, using tropic KT or using P.M, which
potentially serve different social functions.
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Female strangers
Significant differences were also found in how Najdi males and females interacted with
female strangers who were younger, the same age or older than them. While Najdi females
preferred P.M to younger/same age female strangers, they expected tropic KT. Interestingly,
Najdi males preferred the reciprocal tropic KT in both dyads. It should be noted that Najdi
males and females used different set of ToA in the dyads with older female strangers. As Table
23 shows, the reciprocal P.M was the preferred ToA to older female strangers for both Najdi
females and males. It is apparent here that within each group there was also asymmetry in their
ToA choices to the female strangers, based on their assumed age. While Najdi females
preferred to use P.M to younger/same age/older female strangers, they preferred reciprocal P.M
with older female strangers only. Likewise, while Najdi males preferred reciprocal tropic KT
with younger/same age female strangers, they preferred reciprocal P.M only with older female
strangers.
Table 23: Correlations between gender variable and norms for addressing and being addressed
by female strangers
Female stranger
Younger
Same age
Older
Reported
Expected
Reported
Expected
Reported
Expected
Gender Total
KT P.M
KT
P.M KT P.M KT P.M KT P.M KT P.M
%
within
150
41% 46% 44% 39% 43% 45% 43% 41% 31% 57% 32% 51%
females
%
within
163
74% 18% 69% 22% 74% 18% 69% 23% 15% 77% 21% 71%
females

Ultimately, the use of P.M to younger/same age female strangers indexed a female
speaker, while using tropic KT indexed a male speaker. It was argued in section 5.6.3.3 that
reciprocal P.M with female strangers might index deference, while reciprocal tropic KT with
female strangers might index distance with younger/same age female strangers and tropic KT
to older female strangers may index deference. Accordingly, it could be argued that although
Najdi females prefer to show deference to female strangers irrespective of their age, which
accounts for their use of P.M, there are sub-group who prefer to expect tropic KT from
younger/same age female strangers to keep distance. Similarly, though Najdi males prefer to
keep distance from younger/same age female strangers, hence utilising reciprocal tropic KT,
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there are Najdi male sub-groups among who prefer to show deference to older female strangers
and hence use reciprocal P.M.
Taxi drivers
There are significant differences between how Najdi males and females interact with
taxi drivers. As Table 24 shows, the use of Mohammed is preferred by Najdi males to address
younger/same age taxi drivers, although they expected P.M from younger/same age taxi drivers.
However, Najdi males preferred tropic KT to address the taxi drivers if they are older than
them and aligned the older taxi drivers‘ ToA choices to their own by expecting tropic KT in
response. In contrast, Najdi females preferred to use P.M to address taxi drivers, irrespective of
their age. Predictably, Najdi females aligned the ToA choices of the taxi drivers to their own,
meaning that they expected P.M to be used in addressing them by these taxi drivers.
Table 24: Correlations between gender variable and norms for addressing and being addressed
by taxi drivers
Taxi drivers
Younger
Same age
Older
Reported
Expected
Reported
Expected
Reported
Expected
Gender
Total Mhd* P.M P.M KT Mhd P.M P.M KT KT P.M KT P.M
% within
150
21% 55% 64% 13% 12% 46% 52% 21% 31% 41% 36% 37%
females
% within
163
82% 10% 46% 42% 57% 15% 61% 21% 65% 25% 66% 28%
males
*Mhd = Mohammed
It was argued in section 5.6.3.1 that the use of Mohammed to address younger/same age
drivers might index intimacy. Section 5.6.3.3 also postulated that the use of the reciprocal
tropic KT with younger/same age taxi drivers might index distance, while indexing deference
to older taxi drivers. The results here support this argument. Najdi males were found to use
Mohammed to address younger/same age taxi drivers. As taxi drivers are self-inferior to the
speaker, Najdi males do not expect to be addressed as Mohammed in return, instead expecting
P.M from both taxi drivers. However, Najdi males preferred to use tropic KT to address older
drivers since this ToA indexes deference and expected it in return, as it will index distance in
this case. Finally, in section 5.6.3.3 it was argued that using P.M to taxi drivers might index
deference. According to the results here, Najdi females prefer reciprocal P.M to address
younger, same age and older taxi drivers to show deference and to get the same deference in
return. These findings demonstrate an obvious asymmetry in the Najdi male ToA choices in
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dyads with younger/same age taxi drivers. This asymmetry means that there are sub-groups
who prefer different norms within Najdi male groups.
5.6.4.1.2

Age variable

Tables 16 and 17 above, show that the age group of the participants had significant
associations with their ToA choices in a number of the selected dyads in both settings. In the
family setting, the age group of the participants had significant associations with the ToA they
expected from their family members, more than their choices of the reported ToA. While the
age variable correlated with the participants‘ ToA choices when addressing three of the family
members, it affected their expected ToA choices when being addressed by all of the family
members. However, in the street setting, the participants‘ age group correlated with their
reported ToA to address strangers more than their expected ToA from these strangers. While
their age group correlated with their reported ToA to address three of the targeted people in the
street, it only affected their expected ToA from two of the targeted strangers. In general, then,
it seems to be the case that the age of Najdi speakers correlates with their ToA choices in their
interactions with their family members more than it does with strangers. It is worth noting here
that the age group (over 50) was small (see Table 1), so it was conflated with the 41–50 group
in the following data analysis, creating 3 age groups: 20–30, 31–40 and 41–over 50.
5.6.4.1.2.1

Family members

The age group of the participants had significant associations with their reported ToA
choices in three of the selected dyads among family members: younger brothers, male cousins
and female cousins. However, it had non-significant associations with their reported ToA to
parents and sisters-in-law. In fact, the results of these interactions could not reject the null
hypothesis (H0) since p > 0.05. However, the participants‘ age group had significant
associations with the choices of the expected ToA from all of the selected family members.
Parents
Although there were no significant differences in how any of the age groups addressed
their parents, significant differences were noted in their perceptions of how they expected to be
addressed by their parents. As Table 25 shows, more participants from the 41-over 50 age
group expected FN from their parents, while the participants of the 20-30 age group tended to
expect Qua.inv.P from their parents more than the other groups.
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Table 25: Correlations between age variable and norms for being addressed by parents

Age
% within (20 - 30)
% within (31 - 40)
% within (41 - over 50)

Total
207
70
36

Father
Expected
FN
Qua.inv.P
43%
28%

Mother
Expected
FN
Qua.inv.P
30%
45%

41%
47%

34%
56%

24%
7%

41%
17%

In the section on ‗Parents and Gender‘ it was argued that there are sub-groups within
the groups of male and female Najdi speakers that have different norms. In the same section, it
is shown that Najdi females expected FN from their fathers more than the males. We also saw
that the use of FN by Najdi mothers indexed affection to female addressers, while using
Qua.inv.P indexed affection to male addressers. The results in the current section confirm this
argument. According to these results, within Najdi females, the 41-over 50 sub-groups
expected FN from their parents. Additionally, within Najdi males, the 20-30 age sub-groups
expected Qua.inv.P from their mothers more. Hence, it could be argued here that age based
asymmetry exists in both male and female ToA choices expected from parents.
Younger brothers
There were significant differences in how Najdi speakers from different age groups
addressed and believed they would be addressed by their younger brothers. As Table 26 shows,
the participants aged 20-30 preferred to use FN to address their younger brothers and to receive
FN in return more than the other age groups. The results in the section on ‗Younger brothers
and Gender‘ show that Najdi females preferred reciprocal FN to display intimacy to their
younger brothers. It was argued in that section that this preference might be related to the fact
that the family setting is the prototypical setting for Najdi females to encounter their younger
brothers.
Table 26: Correlations between age variable and norms for addressing and being addressed by
younger brothers
Younger brother
Reported
Expected
Age
Total
FN
KT
FN
KT
% within (20 - 30)
207
77%
18%
69%
21%
% within (31 - 40)
% within (41 - over 50)

70
36

63%
67%

20%
11%
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44%
36%

10%
0%

It is clear from the results in this section that it is Najdi females aged 20-30 who
preferred reciprocal FN with their younger brothers more than the other females. Hence, it
could be argued that there is age based asymmetry in ToA choices within Najdi female group,
dividing them into sub-groups that each has a different norm regarding appropriate ToA usage
to younger brothers.
Male and female cousins
There were significant differences in how Najdi speakers from different age groups
used ToA, as well as how they believed that these would be used by their male and female
cousins. As Table 27 shows, in dyads with male cousins, both FN and KT are preferred and
expected more by participants aged 20-30 compared to the other age groups. However, in
dyads with their female cousins, compared to the collected age groups the participants aged 2030 preferred to use KT to their female cousins and expected KT more, whilst participants aged
31-40 preferred and expected FN more. Thus, there is asymmetry in the choices of how
different age groups address their cousins.
Table 27: Correlations between age variable and norms for addressing and being addressed by
male and female cousins
Male cousin
Female cousin
Reported

Expected

Total

FN

KT

FN

KT

FN

KT

FN

KT

% within (20 - 30)

207

46%

43%

48%

44%

52%

44%

51%

44%

% within (31 - 40)

70

33%

19%

37%

20%

57%

23%

56%

20%

% within (41 - over 50)

36

22%

10%

23%

10%

44%

13%

31%

17%

Age

Reported

Expected

The results in the section on ‗Male/female cousins and Gender‘ show that Najdi females
typically preferred to use FN with their male/female cousins to show intimacy, while KT was
more favoured by Najdi males. Accordingly, in interactions with male cousins, Najdi males
aged 20-30 show their intimacy to their male cousins through the use of KT and Najdi females
aged 20-30 preferred FN. In interactions with female cousins, Najdi females aged 31-40
preferred FN to show intimacy, whereas Najdi males aged 20-30 utilised KT instead. This
shows that there are different sub-groups of Najdi speakers who each have different norms of
ToA choices to their cousins.
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Sisters-in-law
There were no significant differences in how Najdi participants from all of the age
groups addressed their sisters-in-law, however significant differences were found in terms of
how these participants believed that their sisters-in-law would address them. As seen in Table
28, while FN was expected from sisters-in-law by female speakers aged 31-40 more, Tek was
expected more by male speakers aged 41- over 50. Hence, it is apparent that there is aged based
asymmetry in Najdi ToA choice expected from sisters-in-law. In the section on ‗Sisters-in-law
and Gender‘ it was argued that there is gender-based asymmetry in ToA choices expected from
sisters-in-law, with Najdi females expecting FN and males expecting Tek. According to the
results here, Najdi females aged 31-40 expect FN from their sisters-in-law, as this displays
intimacy, while Najdi males aged 41- over 50 expected Tek as a measure of deference based on
their age.
Table 28: Correlations between age variable and norms for being addressed by sisters-in-law
Sister-in-law
Expected
Age
Total
FN
Tek
% within (20 - 30)

207

13%

5%

% within (31 - 40)

70

24%

44%

% within (41 - over 50)

36

22%

64%

5.6.4.1.2.2

People in the street

The age group of participants had particularly significant associations with their
reported ToA to address only 3 of the strangers in the street setting: younger male strangers,
older female strangers and younger taxi drivers. It had non-significant associations with the
other targeted people in these interactions (see Table 16), because the results of these
interactions could not reject the null hypothesis (H0) (p > 0.05). On the other hand, the age
group of the participants was shown to have significant associations with their expected ToA
from taxi drivers who are younger and older than the participants only, as it had non-significant
associations with the expected ToA from other targeted strangers since p > 0.05 (see Table 17).
Thus, no differences were found in how Najdis from the different age groups prefer to address
same age/ older unknown males in the street (both strangers and taxi drivers). There were also
no noteworthy differences in how they addressed unknown females who were younger or of
the same age. No differences were found in how Najdis from these age groups believed that
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they would be addressed by either male or female strangers, whether they were younger, the
same age or older than them, nor by taxi drivers of the same age as them. In the following
sections, each of the interactions with the target people in the street will be presented
individually. The specific ToA choices for these types of people will be discussed in view of
the significant associations.
Male strangers
There were significant differences in how Najdis from the different age groups
addressed younger male strangers. As seen in Table 29, while tropic KT was preferred equally
by participants aged 31-40 and those aged 41-over 50 more than 20-30 age group, P.M was
preferred by the participants aged 41-over 50 more than the other age groups.
Table 29: Correlations between age variable and norms for addressing male strangers
Younger male stranger
Reported

Age
% within (20 - 30)

Total
207

KT
28%

P.M
29%

% within (31 - 40)

70

31%

39%

% within (41 - over 50)

36

31%

47%

We saw in the section on ‗Male strangers and Gender‘ that while FN to younger male
strangers indexed a female speaker, tropic KT indexed male speaker. It was argued that Najdi
females who used P.M to male strangers preferred to show deference, while Najdi males who
used tropic KT preferred to keep distance. In this section it could be argued that older Najdi
female speakers, meaning those aged 41-over 50, preferred showing deference with younger
male strangers, which accounts for their preference of reciprocal P.M, in order to get the same
deference back from the younger male strangers. Finally, since Najdi males aged 31-40 and 41over 50 preferred to use tropic KT with younger male strangers it could be argued that they
preferred keeping distance with these strangers.
Female strangers
Similarly there were significant differences in how Najdis from the different age groups
addressed female strangers older than them. As Table 30 shows, P.M was preferred by Najdi
speakers aged 20-30 more than the other age groups, while tropic KT seems to be preferred by
Najdis aged 41-over 50 more than the other age groups. The section on ‗Female strangers and
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Gender‘ postulated that Najdi females and males seem to prefer the use of reciprocal P.M more
than tropic KT with the older female strangers as a means to show deference. According to the
results in this section, among the different age groups it is Najdi female and male speakers aged
20-30 who prefer P.M more. Obviously, age-based subgroups exist among the gender groups
who apply similar norms of deference. In other words, it could be argued that among Najdi
females the strategy of using P.M to show deference to older female strangers is appropriate for
females aged 20-30 but may not be appropriate for other females. Also, the use of P.M to show
deference to an older female stranger is appropriate for young males aged 20-30, but may not
be so for males from other age groups.
Table 30: Correlations between age variable and norms for addressing female strangers
Older female stranger
Reported
Age

Total

KT

P.M

% within (20 - 30)

207

19%

72%

% within (31 - 40)

70

23%

66%

% within (41 - over 50)

36

39%

47%

Taxi drivers
There were significant differences in how Najdis from different age groups addressed
taxi drivers younger than them, and in how they believed they would be addressed by taxi
drivers who were younger or older than them. As Table 31 shows, while Mohammed was the
preferred ToA for Najdis aged 20-30 to address taxi drivers younger than them, P.M was
preferred by Najdis aged 31-40 more than the other age groups. Moreover, P.M was expected
from the younger taxi drivers by Najdi speakers aged 31-40 more than the other age groups.
Table 31: Correlations between age variable and norms for addressing and being addressed by
taxi drivers
Taxi driver
Younger
Older
Reported
Expected
Expected
Age
Total
Mhd
P.M
P.M
KT
KT
P.M
% within (20 - 30)
207
60%
28%
54%
27%
56%
29%
% within (31 - 40)
70
41%
43%
61%
21%
49%
30%
% within (41 - over 50)
36
31%
36%
44%
44%
31%
56%
*Mhd = Mohammed
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In addition, while Najdi speakers aged 20-30 generally expected tropic KT from older
taxi drivers more than the other groups, Najdi speakers aged 41- over 50 expected P.M more
than the others. Obviously, there is age-based asymmetry in ToA choice with both younger and
older taxi drivers. We saw in the section on ‗Taxi drivers and Gender‘ that while Najdi males
preferred to use Mohammed to address younger taxi drivers, they expected P.M in return. For
this group, tropic KT was a reciprocal ToA with the older taxi drivers. According to the results
here, using Mohammed to address younger taxi drivers indexed a male Najdi speaker aged 2030. Likewise, expecting tropic KT from older male stranger indexed a male Najdi speaker aged
20-30. It was also seen in the referred section that Najdi females preferred to use reciprocal
P.M with taxi drivers irrespective of their age. In view of these results, using reciprocal P.M
with younger taxi drivers indexed a Najdi female speaker aged 31-40, while expecting P.M
from older taxi drivers indexed a Najdi female interlocutor aged 41-over 50. In summary, the
age of the participants contributed to the creation of sub-groups within the gender-based group
discovered in the previous section. Each of these sub-groups was found to have different norms
of ToA usage to the taxi drivers.
5.6.4.1.3

Spoken variety variable

The data analysis of frequency indicated that only three people spoke a mix of nomad
and settled Najdi varieties. Since the number of speakers was so small, these speakers have
been excluded from the discussion here, although they were included in the applied test. These
speakers are represented in the actual data depicted in the tables below, but have been
highlighted in grey to indicate that this row is excluded from discussion. As shown in tables 16
and 17 above, the spoken variety variable had significant associations with the participants‘
ToA choices in a number of the selected dyads. However, there were non-significant
associations in certain interactions in which the results could not reject the null hypothesis (H0)
since p > 0.05. In the family setting, no significant differences were found between the manner
in which nomad and settled speakers of Najdi addressed their parents, female cousins or sistersin-law. In addition, there were no significant differences in how nomad and settled speakers of
Najdi believed they would be addressed by their female cousins. In the street setting, there
were no significant differences between the way in which nomad and settled speakers of Najdi
believed they would be addressed by male and female strangers if they were older than them,
or by taxi drivers if they were younger or older than them. In general, the spoken variety of
participants correlated with their ToA choices to address people in the street more than their
ToA choices to address their family members. However, the spoken variety of participants
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affected their expected ToA from their family members more than their expected ToA from
people in the street (see tables 16 & 17). In the following sections, the significant associations
in each domain will be presented and described.
5.6.4.1.3.1

Family members

The participants‘ spoken variety variable had significant associations with reported
ToA choices in only two of the selected dyads among family members: younger brothers and
male cousins. However, it was shown to have significant associations with their expected ToA
in nearly all of the selected dyads, except when being addressed by female cousins, as
mentioned above. In the following sections, the family members will be presented and reported.
The expected ToA will then be discussed in the context of the aims of this research.
Parents
Although there were no significant differences in how nomad and settled speakers of
Najdi addressed their parents, there were significant differences in how they believed they
would be addressed in return. As Table 32 shows, while settled speakers had a greater
expectation of FN from their parents, nomad speakers expected Qua.inv.P from their parents
more than the settled speakers.
Table 32: Correlations between spoken variety variable and norms for being addressed by
parents
Father
Mother
Expected
Expected
Spoken variety

Total

FN

Qua.inv.P

FN

Qua.inv.P

% within nomad speakers

89

35%

31%

18%

52%

% within settled speakers

221

46%

22%

41%

37%

% within mixed speakers

3

33%

0%

33%

33%

In other words, expecting FN from parents indexed the addressee as a settled speaker of
Najdi, while expecting Qua.inv.P from parents indexed the addressee as a nomad speaker of
Najdi. It was argued in the section on ‗Parents and Age‘ that there is age based asymmetry
exists in the ToA choice that Najdi females expected from their parents: the sub-group of
females aged 41-over 50 expected FN from their parents more. Additionally, the sub-group of
males aged 20-30 expected Qua.inv.P from their mothers more. The results in this section show
that it is the female settled Najdi speakers aged 41-over 50 who expected FN from their
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parents, while it is the male nomad Najdi speakers aged 20-30 who expected Qua.inv.P from
their mothers. In conclusion, the data show that the spoken variety of the participants divided
Najdi speakers into further sub-groups with different norms.
Younger brothers
Nomad and settled speakers of Najdi showed significant differences in how they prefer
to address and believe they would be addressed by their younger brothers. As Table 33 shows,
while settled speakers of Najdi preferred the reciprocal FN, nomad speakers of Najdi preferred
the reciprocal KT more than settled speakers. In other words, in this interaction the use of FN
indexed settled speakers of Najdi addressers and the use of KT indexed nomad speakers of
Najdi addressers.
We saw in the section on ‗Younger brothers and Age‘ that the reciprocal FN was
preferred by Najdi females aged 20-30. According to the results in this section, female settled
Najdi speakers aged 20-30 were found to prefer reciprocal FN with their younger brothers to
show intimacy. Male nomad speakers aged 31-40 preferred to show intimacy to their younger
brothers through the use of KT more. In summary, it is apparent that we again see more
subgroups (based on the spoken variety) within age/gender-based subgroups of Najdi speakers.
Table 33: Correlations between spoken variety variable and norms for addressing and being
addressed by younger brothers
Younger brother
Reported

Expected

Spoken variety
% within nomad speakers

Total

FN

KT

FN

KT

89

60%

27%

43%

25%

% within settled speakers

221

77%

14%

66%

13%

% within mixed speakers

3

100%

0%

100%

0%

Male cousins
Significant differences were observed in how nomad and settled speakers of Najdi used
the reciprocal ToA (FN and KT) with their male cousins only. As can be seen in Table 34
below, while settled speakers of Najdi preferred reciprocal FN, using reciprocal KT was
preferred by nomad speakers of Najdi. It was found in the section on ‗Male/Female cousins and
Age‘ that while Najdi males aged 20-30 preferred KT to show their intimacy to their male
cousins, Najdi females aged 20-30 preferred FN. This is supported by the results here, in which
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female settled speakers of Najdi aged 20-30 preferred FN to show intimacy to male cousins,
while male nomad speakers aged 20-30 preferred KT. Although both groups are of the same
age group (20-30), it is apparent that there are different gender/spoken variation sub-groups
with different norms of ToA use when addressing male cousins.
Table 34: Correlations between spoken variety variable and norms for addressing and being
addressed by male cousins
Male cousin
Reported
Total

FN

KT

Expected
FN
KT

% within nomad speakers

89

28%

43%

29%

43%

% within settled speakers

221

45%

30%

47%

31%

% within Mixed speakers

3

67%

0%

67%

0%

Spoken variety

Sisters-in-law
While no significant differences were recorded in the way in which nomad and settled
speakers of Najdi addressed their sisters-in-law, there were significant differences in how both
groups of speakers believed they would be addressed in return by their sisters-in-law. As Table
35 shows, while FN was more commonly expected by settled speakers of Najdi, Tek was
considered more appropriate by nomad speakers of Najdi. We saw in the section on ‗Sisters-inlaw and Age‘ that FN was expected from sisters-in-law by Najdi females aged 31-40 to show
intimacy, while Tek was expected from sisters-in-law by Najdi males aged 41-over 50, as a
means to show deference.
Table 35: Correlations between spoken variety variable and norms for being addressed by
sisters-in-law
Sister-in-law
Expected
Spoken variety
% within nomad speakers

Total
89

FN
8%

Tek
27%

% within settled speakers

221

20%

19%

% within mixed speakers

3

0%

0%

According to the results presented in this section, female settled speakers of Najdi aged
31-40 expected FN from their sisters-in-law, while male nomad speakers of Najdi aged 41-over
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50 expected Tek from their sisters-in-law. Therefore, the norms among nomad Najdi speakers
can clearly be seen to be different from the norms of settled Najdi speakers with regards to the
expected usage of ToA by sisters-in-law
5.6.4.1.3.2

People in the street

As can be seen in Table 16, the participants‘ spoken variety variable had significant
associations with their choice of ToA to all of the targeted strangers. However it had significant
association with their expected ToA from these strangers in certain specific interactions. As
Table 17 shows, there were no significant differences in how both nomad and settled speakers
of Najdi believed that they would be addressed by either older male/female strangers or
younger/older taxi drivers. These results could not reject the null hypothesis (H0) since p > 0.05.
In the following sections, the target people in the street will be presented individually and the
ToA choices that the participants deemed appropriate during discourse with them will be
discussed in view of the significant associations.
Male strangers
There were significant differences in how nomad and settled speakers of Najdi
addressed male strangers, whether they were younger, of the same age or older than them.
There were also significant differences in how they believed they would be addressed by male
strangers if they were younger or of the same age as them. Table 36 shows that nomad speakers
of Najdi preferred tropic KT to address younger/same age male strangers while P.M is
preferred by them to address the older male strangers.
Table 36: Correlations between spoken variety variable and norms for addressing and being
addressed by male strangers
Male stranger
Younger

Spoken variety
% within nomad
speakers
% within settled
speakers
% within mixed
speakers

Same age

Reported

Expected

Total

KT

P.M

KT

P.M

KT

P.M

KT

P.M

KT

P.M

89

39%

12%

64%

33%

78% 12%

74%

16%

43%

51%

221

24%

41%

38%

52%

51% 38%

52%

32%

23%

63%

3

33%

67%

0%

33%

0% 33%

0%

0%

67% 33%
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Reported

Older

Expected

Reported

On the other hand, settled speakers of Najdi preferred P.M to younger/older male
strangers and preferred tropic KT to the strangers of same age. Since they believed that these
were appropriate ToA to index them as addressees, the participants aligned their interlocutors‘
ToA choices to their own with the expectation of reciprocity. Therefore, it could be argued here
that with younger male strangers the use of tropic KT indexed the addresser as a nomad
speaker of Najdi, while using P.M indexed the addresser as a settled speaker of Najdi. The
section on ‗Male strangers and Age‘ shows that older females (aged 41-over 50) prefer
showing deference with younger male strangers through employing P.M in order to get back
the same deference. Also, it shows that males aged between 31 and over 50 prefer to keep
distance with the younger male strangers through using tropic KT. According to the results
here, within Najdi females aged 41-over 50 it is the female settled speakers of Najdi who prefer
P.M to younger male strangers. Within Najdi males aged between 31 and over 50 it is the male
nomad speakers of Najdi who prefer tropic KT to younger male strangers. Thus, there are
spoken variety-based subgroups among Najdi females/males with each subgroup having a
different norm of ToA use to male strangers.
Female strangers
Significant differences were observed in how nomad and settled speakers of Najdi
addressed female strangers, whether they were younger, of the same age or older than them.
There were also significant differences in how they believed they would be addressed by
female strangers if they were younger or of the same age as them. As displayed in Table 37,
interestingly both nomad and settled speakers of Najdi preferred tropic KT to address
younger/same age female strangers.
Table 37: Correlations between spoken variety variable and norms for addressing and being
addressed by female strangers
Female stranger
Younger
Same age
Older
Reported
Expected
Reported
Expected
Reported
Spoken variety
Total KT P.M
KT
P.M
KT P.M
KT P.M KT
P.M
% within nomad
89
74% 17% 72% 20% 76% 18% 71% 22% 26% 69%
speakers
% within settled
221 52% 38% 52% 35% 52% 37% 51% 35% 20% 68%
speakers
% within mixed
3
33% 0% 33%
0%
33% 0% 33% 0% 67%
0%
speakers
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Given that these groups believed that these were an appropriate ToA to index them as
addressee, the participants aligned their interlocutors‘ ToA choices to their own with the
expectation of reciprocity. In contrast, both nomad and settled speakers of Najdi preferred P.M
to address older male strangers. As seen in the section on ‗Female strangers and Age‘ among
Najdi females and males using P.M to address older female stranger indexed a speaker age 2030. According to the findings here, it could be argued that among nomad speakers of Najdi the
use of P.M to older unknown females indexed the addresser as a female/male age 20-30.
Likewise, among settled speakers of Najdi using P.M indexed the addresser as a female/male
age 20-30. This again clearly demonstrates that different subgroups possess different norms of
ToA use with regards to female strangers.
Taxi drivers
There were significant differences in the chosen mode of address that nomad and settled
speakers of Najdi selected for taxi drivers if they were younger, of the same age, or older than
them. However, there were significant differences in only how they believed taxi drivers of the
same age would address them. Table 38 shows that while Mohammed was the preferred ToA to
younger taxi drivers for both nomad and settled speakers of Najdi, it was preferred to address
taxi driver of same age for nomad speakers of Najdi only. It also shows that reciprocal P.M was
the chosen ToA for settled speakers of Najdi in dyads with taxi drivers of same age.
Table 38: Correlations spoken variety variable and norms for addressing and being addressed
by taxi drivers
Taxi driver
Younger
Same age
Older
Reported
Reported
Expected
Reported
Spoken variety
Total
Mhd
P.M
Mhd P.M P.M
KT
KT
P.M
% within nomad
89
70% 17%
48% 16% 63% 19% 66% 22%
speakers
% within settled
221
45% 38%
30% 36% 55% 21% 42% 38%
speakers
% within mixed
3
67% 33%
67% 0%
0% 67% 33% 0%
speakers
*Mhd = Mohammed
Moreover, in dyads with older taxi drivers, both nomad and settled speakers of Najdi
preferred tropic KT. Therefore, it could be argued here that the use of Mohammed to address
taxi drivers of same age indexed the addresser as a nomad speaker of Najdi, while using P.M in
the same dyads indexed the addresser as a settled speaker of Najdi. It was argued in the section
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on ‗Taxi drivers and Age‘ that age-based subgroups exist within the gender-based subgroups,
each of which has a different norm of ToA use to taxi drivers. Using Mohammed to younger
taxi drivers indexed a Najdi male speaker aged 20-30 and the use of P.M to address younger
taxi drivers indexed Najdi female speakers aged 31-40. Accordingly, it could be argued that the
use of Mohammed to younger taxi drivers indexes a male nomad speaker aged 20-30 to show
intimacy, while using P.M in the same dyad indexes a female settled speaker aged 31-40
seeking to show deference. In summary, the data show that different subgroups exist based on
gender, age and spoken variety of the speaker within the Najdi speaker group; each of these
subgroups has different norms of ToA choices to taxi drivers.
5.7

Discussion of results

As observed in the data analysis sections above, a wide range of patterns of ToA usage
exist in all of the tested dyads. While there is social consensus on the norms of ToA use in
some of the interactions, the findings show that a degree of normative uncertainty exists in
others. For example, the common usage of kin terms to address family members who are at the
top of the family hierarchy indicated strong consensus on the social norm. This result
corroborates the hierarchal characteristic of Najdi society. As discussed in Chapter 3, Najdi
society is considered as being strongly hierarchical, and the parents and elder family members
are therefore supposed to be respected by younger family members. Accordingly, the usage of
kin terms stereotypically index deference to these superiors. In addition, the tropic use of kin
terms in the address of parents-in-law suggests that Najdi speakers propel their non-blood
relatives (parents-in-law) towards the top of the family hierarchy. This enables them to express
their commitment to the display of a level of deference equal to the respect they show to their
blood relatives.
However, the common use of the honorific term to address fathers demonstrates that a
social struggle exists over how to show appropriate deference to this family superior. The
results of this study indicate that 65% of the participants believe that the kin term is an
appropriate ToA to display deference to fathers, while 32% think that the honorific term is also
appropriate. This strongly indicates the existence of conflicting values among Najdi speakers.
The competing norms divided the Najdi speakers group into sub-groups, characterised by their
varying norms. Within the Najdi speakers group, it was observed that the sub-group of the
Najdi males think that the honorific term is also acceptable to show respect to fathers. This
result confirmed that, unlike Najdi females, Najdi males interact with their fathers in the men's
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majlis, where the norm is to show a high level of deference since it is marked regarding the
other men attending this majlis (bystanderfocus deference), as discussed above in the section on
Parents and Gender. It is apparent among Najdi speakers that the norm of using an honorific
term for fathers competed with the norm of using kin terms, identifying a sub-group that
indexed the gender of the speaker (male) and indexed the type of interactional setting (men's
majlis).
Expecting the first name and quasi-address inversion pattern (i.e. markers of intimacy)
from the superior family members (parents) may index an expectation of intimacy from
inferiors. However, the results showed a strong conflict in terms of the norms of ToA expected
from the parents, illustrated by the distributed patterns of ToA choices. First, both ToA were
expected to be used differently by the parents. The female participants expected their parents to
use FN more than male participants. When being addressed by the mothers, the males expected
the quasi-address inversion pattern more than the females. We also found that the female group
expecting FN from parents indexed female settled speakers of Najdi aged 41-over 50, while
expecting the quasi-address inversion pattern from the mothers indexed male nomad speakers
of Najdi aged 20 to 30. Obviously, these competing norms divided the group of Najdi speakers
into two subgroups and indexed the gender of the addressee (the participant) who is eligible for
ToA, then they divided these subgroups into other subgroups that indexed the addressee‘s age
and spoken variation .
Younger brothers and male/female cousins, who tend to occupy a lower level in the
family hierarchy, appear to be commonly addressed with the literal kin terms uxūy (brother),
Ɂebn/bent alʕamm (male/female cousin) and first names. In fact, the use of the kin term and
first name for cousins are both dominant norms. But using the first name for younger brothers
is the dominant norm, while using a kin term is the competing norm. These results indicate that
the use of kin terms is not restricted to family superiors and can be used also for other family
members, whether those persons are self-subordinate (younger brothers) or equals (cousins).
Notably, in these symmetrical dyads, ToA are reciprocal; hence, the kin term is taken to
indicate a feeling of intimacy rather than deference. The results revealed social struggles over
the use of these terms in these interactions. Among Najdi speakers, reciprocal kin terms with
younger brothers and cousins have been found to be appropriate for Najdi males, while
reciprocal first names seem to be more appropriate for Najdi females. Moreover, reciprocal kin
terms with younger brothers among Najdi males indexed male nomad speakers aged 31 to 40,
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while reciprocal first name indexed female settled speakers of Najdi aged 20 to 30. This clearly
demonstrates conflicting values among the different sub-groups within the group of Najdi
speakers. In the interactions with unknown people from different genders and of different ages,
a range of different competing norms were shown to exist among Najdis. The results revealed
that reciprocal politeness markers, tropic kin terms and use of Mohammed had distributed
patterns of usage that indicate social struggles over the use of these ToA to people in the street.
Use of tropic kin terms was shown to be normalised to address the strangers from the different
assumed ages. Taking the use of the literal kin term as a guide, the use of tropic kin term to
older strangers, irrespective of sex, is taken to index deference. This result can be corroborated
by the norm in Najdi society for elder people to take precedence over younger people, even
should the latter have higher status (see Chapter 3, section 3.3). Nevertheless, the use of tropic
kin term to the strangers who are equals and subordinates is taken to index distance rather than
intimacy.
The results show that Najdi females found using politeness markers to address
younger/same age strangers appropriate, whereas Najdi males thought that using tropic kin
terms was the correct ToA. This usage pattern changed in interactions with older male/female
strangers but not older taxi drivers. Interestingly, both genders preferred using politeness
markers with older male/female strangers. Notably, there were distributed patterns of ToA use
for strangers; what the females thought was appropriate to show deference (tropic kin term)
appeared to be used by males to maintain distance and vice versa. Additionally, within gender
subgroups, there were other subgroups which apply the norms differently.
As observed, while Najdi females typically use politeness markers with younger/sameage strangers, variation exists within the female group when addressing younger male
strangers. In other words, there are subgroups that have different norms. The results showed
that females aged 41 to over 50 preferred using the reciprocal P.M to show deference to
younger male strangers in order to receive the same deference in return. These females also
appeared to be settled speakers of Najdi. Obviously, the usage of ToA here indexed different
identities of Najdi speakers and explained how the variation takes place. Moreover, although
Najdi males normally use tropic kin terms to address younger/same-age strangers, there is no
universal consensus regarding usage when they speak to younger taxi drivers. Interestingly, the
name Mohammed is used by Najdi males as a ToA to address younger/same-age taxi drivers.
The results showed that, in the Najdi community, male nomad speakers of Najdi aged 20 to 30
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believe that Mohammed is appropriate to talk to younger/same-age taxi drivers to show
intimacy, as was argued in section 5.6.3.1.
To conclude, the discussion above indicates that the particular grouping of the distributed
patterns by Najdi speakers indicates the existence of a social struggle regarding the norms of
ToA usage and possibly even normative uncertainty. The results show that there is distinctive
intragroup variation within the classical sociological sub-groups (gender, age and spoken
variation). The patterns within these subgroups differ strongly, which confirms that the
stereotypical notions of the appropriate ToA are varied intra-socially and can be characterized
based on the features of the sub-group (gender group, age group, etc.).
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Chapter 6
6.1

Data analysis: Qualitative data

Introduction

This chapter begins with introducing the participants who took part in the interviews
(section 6.2). Then the instrument used and the procedure followed in managing this instrument
are presented in section 6.3. Finally, the results of the data analysis are presented in section 6.4,
followed by the discussion in section 6.5.
6.2

Participants

The qualitative data sample is derived from the sample of the quantitative data. As I
described in Chapter 5, section 5.3, the participants in the questionnaire were invited to provide
an email contact if they agreed to take part in the follow-up study. Initially, 25 respondents
provided their email address, and all of them were contacted. Eventually, only 7 participants
replied and agreed to become part of the qualitative study. The participants represented both
genders; there are 4 females and 3 males. Table 39 presents the participants‘ characteristics.

Table 39: Study sample (interviewees‘) characteristics
Initials
H.D.

Gender
Female

Age group
(20- 30)

Spoken variety
Settled speaker of Najdi

S.R.

Female

(20- 30)

Settled speaker of Najdi

G.D.

Female

(20- 30)

Settled speaker of Najdi

S.M.

Female

(31- 40)

Settled speaker of Najdi

F.L.

Male

(31- 40)

Nomad speaker of Najdi

K.D.

Male

(31- 40)

Nomad speaker of Najdi

S.D.

Male

(31- 40)

Nomad speaker of Najdi

As seen in Table 39, while all of the females were settled speakers of Najdi, the males
were nomad speakers of Najdi. The females represented two age groups: 20 to 30 and 31 to 40.
However, the majority were aged 20 to 30. The males group represented one age group 31 to
40. Obviously, in terms of personal characteristics, there is homogeneity among the members
of the females group and among the members of the males group.
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In what follows, I am in agreement with Morrow‘s (2005) suggestion to merge the
instrument and procedure sections under the heading of ‗Source of Data‘ and to present the
data analysis and their discussion separately in different sections: ‗Results‘ and ‗Discussion‘.
6.3

Source of data

In this section, I present the instrument I used to collect the qualitative data and how I
used it. As discussed in Chapter 5, section 5.2, this study applied mixed-methods methodology
in sequential order: a questionnaire with follow-up interviews. The quantitative data was used
to observe the norms of Najdi ToA usage. The qualitative method was needed in this study to
describe, understand and clarify the participants‘ conceptualisation of their normative use of
ToA. The interview is a natural and socially acceptable way of collecting data about topics
with which people feel comfortable to obtain in-depth data (Dörnyei 2007: 143). The main
weaknesses of the interview are that it is time consuming and the interviewee may be either too
shy to produce sufficient data or too verbose and hence producing redundant data (Dörnyei
2007: 144). The type of interview I undertook for this study is semi-structured, which is often
regarded as the prototypical research interview. The rationale for using semi-structured
interviews in this study is because they collect statements of the respondents‘ performance and
opinions and explore in depth their experience, motivations and reasoning (Drever 2003: 1),
which is my aim in this stage of the study. The semi-structured interview gives the respondents
freedom to expand upon the issue raised and at the same time allows the researcher to control
the interviewing process and ensure that the participants‘ responses to the questions best serve
the research objectives (Dörnyei 2007: 136). The interviews are called semi-structured as there
should be a set of pre-prepared guiding questions and the interviewee should be encouraged to
elaborate on his or her answers to the questions in an explanatory manner while the interviewer
provides guidance and direction (ibid.). During the interviews, I attempted to let them flow. I
also took into consideration that interviews are conversations but ordered in nature, because the
interviewer has a research agenda and should keep some control over the interview (Blommaert
& Dong 2010: 44). Interviews are never natural conversations as the interviewer is trying to
elicit responses, and the interviewee is aware of this. The relationship between them obviously
is asymmetrical, even though the interviewer tries to promote equity during the interviews.
Blommaert and Dong (2010: 47) cautioned that interviews should not be interrogations, as this
will lead the interviewees to feel that the interview is a threatening and abnormal speech
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situation. Hence, it is the interviewer‘s responsibility to ensure that an ‗ordered conversation‘
but not an interrogation takes place.
I prepared open-ended questions for the semi-structured interviews beforehand to
encourage personal responses, but I was happy when the participants digressed. A copy of the
original questions used (in Arabic) and the English translated version can be found in
Appendix 5. To ensure fairness and reliability, the questions were worded and arranged
carefully to ensure that each of the respondents has the same questions and sequence (Patton:
2014). I appreciated the illustrations that the interviewees chose to share through the narrativesin-interaction that were scattered throughout their interview narratives, for anecdotes ―
contain
raw diamonds‖ of
all the stuff we are after‖ (Blommaert & Dong 2010: 52). They are the ―
research interviews (ibid.). Yet, I tried not to share such anecdotes. I believed that, if I
volunteered too much information or injected myself too much in the interviews, this might
influence the interviewees‘ responses. I avoided contributions of this kind in order to minimise
the interviewer effect and to make sure that I was viewed as neutral that is just listening to the
responses the interviewees volunteered and not judging them. In other words, I kept myself
―
firmly hidden beneath a cloak of cordiality and receptiveness to the words of the interviewee‖
(Denscombe 2007: 185). In order to demonstrate that I was listening attentively, I tried to make
all the right noises, comments and gestures.
I undertook 7 individual audio-recorded semi-structured interviews for this study. For
ethical and cultural reasons, these interviews were carried out in two ways: recorded face-toface interviews with the female respondents and recorded phone calls by Skype with the male
respondents (See Chapter 5, section 5.4). The average duration of the interviews was 45
minutes, ranging from half an hour to one hour. The interviews took place at pre-arranged
times that were convenient for the participants. The face-to-face interviews (with females) took
place in locations that were convenient for them: one took place in the participant‘s home, and
the other 3 took place in different cafés in Riyadh.
The research question I aim to answer by using the interviews is: To what extent do
Najdi speakers‘ conceptualizations and ideologies of (im)politeness influence their perceptions
and use of address terms? (See Chapter 4, section 4.3). The attempt here is to uncover users‘
ideologies to investigate what goes on when people use address terms. As explained in Chapter
4, section 4.3, what is meant by ‗ideology‘ here is what Watts (1992) has labelled
‗Politeness1‘or ‗lay interpretations of politeness‘. In other words, I focus on Najdi native
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speakers‘ evaluations of ToA use as well as the norms that inform such evaluations. The results
of the questionnaire highlighted the idealized norms of Najdi ToA usage and revealed social
struggles over the Najdi ToA norms. I argued in Chapter 3, section 3.4.2, that there are
different ideologies in the Najdi dialect (showing deference or keeping distance) regarding the
use of kin term (KT) to kin and non-kin and the use of teknonym for kin based on the cooccurring signs. The results of the quantitative data showed that, the reciprocal use of KT with
cousins was not consistent and there were different patterns of usage. As the section on
‗Male/female cousins and Age‘ in Chapter 5 presented, the usage of KT to cousins indexed
male Najdi speaker aged 20-30. In addition, the results in the section on ‗Sister-in-law and
Spoken variety‘ also showed that, although the usage of teknonym (Tek) was reciprocal with
sisters-in-law, there were distributed patterns of Tek usage to address sisters-in-law. It was
found that, expecting Tek from sisters-in-law indexed male nomad speakers of Najdi aged 41
to over 50. Finally, although tropic KT was reciprocal with male strangers, there were social
struggles over its usage. As I argued in the section on ‗Male strangers and Spoken variety‘
male nomad speakers of Najdi age between 31 and over 50 preferred tropic KT to younger
male stranger to keep distance. Accordingly, the interview questions in this study investigated
the usage of Tek with kin (cousins and sisters-in-law) and the usage of KT with kin (cousins)
and non-kin (male strangers).
6.4

Results

In this section, I present the data analysis approach I followed to analyse the collected
data, and then I present the results of the analysis. First, I transcribed hours of audio recording
for this study. Then, from the transcribed interviews, patterns and themes of ToA uses were
identified. Themes were identified by ―
bringing together components or fragments of ideas or
experiences, which often are meaningless when viewed alone‖ (Leininger 1985: 60). As I
explained in the previous section, though I prepared some questions for the interviews, the
participants preferred to digress. According to the interviewees‘ answers, three themes were
identified: using KT with family members (male/female cousins), using Tek with family
members (male/female cousins) and using tropic KT Ɂax for male strangers (male strangers and
taxi drivers). The next step to the thematic analysis was identifying all data that relate to the
already classified themes. Since the interviews were in Arabic, analyses were applied on the
Arabic version. After that, representative raw data were translated into English and presented in
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the text. A copy of transcription for the representative raw data can be found in Appendix 5. In
what follows, I present the identified patterns of ToA use evaluations in each theme.
6.4.1

Usage of KT with family members (cousins)

The interviewees introduced different patterns of evaluation for using KT Ɂebn/bent
alʕamm (male/female cousin) to address their cousins, such as ‗zeal‘ 8, ‗banter‘, ‗fraternity‘,
‗intimacy‘ and ‗unmarked‘. However, they also stated some standards and norms to show how
a different interpretation of KT usage with cousins can be generated, such as showing respect.
The representative raw data collected from the participants showed that both of the female
interviewees, S.R. and H.D., judged KT usage with female cousins to be like ‗banter‘. S.R. said:
It is a kind of banter; it is banter.
Likewise, H.D. said:
It could be banter, especially with your female cousins.
Interestingly, H.D. added more evaluations. For her, it could show ‗zeal‘ or ‗fraternity‘, too.
She said:
You could feel that it means zeal. She is asking for zeal. … It is a style showing
fraternity.
Moreover, both of them added an explicit normative statement about using KT to address male
cousins to show respect. H.D. said:
If he is older than you, surely there is a matter of respect.
Likewise, S.R. provided a normative statement about showing deference to the male cousin,
but interestingly she preferred to use another KT: ʕammī/ xālī (paternal/maternal uncle). She
said:
Usually, if he is old in age from a respect perspective … I may call him ʕammī/
xālī.

8 Enthusiastic devotion to something.
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Obviously, the male participants were from the same age group and all were nomad
speakers. Although all of them did not refer to using KT to address female cousins, they judged
the usage of KT to address male cousins differently. K.D. believed that it shows ‗fraternity‘
and ‗intimacy‘ when he said:
It expresses fraternity more. Although it is to a cousin, I feel that it has more
intimacy.
Conversely, S.D. found using KT to address male cousin as ‗unmarked‘ and not meaning
anything He said:
It doesn‟t have any certain reflections. That means it is not different whether it is
used in a fight or for enthusiasm.
F.L. gave normative statements for using it to show ‗encouragement‘ or ‗rebuke‘. In fact, he
gave a very interesting statement:
It depends on how I say it. He added, I may rebuke him, saying, Why, my cousin?
Or I could encourage him. It depends on the expression before it and after it and
also on the situation you are in.
6.4.2

Usage of Tek with family members (male/female cousins)

The participants had many judgments regarding the use of Tek with cousins.
Interestingly, the participants started their answers by stating a judgment about Tek use, and
then normative statements were provided with new interpretations for Tek usage. When I asked
the participants about using Tek with a female family member (cousin), different evaluations
were given, for example ‗appreciation‘, ‗unmarked‘, ‗distance‘ and ‗deference‘. Then some
norms were presented to show how Tek could be used to generate these different meanings.
Among the females group, for H.D., using Tek shows ‗appreciation‘. She said that,
when her sisters-in-law use Tek:
They say it in a way that is appreciating you or thanking you. They feel they
appreciate you when they say, "mother of so and so" ….
Then she added the norm of this use and defined certain speaker:
Those who are the same age as me, they don‟t use it. It is used only by the old.
Those who are young never say it.
For her, this appreciation is expressed when Tek is used by an older female cousin, if this cooccurring sign changed the appreciation meaning would vanish. Conversely, S.M. found using
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Tek shows distance; therefore, she does not like to be addressed with Tek by female family
members. She said:
No, no, I don‟t accept it. Then she added: If we are friendly, I will say to her,
please call me by my first name - no need to use "mother of so and so". Let‟s be
casual.
Interestingly, S.R. believed that using Tek with female family members is ‗unmarked‘. She
said:
Honestly, I don‟t feel that there is any difference when calling her by her first name
or by "mother of so and so".
Then she spelled out the norm of this usage when she said:
Especially if it is among family members, it doesn‟t make any difference. What
makes a difference is using it to unknown people.
When the females were asked about using Tek with male cousins, though they judge it as
showing ‗respect‘, different norms were mentioned. For S.R., using Tek particularly with older
male cousins expresses deference, and it is socially common. She said:
If he is old, from a respect and appreciation perspective, I will call him "father of
so and so". … Let‟s say my cousin is the same age as my father. What would I call
him? I will call him "father of so and so".
G.D. and S.M. added different signs than being older. They believed that, if he is a married
man and has kids, then he is eligible for deference and using his first name is inappropriate.
G.D. said:
It is out of respect. It is a disgrace if he is married and has three, four kids, and I
say, "Hi, Naif, how are you?" I feel that is disrespectful.
*Naif: proper name
Similarly, S.M. said:
If he is married, then it is usually "father of so and so". It would be very difficult to
call him by his name; it is inappropriate. … I mostly avoid his first name, except
for those who are unmarried.
Among the male group, F.L. and S.D. believed that using Tek for a male cousin and all
known males, even if they are not family members, is a socially common behaviour. However,
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they had different norms of this common use. For F.L., Tek is an appropriate ToA, because it is
popular nowadays among his generation and it is used in whole Najd. He said:
What is common now for our generation is using "father of so and so", whether he
is older, younger or of the same age. If he is not a family member or even if he is a
family member, if he is a brother, nephew or cousin, I call him "father of so and
so", and this is common in whole Najd.
S.D. also believed that using Tek is very common; however, he stated different norms for what
he regarded as social approval. For him, Tek expresses appreciation, and it is used commonly
because he tries to avoid using a first name, which is inappropriate. He said:
"Father of so and so" is appreciation. … Society calls you "father of so and so"
because it feels that calling you with your name is heavy.
Nevertheless, they also added that age differences between them and their male cousin display
another meaning for the usage of Tek that is totally different. F.L. thought that his older cousin
has special status; hence, he preferred using Tek to show his deference to the older cousin. He
said:
Who is older than me has status, respect and appreciation; therefore, I prefer to
call him with his teknonym out of respect.
Though S.D. had the same belief about the superiority of the older cousin, he considered using
Tek with the older cousin ‗rude‘. He preferred to use KT in this case, as for him, it shows
proper respect. He said:
For me, if my cousin is an old man, I prefer to call him ʕammī out of respect for his
age and status because he is older than me. … It is rude if I said, "father of so and
so". … If the age difference is reasonable - five years, ten years - then I call him
"father of so and so" to show affection, respect and appreciation. … This what
society has adopted, and we are used to it.
For K.D., the norms of using Tek to show deference are totally different. He asserted that the
settings where he uses it affect its respectful meaning. He thought that he uses Tek to show
deference to his intimate cousins who are of same age and have spent their whole lives together
when they are in men's majlis because of the other men in attendance. In fact, this confirms my
argument in Chapter 5, in the section on ‗Parents and Gender‘, that ToA use in men‘s majlis
shows deference to bystanders, that is, the deference has bystanderfocus. He said:
If we are in majlis, for example, I try to speak differently to an intimate person who
is of the same age as me, whom I lived my whole life and all my childhood with. If
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I‟m in majlis, I will say, "father of so and so", giving him respect because of the
presence of the other people.
When I asked them about using Tek to address female family members (cousins and
sisters-in-law), S.D. and F.L. judged the situation differently. S.D. thought that it expresses
respect if his female cousin or sister-in-law used Tek to address him. He said:
I find it more respectful if she calls me "father of so and so", and I don‟t believe
that it will make a difference if she is younger or older.
However, F.L. found it appropriate ToA and stated the norm for this appropriateness. He said:
If she is near and I meet her every week or every two weeks or there is
communication between us, I would think it is normal, but if I see her once every
four or five months … and she called me "father of so and so", I would think she
wants to ask for something.
6.4.3

Usage of KT with male strangers (tropic KT use)

The participants made different judgments about their usage of KT Ɂax to address
strangers: ‗polite‘, ‗respect‘, ‗distance‘ and ‗unmarked‘. Like their answers in the previous
themes, they added some normative statements to show how these interpretations can be made.
Among the females, although H.D. thought that it is polite to use Ɂax when addressing
male strangers, she added that she means that to be considered as a sister. She said:
When I say "Ɂax" to them, I feel that it is more polite. It is like "excuse me". … It
means „I‟m like your sister‟.
Then she added the norm of use. She stated that she may use it with a Saudi or any Arab
stranger, but not with non-Arabs. She believed that non-Arabs will not understand the meaning
of this word. Actually, what she meant is the social meaning of Ɂax, which refers to the
brotherhood.
If he is Saudi, you can call him "Ɂax" or if he is Arab. If he is not Arab, there will
be a clash. He will not understand it like we do. … He may know the meaning of
"brother", but using it alone like this - ! Here, they use "Mohammed" if he is not
Arab, but I don‟t like to use that, never. Why call him "Mohammed"? Why change
his name? I can call him "sir" or "excuse me" like this, but call him "Mohammed",
never.
Similarly, S.M. believed that using it shows respect and simultaneously maintains distance.
Unsurprisingly, she added the same norm; it is used for Saudis, but non-Saudis are eligible for
‗excuse me‘, for the same reason H.D. mentioned. She said:
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I prefer to say "Ɂax". … It is a kind of respect, … and I put here a barrier. The
nationality makes a difference; yes, nationality makes a difference. For Saudis, I
say "Ɂax" … for others, "excuse me"… because the word "Ɂax" doesn‟t matter for a
non-Saudi taxi driver, for example.
Conversely, S.R. took it to show distance only and not as containing any polite meaning. She
uses it to show that she is conservative. She said:
In our society, when someone says to other "Ɂax", it means, "I cut all of the
relationships which may happen after". … As you say, I restrict the relationship or
the conversation that may happen to not make him feel intimate. He will feel I‟m a
conservative person. … I feel it is normal to say "excuse me", but it may leave
space for ...
For G.D., Ɂax is not appropriate at all, and she never uses it. She said:
No, it is "excuse me", I don‟t use "Ɂax", never ever. It is "excuse me".
Among the males, there are different evaluations and norms. K.D. believed in
employing Ɂax because the addressee‘s name is unknown; therefore, for him, it is ‗unmarked‘
and ‗appropriate‘. He said:
This "Ɂax" means I don‟t know your name and I need to ask you, so I say, "Ɂax". If
name is known, he will call out the name so it doesn‟t show either respect or
disrespect. It is something normal.
Conversely, S.D. thought using Ɂax is appropriate because it concerns being nice to others and
assures a deferential feeling towards them. He said:
It is normal. … I find it nice to call him "Ɂax" … because I wouldn't call him"Ɂax"
unless I respected him.
For F.L., there are different norms of use depending on the tone. He stated that it could be used
when the speaker wants to be aggressive and if he wants to be nice too, based on his tone. He
added the norm of using Ɂax with Saudis, but not non-Saudis. He said:
"Ɂax" depends on the tone that I use. Sometimes, I say "Ɂax" to someone who I
want him to get out of my way, so I can look for a fight. It is the same if I hear it
from others; it depends on the tone I hear. I may say, "Yes, how can I help you?" …
But if the tone is different, I will use the same tone I heard in the word "Ɂax". … If
he is a foreigner, probably "Mohammed". "Mohammed" is not his name, but it is
common. It is common for Muslims from East Asia. But if he is Saudi, mostly I will
use "Ɂax" or "excuse me".
In conclusion, the interviewees had different judgments about ToA usage under the
focus of the interviews. When they state judgements, they add normative statements either to
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show how the evaluation can be inferred from ToA use patterns or to show how different
meanings of ToA can be inferred. This variation and inconsistency in the evaluations
demonstrate competing models of ToA usage. Since these competing models of use coexist in
Najdi society, it could be argued that Najdi ToA uses are ideological.
6.5

Discussion

The quantitative data analysis revealed different stereotypes of Najdi ToA usages.
There were competing norms of these stereotypes that reflected competing values and social
struggles over the norms of use. Unsurprisingly, these internally inconsistent stereotypes of use
were ideological. As the qualitative data analysis revealed, the metapragmatic typifications
collected by the interviews were not wholly consistent, and there were sets of metapragmatic
data demonstrating distinct ideologies. This was clear in the interviewees‘ tendency to add
normative statements after they stated their evaluations and judgements on each ToA usage.
These statements demonstrated explicitly held standards of usage. In fact, these statements
implicitly framed the co-occurring signs that may cause certain interpretations. For example,
although both of the male interviewees, F.L. and S.D., believed that using Tek to address older
male cousins is expressing respect, S.D. believed that, if the age difference between him and
his cousin is large, then Tek use is rude. In his normative statements, S.D. determined the
suitable addressee (not very older) for using Tek when the speaker aims to show deference.
Additionally, he explicitly spelled out the suitable ToA with certain co-occurrence signs when
he stated that, if the age difference is big, then KT is respectful and Tek is rude. Notably, both
of the male interviewees were from the same age group and spoke the same variety (nomad). In
the same vein, K.D., who was from the same age and also spoke the nomadic variety, believed
that using Tek may show deference to cousins who are of the same age. Interestingly, he
framed the co-occurring signs to infer this meaning by certain settings. He said that, if they
were in a men‘s majlis, then Tek usage expresses deference to those equals because of the
presence of the other men.
Similarly, in the female group, we saw the interviewee H.D. gave different judgments
for using KT to address her female cousins. She started with evaluating it as enthusiasm; then
she said it may show banter or fraternity. Though she did not state explicitly any certain cooccurring signs that may cause each interpretation, it could be argued that this variation in the
evaluations of ToA use to the same addressee indexes different settings. Moreover, we saw that,
although all of the females judged using Tek to male cousins as showing deference, they
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determined different addressees. For H.D. and S.R., being older in age made their cousin
eligible for deference. Therefore, they use Tek to address him. But for G.D., who was from the
same age group and spoke the same variety, her cousin's being a married man and having
children is enough to qualify him for deference. This intra-group variation in ToA usage
evaluations which we saw within the males group and the females group index that ToA uses
are ideologically motivated.
Furthermore, it was obvious that there were inconsistent evaluations for using tropic KT
to address strangers. Interestingly, the various evaluations indexed different ideologies and
different addressees. We saw among the females that H.D. stated that she used it because it is
polite, while S.R. believed that it shows that she is conservative and it keeps distance. It is
obvious that though both of them were from the same age group and spoke same variety
(settled), they had different priorities and of course different ideologies. Nevertheless, both of
them identified eligible addressees for this ToA: a Saudi or Arab stranger. Yet G.D., who also
was from the same age group and class and spoke the same variety, found using tropic KT
inappropriate. The males had completely different evaluations. While it was unmarked ToA
usage for S.D, K.D. found it appropriate and reflecting respect. However, F.L., who was from
same age, defined different norms based on the sound tone. He implicitly defined the tone as a
co-occurring sign, which may change his attitude from aggressiveness to kindness.
To conclude, it is apparent from the discussion above that there is an asymmetrical
social distribution of Najdi speakers‘ judgments over ToA uses within the society. The
judgments of the same ToA with the same sub-group, e.g. Najdi males, ranged from intimacy
to aggressiveness. Notably, this variation had an ideological character, and the participants'
normative statements framed all of the co-occurring signs that index this ideological aspect.
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Chapter 7
7.1

Conclusion: Summary and implications of findings

Introduction

By means of conclusion, this chapter serves two functions. In section 7.1 I summarize
the main findings of the thesis in relation to the research questions originally formulated in
Chapter 4. In section 7.2, I discuss the implications of the study for the discursive approach in
general and to terms of address research in particular. Finally some suggestions for further
research are provided in the last section 7.3.
7.2

Overall summary

The thesis has examined heterogeneity and diversity in the Najdi term of address
system from the perspective of the discursive approach to (im)politeness. I adopted Agha‘s
(2007) approach of indexicality to Najdi term of address analysis to account for the infinite
society-internal variability and heterogeneity in address behaviour among a group of Najdi
speakers. Departing from Watts‘s (2005) argument that terms of address are politic rather than
polite, the thesis went on to demonstrate that politeness is not the only function of address
terms, rather it is a particular stereotypical effect. This thesis set out primarily to investigate the
force of Agha‘s (2007) argument that address terms do not possess any inherent semantic
characteristic or pragmatic value pertaining to politeness that they can be implemented in any
interaction. Instead they can stereotypically index different meanings of politeness
(deference/intimacy) through reflexive models of interaction that indexically shape stereotypes
of the language users‘ identity (gender, age and spoken variation) and their ideologies
regarding their usage of the address terms. The investigation of Najdi address term function
centres around three main questions (repeated here from Chapter 4, section 4.3):
RQ1: How do Najdis use address terms? What are the norms of address term usage in
the Najdi community?
RQ2: Do the speaker‘s characteristics of gender, age, spoken variation, social economic
class influence his/her address term choices among Najdis? Is the use of address terms in the
Najdi community associated with any personal characteristics of the speaker?
RQ3: To what extent do Najdi speakers‘ conceptualizations and ideologies of
(im)politeness influence their perceptions and use of address terms?
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Two types of data were collected via conducting two sequential methods: survey, then
semi-structured interviews. Each method examined specific empirical questions about Najdi
address term usage. In my population of Najdi speakers (n=313), the survey examined the
statistical norms of Najdi address terms and the association between the speakers‘ personal
characteristics and Najdi address term usage. The results were analysed by laying emphasis on
the social struggles over the different norms of Najdi address term usage that co-exist societyinternally. The highlighted idealized norms of Najdi address term usage isolated particular
identities for the speaker and the addressee. The findings showed distributed patterns of Najdi
address term usage that divided Najdi speakers into different sub-groups based on different
features: gender, age and spoken variety. Moreover, within each sub-group there was intragroup variation within the members of the same group which emphasized that stereotypical
notions of the appropriate terms of address in the Najdi community are varied societyinternally. These findings are in accordance with Agha‘s (2007: 273) argument that various
norms actually co-exist with each other within the same society, and hence they are cultural
models of behaviour with an asymmetric social distribution within the society, and this
variation is an index of the users‘ identity and ideologies.
The semi-structured interviews with 7 participants from the 313 who took part in the
survey uncovered some of the Najdi speakers‘ ideologies regarding their use of address terms
and it has been found that speakers were aware of having different choices and deliberately
making one choice or another to accomplish a certain social effect. These results confirmed my
argument in Chapter 3, section 3.4.2 that kinship terms and teknonyms with other co-textual
signs can formulate honorific effects. We saw that the speakers stated that using kin-terms and
teknonyms to older family members expressed deference. Moreover, we saw that among males
teknonyms could be used to address family members from the same age, who were not eligible
for deference, to express deference to bystanders. Interestingly, in such interactions teknonyms
express deference if they are used in certain setting i.e, men‘s majlis where this deference is
marked to the other people in the place. On the other hand, using kin-terms to strangers shows
distance. In fact, these results confirmed my argument that address terms have various
stereotypical effects ranging from intimacy to aggressiveness and politeness is simply one of
these stereotypical effects. Table 40 and Table 41 below show an account of the various
possible roles of KT and Tek differentiated according to user and the addressee.
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Table 40: Using Tek by male nomad Najdi speaker
To younger/same age
Tek usage
cousin

To same age
cousin

To older cousin

Deference

-

+*

+

Intimacy

+

+

-

Distance

-

-

-

*Based on the context, e.g. if it is used in men‘s majlis.

Table 41: Using KT by male nomad Najdi speaker

Male nomad Najdi
speaker age 31-over 50

Male nomad Najdi
speaker age 20-30

Male nomad speaker
aged 31-40

Male cousin

Younger brother

Younger/same age
stranger

Deference

-

-

-

Intimacy

+

+

-

Distance

-

-

+

KT usage

To conclude, the findings in this thesis illustrate that address term uses and functions
are immensely varied. However, this variation is not random but shaped by the existence of
certain co-occurring signs. As shown by the data, non-honorific terms of address can be used
honorifically to certain addressees or in certain settings. Also, the same terms of address can be
used to different addressees or in different settings to show distance.
7.3

Implications of findings

This study aimed to contribute to the discursive approach to (im)politeness by
considering new data on terms of address from Arabic through investigating the social factors
which determine the appropriateness of Najdi address terms in given social settings. I argue
that the metalinguistic/metapragmatic beliefs that the informants reported are discursive in the
sense that they originate in reflexive models of verbal behaviour. The study also aimed to
contribute to address terms research by upholding Agha‘s approach of indexicality as an
analytic approach to account for the variability of address term uses. Applying this approach
showed that the normative patterns identified show Najdi politic behaviour, which
stereotypically indexes different social relations between Najdi speakers in relation to certain
social contexts. The study attempted to demonstrate how the Najdi address system has various
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distinctive uses society-internally according to personal characteristics of the speaker or the
addressee, which were determined and examined in two socio-cultural settings (within the
family and in the street). Furthermore, it showed how Najdi address terms, in view of sociocultural factors, could formulate different social meanings including politeness if they were
used in a specific social scenario of usage and how this variability demonstrates the social
struggles over the social norms. Finally, while this thesis directly focuses on Najdi address
term usage, it also contributed an indication of the social and cultural structure of the Najdi
community.
7.4

Further research

The thesis has explored how variable uses of Najdi address term of could index the
speaker‘s identity with regard to certain characteristics i.e. gender, age and spoken variation by
focusing on two settings i.e., within the family and in the street. I thus recognize that there are
still many disputes to uncover. I acknowledge the need for new research addressing the issue of
address term heterogeneity in different social settings such as in the work place and at the
university, that will enrich the understanding of the internal variation of address term norms.
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Questionnaire

Appendix 1

)Original Questionnaire (Arabic version

نسعىد ٌح
نههجح انىجذ ٌح انمحكٍحف ًوسط انممهكحانعرت ٍح ا
أس انٍةانىذاء فً ا
مقدمٌ هذا اِستبيان طالبٌ دكتوراه فً " SOASسواس" (مركز الدراسات الشرقيٌ وااإلفريقيٌ) جامعٌ لندن .
يبحث اِستبيان أساليب النداء فً اللو جٌ النجديٌ لسكان وسط المملكٌ العربيٌ السعوديٌ و يركز علٍ مشودين مختلفين :فً محيط العاُلٌ وفً
الشارع .
تستغرق تعبٌُ اِستبيان حوالً  20-15دقيقٌ َ وأرجو شاكرة عند تعبٌُ اِستبيان توخً الصدق والدقٌ فً اإلجابٌ حيث أن لكل فقرة مدلول
هام جدا فً البحث.
تتضمن ال صفحٌ األولٍ أسُلٌ عن بعض المعلومات الشخصيٌ للمشارك ولوذا تلتزم الباحثٌ بالحفاظ علٍ خصوصيٌ هذه المعلومات و
استخداموا فً هذا البحث العلمً فقط َ كما تضمن عدم اإلطّع عليوا من قبل أي طرف آخر .
ولّستفسار عن أي نقطى فً اِستبيان الرجاء التواصل مع الباحثٌ علٍ البريد اإللكترونً التالً informants2012@gmail.com
* مطلوب

نشخصٍه
انمعهىماخ ا
 -1اإلسم أو انحروف األونى (إخر ٍاري)

 -2انجىس *
o

ذمر

o

اوثى
-3انعمر *

o

()52 - 42

o

()62 - 53

o

()72 - 63

o

أمجر م ه 72
 -4أ ٌه ونذخ (انمذٌىح) *

 -5أ ٌه عش د أطىلفررج فً ح ٍاذك ؟ *
o

طقخاىُسطى
فًاىمى

o

ىس عُد ٌخ
ينخاىعرث ٍخ ا
ىطقخ اىُسطى َىن ه فًاىمم
خبرجاىم

o

ىس عُد ٌخ
مينخاىعرث ٍخ ا
خبرجاىم
 -6انه هجح ان رً ذرحذثـ( ٌه)ت ها *

o

ىٍجخ حبضرح وجد

o

ىٍجخ ثبد ٌخ وجد

o

:Other
 -14كم هىمقذار دخهك انش هري ؟ *

o

أقو م ه 7222

o

32222 - 7222

o

37222 - 32223
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o

42222 - 37223

o

أمثر م ه 42222

o

الأرغت فً إلجبث ً
مـــالحــــــــظــــــــــاذـــــك
فتً ٌىب
بتل ف ٍرجىإضب
ىسبثقخ أَ حُه إجبث
يخ ا
إذامبن ىدٌلتعي ٍقعيى األسئ

رث ٍان
خطىاخإلجاتح عهىالس
لنداء الذيتستخدمه
سلوب ا
كل سؤال ٌتكون من جزئ ٌن رئٌس ٌ ٌن -3 :بماذاتناد ٌـ(ن)  ..؟ -4بماذا ٌناد ٌك ..؟المطلوب هو اخت ٌار أ
فعل ٌا ًف ً حٌاتكلمناداة الشخص المحددف ً السؤال،ثم اخت ٌار األسلوب الذي ٌناد ٌكبه هذا الشخص  .وللحصول على إجابة دقٌقة
فى عندما ولدت
الرجاء اخت ٌار (غ ٌر مطابق) إذالم ٌسبقلك مناداة هذا الشخص أوق ٌام هذا الشخصبمناداتك ،مثالً إذا كان والدك متو
بتها (غ ٌر مطابق) .كذلك اذا كانالسؤال موجه لذكر
تعلقهبمناداة ؤالءألشخاصستكون إجا
أوأنك األخ/األخت ألكبرفألسئلةالم
سلوب
لسؤالالرجاء كتابة أل
والمج ٌب انثى اوالعكس .أما فً حال عدم وجودالخ ٌارالمناسبلك منب ٌنالخ ٌاراتالموجودة فً ا
الخاصبكف ًالخانة ألخ ٌرة ( .) Otherفًحال ةاستخدام خ ٌا رٌن أو أكثر من هذهالخ ٌاراتالموجودةالرجاء اخت ٌار إلجاباتثم
تعل ٌق فً مربعالمالحظاتالموجود فً آخر كلصفحة.
لنداءبإضافة
سلوب ا
لسبب فًتنوع أ
توض ٌح ا

عائهح :
-1أفراد ان
أوالا-انىا نذٌه وإلخـىج
( -1أ)بماذاتناد ٌـ(ن) والدك ؟ *
o

باسم ه

o

ٌا بويٌ /با

o

ٌاأبفالن

o

طال عمرك

o

غ ٌر مطابق

o

o

:Other
(ب)بماذا ٌناد ٌك والدك ؟ *
باسم ً

o

ٌاولدي/بنت ً

o

ٌاأبو/أفالن

o

واناابوك

o

غ ٌر مطابق

o

o

:Other
( -2أ)بماذاتناد ٌـ(ن) والدتك ؟ *
باسم ها

o

ٌا ٌ مّا /ماما

o

ٌاأم الن

o

طال عمرك

o

غ ٌر مطابق

o

:Other
(ب)بماذاتناد ٌك والدتك ؟ *
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o

باسم ً

o

ٌاولدي/بنت ً

o

ٌاأبو/أفالن

o

وانا امك

o

غ ٌر مطابق

o

o

:Other
( -3أ)بماذاتناد ٌـ(ن) أخوك األكبرسنا ً ؟ *
باسم ه

o

ٌاخوي

o

ٌاأبفالن

o

وانا اخوك/اختك

o

غ ٌر مطابق

o

o

:Other
(ب)بماذا ٌناد ٌك أخوك األكبرسنا ً ؟ *
باسم ً

o

ٌاخويٌ /اخت ً

o

ٌاأبو/أفالن

o

وانا اخوك

o

غ ٌر مطابق

o

:Other
( -4أ)بماذاتناد ٌـ(ن) أختك األكبرسنا ً ؟ *

o

باسم ها

o

ٌاخت ً

o

ٌا أمفالن

o

وانا اخوك/اختك

o

غ ٌر مطابق

o

o

:Other
(ب)بماذاتناد ٌك أختك األكبرسنا ً ؟ *
باسم ً

o

ٌاخوي/اخت ً

o

ٌاأبو/أفالن

o

واناأختك

o

غ ٌر مطابق

o

o

:Other
( -5أ)بماذاتناد ٌـ(ن) أخوك األصغرسنا ً ؟ *
باسم ه

o

ٌاخوي

o

ٌاأبفالن

o

وانا اخوك/اختك

o

غ ٌر مطابق

o

:Other
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(ب)بماذا ٌناد ٌك أخوك األصغرسنا ً ؟ *
o

باسم ً

o

ٌاخوي/اخت ً

o

ٌاأبو/أفالن

o

وانا اخوك

o

غ ٌر مطابق

o

:Other
( -6أ)بماذاتناد ٌـ(ن) أختك األصغرسنا ً ؟ *

o

باسم ها

o

ٌاخت ً

o

ٌا أمفالن

o

وانا اخوك/اختك

o

غ ٌر مطابق

o

o

:Other
(ب)بماذاتناد ٌك أختك األصغرسنا ً ؟ *
باسم ً

o

ٌاخوي/اخت ً

o

ٌاأبو/أفالن

o

وانا اختك ٌ /اختك

o

غ ٌر مطابق

o

:Other

ثا و ٍ ا -األقارب

( -1أ)بماذاتناد ٌـ(ن) جدك ؟ *
o

باسم ه

o

ٌاجدي

o

ٌاأبفالن

o

طال عمرك

o

غ ٌر مطابق

o

o

:Other
(ب)بماذا ٌناد ٌك جدك ؟ *
باسم ً

o

ٌاولدي/بنت ً

o

ٌاأبو/أفالن

o

وانا جدك

o

غ ٌر مطابق

o

:Other
( -2أ)بماذاتناد ٌـ(ن) جدتك ؟ *

o

باسم ها

o

ٌاجده
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o

ٌا أمفالن

o

طال عمرك

o

غ ٌر مطابق

o

o

:Other
(ب)بماذاتناد ٌك جدتك ؟ *
باسم ً

o

ٌاولدي/بنت ً

o

ٌاأبو/أفالن

o

وانا جدتك

o

غ ٌر مطابق

o

:Other
( -3أ)بماذاتناد ٌـ(ن) عمك ؟ *

o

باسم ه

o

ٌاع مً

o

ٌاأبفالن

o

طال عمرك

o

غ ٌر مطابق

o

o

:Other
(ب)بماذا ٌناد ٌك عمك ؟ *
باسم ً

o

ٌاولدي/بنت ً

o

ٌاأبو/أفالن

o

وانا عمك

o

غ ٌر مطابق

o

:Other
( -4أ)بماذاتناد ٌـ(ن) عمتك ؟ *

o

باسم ها

o

ٌاعم ه

o

ٌا أمفالن

o

طال عمرك

o

غ ٌر مطابق

o

o

:Other
(ب)بماذاتناد ٌك عمتك ؟ *
باسم ً

o

ٌاولدي/بنت ً

o

ٌاأبو/أفالن

o

وانا عمتك

o

غ ٌر مطابق

o

:Other
( -5أ)بماذاتناد ٌـ(ن) خالك ؟ *
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o

باسم ه

o

ٌاخال ً

o

ٌاأبفالن

o

طال عمرك

o

غ ٌر مطابق

o

o

:Other
(ب)ب ماذا ٌناد ٌك خالك ؟ *
باسم ً

o

ٌاولدي/بنت ً

o

ٌاأبو/أفالن

o

وانا خالك

o

غ ٌر مطابق

o

:Other
( -6أ)بماذاتناد ٌـ(ن) خالتك ؟ *

o

باسم ها

o

ٌاخال ه

o

ٌا أمفالن

o

طال عمرك

o

غ ٌر مطابق

o

o

:Other
(ب)بماذاتناد ٌك خالتك ؟ *
باسم ً

o

ٌاولدي/بنت ً

o

ٌاأبو/أفالن

o

وانا خالتك

o

غ ٌر مطابق

o

o

:Other
( -7أ)بماذاتناد ٌـ(ن) ابن عمك /خالك ؟ *
باسم ه

o

ٌابن ع مً/خال ً

o

ٌاأبفالن

o

وانا اخوك /اختك

o

غ ٌر مطابق

o

o

:Other
(ب)بماذا ٌناد ٌـك ابن عمك/خالك ؟ *
باسم ً

o

ٌابن/بنت ع مً/خال ً

o

ٌاأبو/أفالن

o

وانا اخوك

o

غ ٌر مطابق

o

:Other
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( -8أ)بماذاتناد ٌـ(ن) ابنة عمك/خالك ؟ *
o

باسم ها

o

ٌابنت ع مً/خال ً

o

ٌا أمفالن

o

وانا اخوك /اختك

o

غ ٌر مطابق

o

o

:Other
(ب)بماذاتناد ٌك ابنة عمك/خالك ؟ *
باسم ً

o

ٌابن/بنت ع مً/خال ً

o

ٌاأبو/أفالن

o

وانا اختك

o

غ ٌر مطابق

o

:Other

ثانث ا -ألزواج

نثى
لسؤال موجه لذكر(الزوج) والذي ٌقوم االجابة أ
ئلة .كذلك إذا كان ا
بق) لجم ٌع الس
إذا كنت غ ٌر متزوجالرجاء اخت ٌار (غ ٌر مطا
تال ٌ ة.
للصفح ةال
نتقال
ئل ةالغ ٌر مناسبةحتىتتمكن من ال
(الزوجة) أوالعكسالرجاء اخت ٌار (غ ٌر مطابق)لالس
( -1أ)بماذاتنادي زوجتك ؟ *
o

باسم ها

o

ٌازوجت ً

o

ٌا أمفالن

o

ٌاحبٌبت ً

o

غ ٌر مطابق

o

o

:Other
(ب)بماذاتناد ٌك زوجتك ؟ *
باسم ً

o

ٌازوج ً

o

ٌاأبفالن

o

ٌاحبٌب ً

o

غ ٌر مطابق

o

o

:Other
( -2أ)بماذاتناد ٌن زوجك ؟ *
باسم ه

o

ٌازوج ً

o

ٌاأبفالن

o

ٌاحبٌب ً

o

غ ٌر مطابق

o

:Other
(ب)بماذا ٌناد ٌك زوجك ؟ *
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o

باسم ً

o

ٌازوجت ً

o

ٌا أمفالن

o

ٌاحبٌبت ً

o

غ ٌر مطابق

o

:Other
( -3أ)بماذاتناد ٌـ(ن) والد زوجتك /زوجك ؟ *

o

باسم ه

o

ٌاع مً

o

ٌاأبفالن

o

طال عمرك

o

غ ٌر مطابق

o

o

:Other
(ب)بماذا ٌناد ٌك والد زوجتك /زوجك ؟ *
باسم ً

o

ٌاولدي/بنت ً

o

ٌاأبو/أفالن

o

واناعمك

o

غ ٌر مطابق

o

:Other
( -4أ)بماذاتناد ٌـ(ن)والدة زوجتك /زوجك ؟ *

o

باسم ها

o

ٌاعم ه

o

ٌا أمفالن

o

طال عمرك

o

غ ٌر مطابق

o

o

:Other
(ب)بماذاتناد ٌـك والدة زوجتك /زوجك ؟ *
باسم ً

o

ٌاولدي/بنت ً

o

ٌاأبو/أفالن

o

واناعمتك

o

غ ٌر مطابق

o

o
o

:Other
( -5أ)بماذاتناد ٌـ(ن) أخو زوجتك /زوجك ؟ *
باسم ه
ٌالنس ٌب

o

ٌاأبفالن

o

وانا اخوك/اختك

o

غ ٌر مطابق

o

:Other
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(ب)بماذا ٌناد ٌك أخو زوجتك /زوجك ؟ *
o

باسم ً

o

نسٌب ه
ٌالنس ٌب ٌ /ال

o

ٌاأبو/أفالن

o

وانا اخوك

o

غ ٌر مطابق

o

:Other
( -6أ)بماذاتناد ٌـ(ن) أخت زوجتك /زوجك ؟ *

o

باسم ها

o

ٌالنسٌب ه

o

ٌا أمفالن

o

وانا اخوك /اختك

o

غ ٌر مطابق

o

o

:Other
(ب)بماذاتناد ٌك أخت زوجتك /زوجك ؟ *
باسم ً

o

نسٌب ه
ٌالنس ٌب ٌ /ال

o

ٌاأبو/أفالن

o

وانا اختك

o

غ ٌر مطابق

o

:Other
مـــالحــــــــظــــــــــاتـــــك
لسابقة أو حول إجاباتكف ٌرجى إضافته هنا
لد تعل ٌقعلى ألسئلة ا
إذاكان ٌك

* Required

 -2فً انـشارع
ناسبةلك حتى
بة على ألسئلةالغ ٌر م
فالرجاء اخت ٌار (غ ٌر مطابق)ف ً إلجا
لسؤال,
لشخصال محدد فً ا
إذالم ٌسبق لكالتعامل مع ا
سل ٌم اإلستب ٌان.
تتمكن من إن هاء إلجابات وت

أوالا -جم ال ذعرفه فً انشارع
( -1أ) ك ٌفتناد ٌه /تنادٌنه للسؤال عن مكان ما إذا كان أصغر منكسنا ً ؟ *
o

ٌاولدي

o

لوسمحت

o

ٌا ه ٌ ه

o

ٌالحب ٌب

o

غ ٌر مطابق

o

:Other
(ب) ك ٌف ٌناد ٌك للسؤال عن مكان ما إذا كان أصغر منكسنا ً ؟ *
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o

ٌاعم/خال ه

o

لوسمحتـ(ي)

o

ٌا ه ٌ ه

o

ٌالحب ٌب/الحبٌب ه

o

غ ٌر مطابق

o

o

:Other
( -2أ) ك ٌفتناد ٌه /تنادٌنه للسؤال عن مكان ما إذا كانف ًنفس عمركتقرٌبا ً ؟ *
ٌاأخ

o

لوسمحت

o

ٌا ه ٌ ه

o

ٌالحب ٌب

o

غ ٌر مطابق

o

:Other
(ب) ك ٌف ٌناد ٌك للسؤال عن مكان ما إذا كانف ًنفس عمركتقرٌبا ً ؟ *

o

ٌاأخ/أخت

o

لوسمحتـ(ي)

o

ٌا ه ٌ ه

o

ٌالحب ٌب/الحبٌب ه

o

غ ٌر مطابق

o

o

:Other
( -3أ) ك ٌفتناد ٌه /تنادٌنه للسؤال عن مكان ما إذا كان أكبر منكسنا ً ؟ *
ٌاعم

o

لوسمحت

o

ٌا ه ٌ ه

o

ٌالحب ٌب

o

غ ٌر مطابق

o

:Other
(ب) ك ٌف ٌناد ٌك للسؤال عن مكان ما إذا كان أكبر منكسنا ً ؟ *

o

ٌاولدي/بنت ً

o

لوسمحتـ(ي)

o

ٌا ه ٌ ه

o

ٌالحب ٌب/الحبٌب ه

o

غ ٌر مطابق

o

:Other

ثاو ٍ ا  -إمرج ال ذعرفها فً انشارع
( -1أ) ك ٌفتناد ٌ ها /تنادٌن ها للسؤال عن مكان ما إذا كانت أصغر منكسنا ً ؟ *
o

ٌابنت ً

o

لوسمحت ً

o

ٌا ه ٌ ه

o

ٌالحبٌب ه
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o
o

غ ٌر مطابق
:Other
(ب) ك ٌفتناد ٌك للسؤال عن مكان ما إذا كانت أصغر منكسنا ً ؟ *

o

ٌاعم/خال ه

o

لوسمحتـ(ي)

o

ٌا ه ٌ ه

o

ٌالحب ٌب/الحبٌب ه

o

غ ٌر مطابق

o

:Other
( -2أ) ك ٌفتناد ٌ ها /تنادٌن ها للسؤال عن مكان ما إذا كانتف ًنفس عمركتقرٌباً؟ *

o

ٌاأخت

o

لوسمحت ً

o

ٌا ه ٌ ه

o

ٌالحبٌب ه

o

غ ٌر مطابق

o

:Other
(ب) ك ٌفتناد ٌك للسؤال عن مكان ما إذا كانتف ًنفس عمركتقرٌبا ً ؟ *

o

ٌاأخ/أخت

o

لوسمحتـ(ي)

o

ٌا ه ٌ ه

o

ٌالحب ٌب/الحبٌب ه

o

غ ٌر مطابق

o

:Other
( -3أ) ك ٌفتناد ٌ ها /تنادٌن ها للسؤال عن مكان ما إذا كانت أكبر منكسنا ً ؟ *

o

ٌاخال ه

o

لوسمحت ً

o

ٌا ه ٌ ه

o

ٌالحبٌب ه

o

غ ٌر مطابق

o

:Other
(ب) ك ٌفتناد ٌك للسؤال عن مكان ما إذا كانت أكبر منكسنا ً ؟ *

o

ٌاولدي/بنت ً

o

لوسمحتـ(ي)

o

ٌا ه ٌ ه

o

ٌالحب ٌب/الحبٌب ه

o

غ ٌر مطابق

o

:Other

انثا -سائق سٍارجأجرج
ث
( -1أ) ك ٌفتناد ٌه /تنادٌنه إذا كان أصغر منكسنا ً ؟ *
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o

ٌاولدي

o

لوسمحت

o

ٌاسواق

o

ٌامحمد

o

غ ٌر مطابق

o

:Other
(ب) ك ٌف ٌناد ٌك إذا كان أصغر منكسنا ً ؟ *

o

ٌاعم/خال ه

o

لوسمحتـ(ي)

o

ٌا ه ٌ ه

o

ستاذ(ه)
ٌا أ

o

غ ٌر مطابق

o

o

:Other
( -2أ) ك ٌفتناد ٌه /تنادٌنه إذا كانف ًنفس عمركتقرٌبا ً ؟ *
ٌاأخ

o

لوسمحت

o

ٌاسواق

o

ٌا محمد

o

غ ٌر مطابق

o

:Other
(ب) ك ٌف ٌناد ٌك إذا كانف ًنفس عمركتقرٌبا ً ؟ *

o

ٌاأخ /أخت

o

لوسمحتـ(ي)

o

ٌا ه ٌ ه

o

ستاذ(ه)
ٌا أ

o

غ ٌر مطابق

o

o
o

:Other
( -3أ) ك ٌفتناد ٌه /تنادٌنه إذا كان أكبر منكسنا ً ؟ *
ٌاعم
لوسمحتـ(ي)

o

ٌاسواق

o

ٌامحمد

o

غ ٌر مطابق

o

:Other
(ب) ك ٌف ٌناد ٌك إذا كان أكبر منكسنا ً ؟ *

o

ٌاولدي/بنت ً

o

لوسمحتـ(ي)

o

ٌا ه ٌ ه

o

ستاذ(ه)
ٌا أ

o

غ ٌر مطابق

o

:Other
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مـــالحــــــــظــــــــــاتـــــك
لسابقة أو حول إجاباتكف ٌرجى إضافته هنا
لد تعل ٌقعلى ألسئلة ا
إذاكان ٌك

ٌقتض ً البحث الحقا ً اإلتصالببعض المشارك ٌن وذلك لإلجابة عنبعض األسئلة البس ٌطة حول أسال ٌب النداء ال تً استخدم وها فً
هذا االستب ٌان.ف هلتوافق على االتصالبك ؟ *
o
o

نعم
ال
 -إذا كانت إجابتك "نــعـــم" الرجاء إضافةبر ٌدك اإللكترون ً حتى ٌس هل االتصالبك الحقا ً

اورهى
االسفل
بقة اضغطعلى مربع ( ) Backفً
لسا
لصفحة ا
صفحاتللعودةالى ا
 ٣من ٣
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Addressing members of your family
Each Question consists of two parts:

How do you address (….) ?
How does (….) address you?

The task is to choose the address term that you actually use to address the target
person in the question, and then choose the address term that you normally receive from this
person. For precise answer please choose NA (not applicable) if you didn‘t get a chance to
address this person or if this person didn‘t address you. For example if your father has been
died when you were born, or if you are the elder My brother/sister your answer to the
questions about addressing father and elder My brother/sister should be NA. Also if the
question is directed to male and the respondant is female and vise versa. In case that you
don‘t find the suitable address term among the choices please write down your address term
next to the choice ‗Other‘. In case you chose more than one term from the listed address
terms please specify the reason for your choices in the comments box at the bottom of the
page.
1) Family Members
A. Parents and Siblings

1.

2.

3.

Your father

Your Mother

Your elder brother

How do you address (…)

How does ( …) address you

□ His name

□ My name

□ Dad

□ My son/daughter

□ Father of....

□ Father/mother of....

□ ṭāl ʕumrak

□ wa ana būk

□ NA

□NA

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Her name

□ My name

□ Mum

□ My son/daughter

□ Mother of....

□ Father/mother of....

□ ṭāl ʕumrak

□ wa ana ummuk

□ NA

□ NA

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Other, specify ………..

□ His name

□ My name

□ Brother

□ My brother/sister
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4.

5.

6.

Your elder sister

Your younger brother

Your younger sister

□ Father of....

□ Father/mother of....

□ wa-na-xūk/extk

□ wa-na-xūk

□ NA

□ NA

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Her name

□ My name

□ Sister

□ My brother/sister

□ Mother of....

□ Father/mother of....

□ wa-na-xūk/extk

□ wa-na-extk

□ NA

□ NA

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Other, specify ………..

□ His name

□ My name

□ Brother

□ My brother/sister

□ Father of....

□ Father/mother of....

□ wa-na-xūk

□ wa-na-xūk/extk

□ NA

□ NA

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Her name

□ My name

□ Sister

□ My brother/sister

□ Mother of....

□ Father/mother of....

□ wa-na-xūk/extk

□ wa-na-xūk/extk

□ NA

□ NA

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Other, specify ………..
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B. Relatives

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

Your grandfather

Your grandmother

Your paternal uncle

Your paternal aunt

Your maternal uncle

Your maternal aunt

How do you address (…)

How does ( …) address you

□ His name

□ My name

□ Grandpa

□ My son/daughter

□ Father of....

□ Father/mother of....

□ ṭāl ʕumrak

□ wa ana jaddek

□ NA

□ NA

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Her name

□ My name

□ Grandma

□ My son/daughter

□ Mother of....

□ Father/mother of....

□ ṭāl ʕumrak

□ wa ana jaddetk

□ NA

□ NA

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Other, specify ………..

□ His name

□ My name

□ Uncle

□ My son/daughter

□ Father of....

□ Father/mother of....

□ ṭāl ʕumrak

□ wa ana ʕammk

□ NA

□ NA

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Her name

□ My name

□ Aunt

□ My son/daughter

□ Mother of....

□ Father/mother of....

□ ṭāl ʕumrak

□ wa ana ʕammtk

□ NA

□ NA

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Other, specify ………..

□ His name

□ My name

□ Uncle

□ My son/daughter

□ Father of....

□ Father/mother of....

□ ṭāl ʕumrak

□ wa-na-xālek

□ NA

□ NA

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Her name

□ My name

□ Aunt

□ My son/daughter

□ Mother of....

□ Father/mother of....

□ ṭāl ʕumrak

□ wa-na-xāletk
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13.

14.

Your male cousin

Your female cousin

□ NA

□ NA

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Other, specify ………..

□ His name

□ My name

□ Cousin

□ Cousin

□ Father of....

□ Father/mother of....

□ wa-na-xūk/extk

□ wa-na-xūk

□ NA

□ NA

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Her name

□ My name

□ Cousin

□ Cousin

□ Mother of....

□ Father/mother of....

□ wa-na-xūk/extk

□ wa-na-extk

□ NA

□ NA

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Other, specify ………..
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C. Spouse and spouse’s family

15. Your wife

16. Your husband

17. Your father-in-law

18. Your mother-in-law

19. Your brother-in-law

20. Your sister-in-law

How do you address (…)

How does ( …) address you

□ Her name

□ My name

□ My wife

□ My husband

□ Mother of....

□ Father of....

□ Honey

□ Honey

□ NA

□ NA

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Other, specify ………..

□ His name

□ My name

□ My husband

□ My wife

□ Father of....

□ Mother of....

□ Honey

□ Honey

□ NA

□ NA

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Other, specify ………..

□ His name

□ My name

□ Uncle

□ My son/daughter

□ Father of....

□ Father/mother of....

□ ṭāl ʕumrak

□ wa ana ʕammk

□ NA

□ NA

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Her name

□ My name

□ Aunt

□ My son/daughter

□ Mother of....

□ Father/mother of....

□ ṭāl ʕumrak

□ wa ana ʕammtk

□ NA

□ NA

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Other, specify ………..

□ His name

□ My name

□ Brother-in-law

□ Brother/sister-in-law

□ Father of....

□ Father/mother of....

□ wa-na-xūk/extk

□ wa-na-xūk

□ NA

□ NA

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Her name

□ My name

□ Sister-in-law

□ Brother/sister-in-law

□ Mother of....

□ Father/mother of....

□ wa-na-xūk/extk

□ wa-na-xūk/extk
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□ NA

□ NA

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Other, specify ………..

Comments
If you have any comments on the previous questions please add it here
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2) On the street
21) How do you address a male stranger to ask for the direction? And how does a male
stranger address you to ask for the direction?

Younger than you

Same age as you (approx.)

Older than you

How do you address (…)

How does ( …) address you

□ Son

□ Uncle/aunt

□ Excuse me

□ Excuse me

□ Hey

□ Hey

□ Darling

□ Darling

□ NA

□ NA

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Brother

□ Brother/sister

□ Excuse me

□ Excuse me

□ Hey

□ Hey

□ Darling

□ Darling

□ NA

□ NA

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Uncle

□ Son/daughter

□ Excuse me

□ Excuse me

□ Hey

□ Hey

□ Darling

□ Darling

□ NA

□ NA

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Other, specify ………..

22) How do you address a female stranger to ask for the direction? And how does a female
stranger address you to ask for the direction?

Younger than you

Same age as you
(approx.)

How do you address (…)

How does ( …) address you

□ Daughter

□ Uncle/aunt

□ Excuse me

□ Excuse me

□ Hey

□ Hey

□ Darling

□ Darling

□ NA

□ NA

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Sister

□ Brother/sister

□ Excuse me

□ Excuse me
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Older than you

□ Hey

□ Hey

□ Darling

□ Darling

□ NA

□ NA

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Aunt

□ Son/daughter

□ Excuse me

□ Excuse me

□ Hey

□ Hey

□ Darling

□ Darling

□ NA

□ NA

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Other, specify ………..

23) How do you address a taxi driver? And how does a taxi driver address you?

Younger than you

Same age as you (approx.)

Older than you

How do you address (…)

How does ( …) address you

□ Son

□ Uncle/aunt

□ Excuse me

□ Excuse me

□ driver

□ Hey

□ Mohammed

□ ustāð/ustāða*

□ NA

□ NA

□ Other, specify ……

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Brother

□ Brother/sister

□ Excuse me

□ Excuse me

□ driver

□ Hey

□ Mohammed

□ ustāð/ustāða*

□ NA

□ NA

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Uncle

□ Son/daughter

□ Excuse me

□ Excuse me

□ driver

□ Hey

□ Mohammed

□ ustāð/ustāða*

□ NA

□ NA

□ Other, specify …

□ Other, specify …

*(lit. masculine/feminine teacher)
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Comments: If you have any comments on the previous questions please add it here

The end
Thank you for taking part in this questionnaire.
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Addressing members of your family
Each Question consists of two parts:

How do you address (….) ?
How does (….) address you?

The task is to choose the address term that you actually use to address the target
person in the question, and then choose the address term that you normally receive from this
person. For precise answer please choose NA (not applicable) if you didn‘t get a chance to
address this person or if this person didn‘t address you. For example if your father has been
died when you were born, or if you are the elder brother/sister your answer to the questions
about addressing father and elder brother/sister should be NA. In case that you don‘t find the
suitable address term among the choices please write down your address term next to the
choice ‗Other‘.
3) Family Members
D. Parents and Siblings

How do you address (…)
21. Your father

22. Your Mother

23. Your elder brother

24. Your elder sister

25. Your younger brother

26. Your younger sister

How does ( …) address you

□ FN □ kin term □ Teknonyme
□ HF □NA

□ FN □ kin term □ Teknonyme
□ Qua.inv.P □NA

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Other, specify ………..

□ FN □ kin term □ Teknonyme
□ HF □NA

□ FN □ kin term □ Teknonyme
□ Qua.inv.P □NA

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Other, specify ………..

□ FN □ kin term □ Teknonyme
□ Qua.inv.P □NA

□ FN □ kin term □ Teknonyme
□ Qua.inv.P □NA

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Other, specify ………..

□ FN □ kin term □ Teknonyme
□ Qua.inv.P □NA

□ FN □ kin term □ Teknonyme
□ Qua.inv.P □NA

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Other, specify ………..

□ FN □ kin term □ Teknonyme
□ Qua.inv.P □NA

□ FN □ kin term □ Teknonyme
□ Qua.inv.P□NA

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Other, specify ………..

□ FN □ kin term □ Teknonyme
□ Qua.inv.P □NA

□ FN □ kin term □ Teknonyme
□ Qua.inv.P □NA

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Other, specify ………..
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E. Relatives

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

Your grandfather

Your grandmother

Your paternal uncle

Your paternal aunt

Your maternal uncle

Your maternal aunt

Your male cousin

Your female cousin

How do you address (…)

How does ( …) address you

□ FN □ kin term □ Teknonyme
□ HF □NA

□ FN □ kin term □ Teknonyme
□ Qua.inv.P □NA

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Other, specify ………..

□ FN □ kin term □ Teknonyme
□ HF □NA

□ FN □ kin term □ Teknonyme
□ Qua.inv.P □NA

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Other, specify ………..

□ FN □ kin term □ Teknonyme
□ HF □NA

□ FN □ kin term □ Teknonyme
□ Qua.inv.P □NA

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Other, specify ………..

□ FN □ kin term □ Teknonyme
□ HF □NA

□ FN □ kin term □ Teknonyme
□ Qua.inv.P □NA

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Other, specify ………..

□ FN □ kin term □ Teknonyme
□ HF □NA

□ FN □ kin term □ Teknonyme
□ Qua.inv.P □NA

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Other, specify ………..

□ FN □ kin term □ Teknonyme
□ HF □NA

□ FN □ kin term □ Teknonyme
□ Qua.inv.P □NA

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Other, specify ………..

□ FN □ kin term □ Teknonyme
□ Qua.inv.P □NA

□ FN □ kin term □ Teknonyme
□ Qua.inv.P □NA

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Other, specify ………..

□ FN □ kin term □ Teknonyme
□ Qua.inv.P □NA

□ FN □ kin term □ Teknonyme
□ Qua.inv.P □NA

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Other, specify ………..

F. Spouse and spouse’s family

35. Your wife

36. Your husband

37. Your father-in-law
38. Your mother-in-law

How do you address (…)

How does ( …) address you

□ FN □ kin term □ Teknonyme
□ Ed □NA

□ FN □ kin term □ Teknonyme
□ Ed □NA

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Other, specify ………..

□ FN □ kin term □ Teknonyme
□ Ed □NA

□ FN □ kin term □ Teknonyme
□ Ed □NA

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Other, specify ………..

□ FN □ kin term □ Teknonyme
□ HF □NA

□ FN □ kin term □ Teknonyme
□ Qua.inv.P □NA

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Other, specify ………..

□ FN □ kin term □ Teknonyme

□ FN □ kin term □ Teknonyme
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39. Your brother-in-law

40. Your sister-in-law

□ HF □NA

□ Qua.inv.P □NA

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Other, specify ………..

□ FN □ kin term □ Teknonyme
□ Qua.inv.P □NA

□ FN □ kin term □ Teknonyme
□ Qua.inv.P □NA

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Other, specify ………..

□ FN □ kin term □ Teknonyme
□ Qua.inv.P □NA

□ FN □ kin term □ Teknonyme
□ Qua.inv.P □NA

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Other, specify ………..

Comments
If you have any comments on the previous questions please add it here

4) On the street
21) How do you address a male stranger to ask for the direction? And how does a
male stranger address you to ask for the direction?

Younger than you
Same age as you (approx.)
Older than you

How do you address (…)

How does ( …) address you

□ kin term □P.M □ Hey □ Ed

□ Kin term □P.M □ Hey □ Ed
□NA □ Other, specify ………..

□NA

□ Other, specify ………..

□ kin term □P.M □ Hey □ Ed

□ kin term □P.M □ Hey □ Ed

□NA

□NA

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Other, specify ………..

□ kin term □P.M □ Hey □ Ed

□ kin term □P.M □ Hey □ Ed

□NA

□NA

□ Other, specify ………..
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□ Other, specify ………..

22) How do you address a female stranger to ask for the direction? And how does a
female stranger address you to ask for the direction?

Younger than you
Same age as you (approx.)
Older than you

How do you address (…)

How does ( …) address you

□ kin term □P.M □ Hey □ Ed

□ kin term □P.M □ Hey □ Ed

□NA

□NA

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Other, specify ………..

□ kin term □P.M □ Hey □ Ed

□ kin term □P.M □ Hey □ Ed

□NA

□NA

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Other, specify ………..

□ kin term □P.M □ Hey □ Ed

□ kin term □P.M □ Hey □ Ed

□NA

□NA

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Other, specify ………..

23) How do you address a taxi driver? And how does a taxi driver address you?

Younger than you

Same age as you (approx.)

How do you address (…)

How does ( …) address you

□ Kin term □P.M □ driver
□Mohammed □NA □ Other, specify
……

□ kin term □P.M □ Hey □ Title

□ kin term □P.M □ driver
□Mohammed □NA

□ kin term □P.M □ Hey □ Title

□ Other, specify ………..

Older than you

□ kin term □P.M □ driver
□Mohammed □NA □ Other,
specify …

□NA

□NA

□ Other, specify ………..

□ Other, specify ………..

□ kin term □P.M □ Hey □ Title
□NA

□ Other, specify …

Comments: If you have any comments on the previous questions please add it here

The end
Thank you for taking part in this questionnaire.
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Appendix 2

Tables of Frequencies
Table of Frequencies for ToA with family members
FN

Father

KT

HF

Reported ToA
Tek

Qua.inv.P

Other

na

Frequency Percent Frequency Percent Frequency Percent Frequency Percent Frequency Percent Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
1
0%
202
65%
101
32%
5
2%
4
1%

Mother
Grandfather

1%

248
159

79%
51%

55
74

17%
24%

2
1

1%
0%

8
42

3%
13%

2

35

11%

Grandmother

3

1%

210

67%

26

8%

2

1%

54

17%

18

6%

Paternal uncle

3

1%

259

83%

35

11%

5

2%

10

3%

1

0%

Paternal aunt
Maternal uncle
Maternal aunt
Elder brother
Elder sister
Younger brother
Younger sister

5
3
5
74
95
227
227

2%
1%
2%
24%
31%
73%
72%

269
265
271
19
23
55
56

86%
85%
87%
6%
7%
18%
18%

16
30
14

5%
9%
4%

2
2
1
186
169
6
3

1%
1%
0%
59%
54%
2%
1%

1%

0%
1%
2%

5%
4%
5%
5%
2%
4%
4%

4

1
4
5

17
13
16
14
6
15
13

6
20
19
6
9

2%
6%
6%
2%
3%

Male cousin

127

41%

105

34%

56

18%

1

0%

23

7%

1

0%

Female cousin

163

52%

110

35%

24

8%

12

4%

4

1%
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By Father
By Mother
By Grandfather
By Grandmother
By Paternal uncle
By Paternal aunt
By Maternal uncle
By Maternal aunt

Expected ToA
FN
KT
Tek
Qua.inv.P
Other
na
Ed
Frequency Percent Frequency Percent Frequency Percent Frequency Percent Frequency Percent Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
134
43%
54
17%
15
5%
76
24%
30
10%
4
1%
107
34%
46
15%
7
2%
128
41%
25
8%
76
25%
26
8%
13
4%
154
49%
9
3%
35
11%
73
23%
41
13%
5
2%
161
51%
15
5%
18
6%
135
43%
6
2%
25
8%
123
39%
23
7%
1
1%
115
37%
9
3%
19
6%
148
47%
18
6%
4
1%
128
41%
5
2%
29
9%
132
42%
19
6%
107
34%
12
4%
17
5%
154
49%
17
6%
6
2%

By Father-in-law
By Mother-in-law
By Elder brother
By Elder sister
By younger brother
By Younger sister
By Male cousin
By Female cousin
By Brother-in-law
By Sister-in-law

39
37
207
198
187
191
132
155
31
51

12%
12%
66%
63%
60%
61%
42%
50%
10%
16%

By Wife
By Husband

18
42

6%
13%

5
7
25
19
50
38
107
111
10

2%
2%
8%
6%
16%
12%
34%
36%
3%

50
44
40
41
50
36
51
32
72
65

16%
14%
13%
13%
16%
12%
17%
10%
23%
21%

19
17

6%
6%

12
23
6
30
7
32
1
1
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4%
7%
2%
10%
2%
10%
0%
0%

16
15
15
6
13
7
21
10
10
11

5%
5%
5%
2%
4%
2%
7%
3%
3%
4%

191
187
20
19
6
9
1
4
190
186

61%
60%
6%
6%
2%
3%
0%
1%
61%
59%

16
23

5%
7%

245
218

78%
70%

15
13

5%
4%

1) Male and female strangers

Male stranger

Female stranger

By Male
stranger
By
Female
stranger

Younger
Same ages as
Older
Younger
Same age as
Older

Table of Frequencies of ToA with people in the street

Reported ToA
KT
P.M
Ed
na
Other
Frequency Percent Frequency Percent Frequency Percent Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
Younger
90
28%
103
33%
98
31%
11
4%
11
4%
Same ages as
182
58%
95
31%
4
1%
10
3%
22
7%
Older
91
29%
186
60%
13
4%
23
7%
Younger
181
58%
98
31%
9
3%
25
8%
Same age as
184
59%
97
31%
7
2%
25
8%
Older
70
22%
212
68%
7
2%
24
8%

KT
Frequency Percent
140
45%
180
58%
83
27%
179
57%
177
57%
59
19%

P.M
Frequency
146
85
192
95
98
222

Percent
47%
27%
61%
30%
31%
71%

Expected ToA
Ed
Frequency Percent
1
0%
6
2%
1
0%
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Hey
Frequency Percent
1

0%

1

0%

na
Frequency Percent
11
3%
10
3%
13
4%
9
3%
7
2%
7
2%

Other
Frequency Percent
15
5%
31
10%
24
8%
30
10%
31
10%
24
8%

2) Taxi Drivers

Taxi Driver
Younger
Same age
Older

KT
Frequency Percent
11
4%
60
19%
152
49%

By Taxi Driver
Younger
Same age
Older

Reported ToA
P.M
Driver
Mohammed
na
Other
Frequency Percent Frequency Percent Frequency Percent Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
100
32%
2
1%
164
52%
23
7%
13
4%
93
30%
111
35%
24
8%
25
8%
103
33%
8
2%
26
8%
24
8%

KT
Frequency Percent
87
28%
66
21%
161
52%

Expected ToA
P.M
Title (ustāð/ustāða)
Frequency
Percent
Frequency
Percent
171
55%
15
5%
178
57%
21
6%
101
32%
6
2%

191

na
Frequency Percent
23
7%
24
8%
26
8%

Other
Frequency Percent
17
5%
24
8%
19
6%

Appendix 3

Father
Mother
Elder brother
Elder sister
Younger brother
Younger sister
Grandfather
Grandmother
Paternal uncle
Paternal aunt
Maternal uncle
Maternal aunt
Male cousin
Female cousin
Wife
Husband
Father in law
Mother in law
Brother in law
Sister in law
Male stranger younger
Male stranger same age
Male stranger older
Female stranger younger
Female stranger same age
Female stranger older
Taxi driver younger
Taxi driver same age
Taxi driver older

The chi-square test values for all of the associations
Gender

Reported ToA
χ2 (2, N = 304) = 25.69, p < .001, V = .291
χ2 (2, N = 305) = 26.09, p < .001, V = .292
χ2 (2, N = 279) = 81.88, p < .001, V = .542
χ2 (3, N = 288) = 95.04, p < .001, V = .574
χ2 (3, N = 292) = 8.72, p < .05, V = .173
χ2 (3, N = 291) = 5.68, p = .128, V = .140
χ2 (3, N = 236) = 1.98, p = .576, V = .092
χ2 (3, N = 241) = .32, p = .957, V = .036
χ2 (3, N = 302) = 1.86, p = .602, V = .078
χ2 (3, N = 292) = 3.81, p = .283, V = .114
χ2 (3, N = 300) = 2.14, p = .544, V = .084
χ2 (3, N = 291) = 1.90, p = .593, V = .081
χ2 (3, N = 289) = 21.68, p < .001, V = .274
χ2 (2, N = 297) = 16.38, p < .001, V = .235
χ2 (2, N = 55) = 3.36, p = .186, V = .247
χ2 (2, N = 69) = 4.71, p = .095, V = .261
χ2 (3, N = 118) = 15.70, p < 0.01, V = .365
χ2 (3, N = 119) = 24.96, p < .001, V = .458
χ2 (3, N = 107) = 30.81, p < .001, V = .537
χ2 (2, N = 118) = 10.54, p < .01, V = .299
χ2 (2, N = 291) = 124.34, p < .00 , V = .654
χ2 (2, N = 281) = 46.88, p < .001, V = .408
χ2 (1, N = 277) = .005, p = .946, V = .004
χ2 (1, N = 279) = 34.42, p < .001, V = .351
χ2 (1, N = 281) = 30.01, p <.001, V = .327
χ2 (1, N = 282) = 13.37, p < .001, V = .218
χ2 (3, N = 277) = 114.58, p < .001, V = .643
χ2 (2, N = 264) = 69.66, p < .001, V = .514
χ2 (2, N = 263) = 22.62, p < .001, V = .293

Expected ToA
χ2 (3, N = 279) = 42.95, p < .001, V = .392
χ2 (3, N = 288) = 55.31, p < .001, V = .438
χ2 (3, N = 278) = 15.39, p < .01, V = .235
χ2 (3, N = 288) = 15.76, p < .01, V = .234
χ2 (3, N = 294) = 30.82, p < .001, V = .324
χ2 (3, N = 297) = 31.25, p < .001, V = .324
χ2 (3, N = 269) = 12.41, p < .01, V = .215
χ2 (3, N = 280) = 39.56, p < .001, V = .376
χ2 (3, N = 289) = 7.09, p = .069, V = .157
χ2 (3, N = 291) = 12.50, p < .01, V = .207
χ2 (3, N = 294) = 12.23, p < .01, V = .204
χ2 (3, N = 290) = 20.90, p < .001, V = .268
χ2 (3, N = 291) = 23.13, p < .001, V = .282
χ2 (3, N = 299) = 22.84, p < .001, V = .276
χ2 (2, N = 52) = 7.14, p < 0.05, V = .371
χ2 (2, N = 72) = 0.752, p = .686, V = .102
χ2 (3, N = 106) = 7.27, p = .064, V = .262
χ2 (3, N = 111) = 5.35, p = .148, V = .220
χ2 (2, N = 113) = 19.91, p < .001, V = .420
χ2 (1, N = 116) = 20.47, p < .001, V = .420
χ2 (2, N = 287) = 40.76, p < .001, V = .377
χ2 (3, N = 272) = 30.73, p < .001, V = .336
χ2 (2, N = 279) = 8.62, p < .05, V = .177
χ2 (1, N = 274) = 15.93, p < .001, V = .241
χ2 (1, N = 275) = 17.31, p <.001, V = .251
χ2 (2, N = 282) = 31.33, p < .001, V = .333
χ2 (2, N = 273) = 31.13, p < .001, V = .338
χ2 (2, N = 265) = 16.62, p < .001, V = .250
χ2 (2, N = 268) = 12.73, p < .01, V = .218
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Father
Mother
Elder brother
Elder sister
Younger brother
Younger sister
Grandfather
Grandmother
Paternal uncle
Paternal aunt
Maternal uncle
Maternal aunt
Male cousin
Female cousin
Wife
Husband
Father in law
Mother in law
Brother in law
Sister in law
Male stranger younger
Male stranger same age
Male stranger older
Female stranger younger
Female stranger same age
Female stranger older
Taxi driver younger
Taxi driver same age
Taxi driver older

Age

Reported ToA
2
χ (6, N = 304) = 10.64, p = .100, V = .132
χ2 (6, N = 305) = 1.93, p = .926 , V = .056
χ2 (6, N = 279) = 2.04, p = .916 , V = .060
χ2 (9, N = 288) = 4.19, p = .898 , V = .070
χ2 (9, N = 292) = 29.22, p < .01, V = .183
χ2 (9, N = 291) = 33.18, p < .001, V = .195
χ2 (9, N = 236) = 9.05, p = .530, V = .107
χ2 (9, N = 241) = 5.54, p = .785, V = .088
χ2 (9, N = 302) = 24.51, p < .01, V = .164
χ2 (9, N = 292) = 13.09, p = .158, V = .122
χ2 (9, N = 300) = 10.95, p = .279, V = .110
χ2 (9, N = 291) = 6.88, p = .649, V = .089
χ2 (9, N = 289) = 76.59, p < .001, V = .297
χ2 (6, N = 297) = 65.14, p < .001, V = .331
χ2 (6, N = 55) = 12.68, p < .05, V = .339
χ2 (6, N = 69) = 14.69, p < .05, V = .326
χ2 (9, N = 118) = 16.51, p = .057, V = .216
χ2 (9, N = 119) = 14.95, p = .092, V = .205
χ2 (9, N = 107) = 18.27, p < .05, V = .239
χ2 (6, N = 118) = 11.51, p = .074, V = .221
χ2 (6, N = 291) = 14.56, p < .05, V = .158
χ2 (6, N = 281) = 8.81, p = .1895, V = .125
χ2 (3, N = 277) = 5.23, p = .156, V = .137
χ2 (3, N = 279) = 7.25, p = .064, V = .161
χ2 (3, N = 281) = 6.73, p = .081, V = .155
χ2 (3, N = 282) = 8.35, p < .05, V = .172
χ2 (9, N = 277) = 31.74, p < .001, V = .195
χ2 (6, N = 264) = 12.01, p = .062, V = .151
χ2 (6, N = 263) = 4.24, p = .644, V = .090

Expected ToA
χ (9, N = 279) = 44.85, p < .001, V = .231
χ2 (9, N = 288) = 31.03, p < .001, V = .190
χ2 (9, N = 278) = 71.55, p < .001, V = .293
χ2 (9, N = 288) = 74.77, p < .001, V = .294
χ2 (9, N = 294) = 18.58, p < .001, V = .298
χ2 (9, N = 297) = 47.59, p < .001, V = .231
χ2 (9, N = 269) = 61.16, p < .001, V = .275
χ2 (9, N = 280) = 34.31, p < .001, V = .202
χ2 (9, N = 289) = 59.84, p < .001, V = .263
χ2 (9, N = 291) = 39.99, p < .001, V = .214
χ2 (9, N = 294) = 53.25, p < .001, V = .246
χ2 (9, N = 290) = 39.12, p < .001, V = .212
χ2 (9, N = 291) = 88.02, p < .001, V = .318
χ2 (9, N = 299) = 93.50, p < .001, V = .323
χ2 (6, N = 52) = 20.95, p < .01, V = .449
χ2 (6, N = 72) = 17.08, p < .01, V = .344
χ2 (9, N = 106) = 34.85, p < .001, V = .331
χ2 (9, N = 111) = 23.31, p < .01, V = .265
χ2 (6, N = 113) = 13.50, p < .05, V = .244
χ2 (3, N = 116) = 16.05, p < .01, V = .372
χ2 (6, N = 287) = 6.86, p = .334, V = .109
χ2 (9, N = 272) = 12.51, p = .186, V = .124
χ2 (6, N = 276) = 8.23, p = .183, V = .126
χ2 (3, N = 274) = 5.75, p = .124, V = .145
χ2 (3, N = 275) = 5.76, p = .123, V = .145
χ2 (6, N = 282) = 6.40, p = .380, V = .106
χ2 (6, N = 273) = 12.99, p < .05, V = .154
χ2 (6, N = 265) = 6.84, p = .336, V = .114
χ2 (6, N = 268) = 14.22, p < .05, V = .163
2
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Father
Mother
Elder brother
Elder sister
Younger brother
Younger sister
Grandfather
Grandmother
Paternal uncle
Paternal aunt
Maternal uncle
Maternal aunt
Male cousin
Female cousin
Wife
Husband
Father in law
Mother in law
Brother in law
Sister in law
Male stranger younger
Male stranger same age
Male stranger older
Female stranger younger
Female stranger same age
Female stranger older
Taxi driver younger
Taxi driver same age
Taxi driver older

Spoken Variety

Reported ToA

χ2 (4, N = 304) = 3.34, p = .503, V = .074
χ2 (4, N = 305) = 2.32, p = .676, V = .062
χ2 (4, N = 279) = 34.34, p < .001, V = .248
χ2 (6, N = 288) = 35.83, p < .001, V = .249
χ2 (6, N = 292) = 15.27, p < .05, V = .162
χ2 (6, N = 291) = 21.44, p < .01, V = .192
χ2 (6, N = 236) = 5.56, p = .615, V = .097
χ2 (6, N = 241) = 2.28, p = .893, V = .069
χ2 (6, N = 302) = 20.95, p < .01, V = .186
χ2 (6, N = 292) = 4.33, p = .633, V = .086
χ2 (6, N = 300) = 6.94, p = .327, V = .108
χ2 (6, N = 291) = 4.98, p = .546, V = .092
χ2 (6, N = 289) = 106.82, p < .001, V = .430
χ2 (4, N = 297) = 8.42, p = .077, V = .119
χ2 (2, N = 55) = 3.91, p = .142, V = .267
χ2 (2, N = 69) = 3.16, p = .206, V = .214
χ2 (3, N = 118) = 2.91, p = .405, V = .157
χ2 (3, N = 119) = 8.76, p < .05, V = .271
χ2 (3, N = 107) = 10.90, p < .05, V = .319
χ2 (4, N = 118) = 7.24, p = .124, V = .175
χ2 (4, N = 291) = 26.91, p < .001, V = .215
χ2 (4, N = 281) = 23.30, p < .001, V = .201
χ2 (2, N = 277) = 11.12, p < .01, V = .200
χ2 (2, N = 279) = 14.59, p < .01, V = .229
χ2 (2, N = 281) = 13.44, p < .01, V = .219
χ2 (2, N = 282) = 6.72, p < .05, V = .154
χ2 (6, N = 277) = 17.40, p < .01, V = .177
χ2 (4, N = 264) = 20.63, p < .001, V = .198
χ2 (4, N = 263) = 26.84, p < .001, V = .226

Expected ToA

χ2 (14.38, N = 279) = 14.38, p < .05, V = .161
χ2 (6, N = 288) = 19.93, p < .01, V = .186
χ2 (6, N = 278) = 34.28, p < .001, V = .248
χ2 (6, N = 288) = 11.12, p = .085, V = .139
χ2 (6, N = 294) = 19.54, p < .01, V = .182
χ2 (6, N = 297) = 19.47, p < .01, V = .181
χ2 (6, N = 269) = 12.67, p < .05, V = .153
χ2 (6, N = 280) = 30.53, p < .001, V = .233
χ2 (6, N = 289) = 6.34, p = .387, V = .105
χ2 (6, N = 291) = 15.61, p < .05, V = .164
χ2 (6, N = 294) = 18.25, p < .01, V = .176
χ2 (6, N = 290) = 23.27, p < .01, V = .200
χ2 (6, N = 291) = 107.84, p < .001, V = .430
χ2 (6, N = 299) = 8.85, p = .182, V = .122
χ2 (2, N = 52) = 9.17, p < .05, V = .420
χ2 (4, N = 72) = 16.69, p < .01, V = .340
χ2 (3, N = 106) = .306, p = .959, V = .054
χ2 (3, N = 111) = 2.40, p = .494, V = .147
χ2 (4, N = 113) = 11.85, p < .05, V = .229
χ2 (1, N = 116) = 7.85, p < .01, V = .260
χ2 (4, N = 287) = 158.04, p < .001, V = .525
χ2 (6, N = 272) = 56.32, p < .001, V = .322
χ2 (4, N = 276) = 3.90, p = .421, V = .084
χ2 (2, N = 274) = 9.07, p < .05, V = .182
χ2 (2, N = 275) = 7.63, p < .05, V = .167
χ2 (4, N = 282) = 8.19, p = .085, V = .120
χ2 (4, N = 273) = 1.92, p = .751, V = .059
χ2 (4, N = 264) = 11.00, p < .05, V = .144
χ2 (4, N = 268) = 6.53, p = .163, V = .110
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Appendix 4

The chi-square test results: Non-significant Associations

A. Reported ToA
1) Non-significant associations with gender variable

Family
Members

Strangers

Dependent variables
1-How do you address your grandfather?
2-How do you address your grandmother?
3-How do you address your paternal uncle?
4-How do you address your paternal aunt?
5-How do you address your maternal uncle?
6-How do you address your maternal aunt?
7-How do you address your younger sister?
8-How do you address your wife?
9-How do you address Male Stranger older than you?

Gender
non-sig
non-sig
non-sig
non-sig
non-sig
non-sig
non-sig
non-sig
non-sig

2) Non-significant associations with age variable

Family
Members

Strangers

Dependent variables
1-How do you address your father?
2-How do you address your mother?
3-How do you address your grandfather?
4-How do you address your grandmother?
6-How do you address your paternal aunt?
7-How do you address your maternal uncle?
8-How do you address your maternal aunt?
9-How do you address your elder brother??
10-How do you address your elder sister?
11-How do you address your husband?
12-How do you address your father-in-law?
13-How do you address your mother-in-law?
14-How do you address you sister-in-law?
15-How do you address male stranger as same age as you?
16-How do you address male stranger older than you?
17-How do you address female stranger younger than you?
18-How do you address female stranger as same age as you?
19-How do you address taxi driver as same age as you?
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Age
non-sig
non-sig
non-sig
non-sig
non-sig
non-sig
non-sig
non-sig
non-sig
non-sig
non-sig
non-sig
non-sig
non-sig
non-sig
non-sig
non-sig
non-sig

3) Non-significant associations with spoken variety variable
Dependent variables

Family
Members

Spoken variety

1-How do you address your father?

non-sig

2-How do you address your mother?
3-How do you address your grandfather?
4-How do you address your grandmother?
6-How do you address your paternal aunt?
7-How do you address your maternal uncle?
8-How do you address your maternal aunt?
9-How do you address your female cousin?
10-How do you address your wife?
12-How do you address your husband?
13-How do you address your father-in-law?
14-How do you address you sister-in-law?

non-sig
non-sig
non-sig
non-sig
non-sig
non-sig
non-sig
non-sig
non-sig
non-sig
non-sig
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B. Expected ToA
1) Non-significant associations with gender variable

Family
Members

Dependent variables
1-How does your paternal uncle address you?
2-How does your husband address you?
3-How does your mother-in-law address you?

Gender
non-sig
non-sig
non-sig

2) Non-significant associations with age variable

Family
Members

Strangers

Dependent variables

Age

1-How does your father-in-law address you?
2-How does male stranger younger than you address you?
3-How does male stranger same age as you address you?
4-How does male stranger older than you address you?
5-How does female stranger younger than you address you?
6-How does female stranger same age as you address you?
7-How does female stranger older than you address you?
8-How does taxi driver same age as you address you?

non-sig
non-sig
non-sig
non-sig
non-sig
non-sig
non-sig
non-sig

3) Non-significant associations with spoken variable

Family
Members

Strangers

Dependent variables
Spoken variety
non-sig
1-How does your paternal uncle address you?
non-sig
2-How does your elder sister address you?
non-sig
3-How does your female cousin address you?
non-sig
4-How does your father-in-law address you?
non-sig
5-How does your mother-in-law address you?
non-sig
6-How does male stranger older than you address you?
non-sig
7-How does female stranger older than you address you?
non-sig
8-How does taxi driver younger than you address you?
non-sig
9-How does taxi driver older than you address you?
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Interview Questions

Appendix 5

)Original version (Arabic

االسئله االضافٌه

االسئله الرئٌسٌه
 .1ماهو شعورك اذا ناداك ابن /ابن ه
عمك/خالك باستخدام "ابن /ابن ه
العم/الخال"؟
تخدم"ابو/امفالن"؟
 .2ماهوشعورك اذااس
تقد ان ٌكون شعور ابن/ابن ه
 .3ماذاتع
تخدام "ٌابن/
عمك/خالك اذا نادٌته( ـها)باس
ابن ه العم/الخال؟ ماذا اذا نادٌته(ـ ها)
"ابو/امفالن"؟

 .1هلالفرق فً العمر قد ٌؤدي
الى اختالف فًاسلوب النداء
لحالت ٌن؟
فً كال ا
.2

لت وضٌحٌه
االسئله ا
 ك ٌف؟
 لماذا؟

هل المكان الذيتتواجدونف ٌه
تغ ٌ ٌرف ًاسلوبالنداء؟
ٌؤديال

 .4ماهوشعورك لو اخت زوجك استخدمت
ابو/امفالن؟
 .5ماذالونادتكباسمك ؟

 .3هل المكان الذيتتواجدونف ٌه
ٌؤدي الً ايتغ ٌٌرفًاسلوب
لنداء؟
ا
 .4هلفارق العمربٌنك وب ٌن اخت
زوجك ٌؤدي ال ً ايتغ ٌ ٌرف ً
سلوبالنداء؟
ا

 ك ٌف؟
 لماذا؟

 .6لواستخدمتاسلوب النداء " ٌاأخ" لمنداة
تقد ان
لشارع  ،ماذاتع
رجل غر ٌبف ً ا
ٌكونشعوره؟
 .7ماذالواستخدمت "لو سمحت"؟

 .5هل مظهره :ملبسه مثال قد
علك تختاراسلوب مع ٌن؟
ٌج
 .6ماذا لو كان شخص غ ٌر
سعودي؟
 .7هل تواجد اشخاص حولك قد
علك تختاراسلوب مع ٌن؟
ٌج

 ك ٌف؟
 لماذا؟

 .8ماذا ٌمكن ان ٌكونشعور سائق تاكسً
اذانادٌته " ٌا اخ"؟
 .9ماذالوقلت "لوسمحت"؟
 .11ماذاس ٌكونشعورهلونادٌته "محمد"؟

نسٌته (كونه سعودي او
 .8هل ج
غ ٌر سعودي) قد تؤثر عل ً
سلوب النداء الذيتستخدمه
ا
لمناداته؟

 ك ٌف؟
 لماذا؟
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Translated copy

Main Questions
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

8.
9.
10.

How would you feel if your cousin
used kinship term my cousin, to
address you?
How would you feel if he/she used
Abu/um fulan (father/mother of..)?
How do you think your cousin
would feel if you used the kinship
term my cousin to address him/her?
What if you use Abu/um fulan
(father/mother of..)?
How do you feel if your sister-inlaw used Abu/um fulan?
What if she used first name?

If you used the kinship term ‗ax‘ to
address a male stranger in the
street, how do you think he would
feel?
What if you used Law Samaht
(Excuse me)?
If you used the kinship term ya ax
(brother) to address a taxi driver,
how do think he would feel?
What if you use Law Samaht
(Excuse me)?
How do you think he would feel if
you used Mohammed?

Additional questions
1. Would the age differences
make any difference in
both cases?
2. Would the place, where
you are, make any
difference?

3. Would the place, where
you are, make any
difference?
4. Would the age differences
between you and your
sister-in-law make any
difference?
5. Would his appearance, e.g.
his cloths, make you use
certain term?
6. What if he is not Saudi?
7. Would the presence of the
bystanders around you
cause any changes in your
reaction?
8. Does his nationality (being
Saudi or not) would affect
the term you would use to
address him?
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Clarifying
questions
 How?
 Why?

 How?
 Why?

 How?
 Why?

 How?
 Why?

Interviews transcription

)Theme 1: Usage of KT and Tek to family members (Female interviewees
raw data
"ممكنتحس ٌننخوه ٌع نً هه هه هههتطلبنخوة ٌع نً ممكناسمع ها اذا احدبٌطلبنخوة ه هه ههه
ٌع نً م هً دارجه عندنا االباسلوب اممم ٌمكن مزحه ال اكثر خاصةبنت عمكبنتخالك"
" ٌع نً احس انوبرضو ٌطلبوف ٌ ها  .اءءء مثال أو ٌع نًاسلوب ٌبٌن انو ٌعاملك معاملة أخو ٌه ٌع نً .صارت
ل ً انو من أحد مو ولد عم ً اصالً ولد عم زوج ً رجال كب ٌرفقال  :اشبك ٌابنتالعم هه ههه ٌابنت العم
لكلمةاثرتف ٌ نً ٌع نً
فو احد احس ا
فو عاٌلتنا ما ٌعر
فو أحد من العاٌله أوالد ما ٌعر
انزلً خلً أوالدك ٌشو
فونكم ٌع نًحس ٌت ان ها
نزل ً خ لً ا هلً ٌشو
لكلمة ٌابنت العم انزلً  ,ا
سلوبهلط ٌف ٌع نًلما اختار ا
كان أ
ف ً مثال"
احسن من القال أم وا
تستح ٌن منه و ٌكونف ً موضوع احترام  ,ومثالف ًناسٌحبون انه
كبر منك ٌع نً اك ٌد
"لمن ٌكون ا
تقرب هم اكثر او انو ٌع نًف ٌ هاا ٌع نًشو ٌة
كلمة هذي
بصلةالقرابة ٌع نً او انو ٌحسون انال
ٌذكرونك
أقل رسم ٌ ة من انهٌقلك أمفالن"
فعونقدرك لما ٌقولونك ٌا ام
"انو ٌتكلمونبأسلوب انه ٌقدرونك اوٌشكرونك او شً ٌ . .حسون ان ٌر
تى
وافً ٌ ...ع نً اللً كبريغالبا ما ٌقولون ها ح
لصغار ما ٌقولون هاأبدا"
لكبار اللً ٌقولون ,ا
هًل
"ال واهلل غالبا باالسماء ,غالبا باالسماء.احنا في مجتمعنا باخذها نوع من أنواع المزحه  ,تكون مزحه"

"الرجال يعني آآآآآ واهلل ينطبق عميهم نفس هذا الشي بس آآآآ الرجال يعني غالبا اذا كان كبير ف السن

Informants
info
)H.D. (20-30
settled speaker

)S.R. (20-30
settled speaker

برضو برضو من منطمق احترام وتقدير يمكن اناديه يا أبو فالن  ,اذا كان كبير برضو في السن يعني مثال
يمكن عمي أو خالي أناديه يا عم يا خال لكن ولد العم !!"

"خمينا نقول ولد عمي كبير في السن قد أبوي وش بناديه ؟؟ بناديه يا بو فالن ممكن أو أو اذا كان كبير في

السن في عمر الوالد مثال يمكن أناديه ياعم  ,ياعم هي المتعارفة عميه أو يا ابو فالن".
نسانهباسم ها االول أو أمفالن خاصه إذا كان ..
"انا صراحه ما احس  ..ما احس فًفرقب ٌن انكتناد ٌن اال
تفرق كث ٌر .اللًٌفرق اذا احد غر ٌب ٌع نً"
ف تً ما
ئلة ٌع نً عر
فً مح ٌطالعا

"أحس من الحترام أنه ع ٌب عندهثالث ة ع ٌال أربع ع ٌال ومتزوج وكده وأج ً أقولله هالناٌف ك ٌف الحال
بسطف ٌ ها أكثر  ,احس أنحق همعلٌنا
تقل ٌل من احترامه ,أقولله ٌاأبو عبد العز ٌز أحس أنه ٌن
أحس أن ها
ٌعن ً هو كب ٌر مره وانا مره احترمه احس انه احتراما ًله ما اناد ٌهباسمه "

نسبه لً مو دارج كث ٌر...بس ال صار متزوجأبوفالنغالباصعبه
"ال موبدارج موبدارج كث ٌر الأنابال
فا اهن أبوفالن وأناد ٌهباسمه االول,اتحاشى اسمهالصرٌح كث ٌر اال اللً
قبولة عر
اناد ٌهباسمهأبدا مهى م
ماتزوجو من هم أقولل ه مثال"
تقبل ها و ٌمكنلوكنت أنا أمونعل ٌ ها او ما ٌحصل مشاكلف ًاألسرة وشقصد ها ذى
ال..ال .الطبعا ٌمكن ما ا
ٌمكن أقول ٌال ٌتتناد ٌ نًباس مً ماله داعى أمفالن وأمفالنخلٌنا عا ٌد ٌ ٌن سماح وان تً اسمكالعادي إذا
تفضل ٌن ...النه عرف اجتما عً أخافتزعل ٌنلو أناد ٌكباسمك ..كلالناسٌحبون ٌنادون همبأمفالن
كن تً
أمفالن"
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info
تطلع م نً ا نً
فزهبعضالناس ممكن واحدثا نً
كن تطلع م نً ان ً اح
"حسب الطرٌقهالل ًطالع ه م نًبعضالناس مم
)F.L. (31-40
اعاتبه حسباللهجه حسب طرٌقهنطق ها ممكن ٌاابن ع مًل ٌش كذا ٌ ..ع نً ممكن ا نً اعاتبه ال ممكناشجعه
nomad speaker

بل ها وش الموقفالل ً ان تًف ٌه"
بع ها وشق
تعب ٌر وش ٌت
ٌع نً تجً حسبالنطقحسبال
"وهللا اللً دارج االن ٌاابوفالن ,ماقداستخدمت ها ٌا ٌن ع مً ٌابن خ الً ٌع نً فًحالةنداءبس الدارج االن
تى داخل
كبر م نًاصغر م نً والف ً عمري اي كان خارج اطارالعاٌله  ,هذا ح
نسبهلجٌلنا ٌا بوفالن ...ا ٌا كان ا
بال
لكالم"
تىف ً نجدكل ها هذا ا
العاٌله لو اخو والب ناخً والولد عم اناد ٌهباسمهباسم ٌاابوفالن ودارجه ح
تقرب"
بلقبه اكثر مناسمه احترام و
تقد ٌر ومكانه احبذ انه اناد ٌه
كبر م نًله احترام و
" ال
"ب ٌعتمدعلى الموقف ,معل ٌش ٌعتمدعلىالوضع اذا كانتقرٌبه وانااشوفها مال كلاسبوع كلاسبوع ٌن اوف ٌه
تىلو
بعه شهور خمسه شهور مره و ممكن ح
ف ها ال كل ار
لكن اذا كانت ما اشو
نها اتوقع انه عادي ..
تصالب ٌ نً وب ٌ
ا
اشوفهاالسالمعلٌكم وعلٌكمالسالم ونادت نً فً ٌوم من اال ٌام ا ٌابوفالن اتوقع ان هات بً م نًش ً"
كبر م نً ال عادياتوقع انه عاديلكناصغر م نً اوف ًس نً ال فً مجتمعنابإس مً اكثر"
"ا
تقرب اكثر ...انا مااستخدم ها"
كثر مع ان هاابن عمبس انه احس ان هاف ٌ هاااف ٌ ها
تعبر عن اخوة ا
"
تقد ٌراللشخص اللًقدام ً ال نً احس اح ٌاناخصوصا اذا كان
فقطبس انااستخدم ها
تقد ٌر اكثر
"ابوفالن ممكن انه
استخدمت اسمهنادٌتهباسمه احس ا نً احطنفسً فً درجه مواز ٌهلهفهذا اقولهابوفالنعلىاساس
كبر م نً االو
ا
تقد ٌره"
اعط ٌه
كبر م نًاستخدم ها ممكن احتراما اكثرلهال لً اصغر م نً ممكن
كبر م نًولالصغر م نًبس اللً ا
"استخدم هالال
استخدم هالهبس ٌع نًنوع منالتحببله اوش ً زي كذا"
طفولتً كلها معهلكن فً
لسن وعا ٌش معه ح ٌا تًكل ها و
فس ا
"اذا فً مجلس مثال زي مثالشخصقر ٌب م نً فًن
قولهابوفالن ٌ ،ع نً اعط ٌه ٌع نً احترامالهبسبب
تلفلو انا فًمجلس ا
مجلس احاول ا نً اكلمهبطر هٌق تخ
كله "
لكنبٌنا اناد ٌهبأسمه ماعند ًٌ مش
حضورالناسالثان ٌنعلىاساس ماتؤخذفكرهسٌئه ع نً او عنه ,
تقرب م نً
فضل من انتنادٌن ابوفالن ممكن احس ان هات
تفرق م عً عادي ...لواس مً ممكننقول ان ها هذي ا
" مما
اكثربالطرٌقه ذي"
تقد ٌر اكثر"
كلهبس انو ممكنابوفالنف ٌ ها
"لو كانت اكبر,برضو ما احس انف ٌ ها مش
فراد عاٌله ما
"المكانٌفرقبرضوٌ,فرق اا المكانوالناس اللًحاضر ٌن بس من همالناسالل ً حاضر ٌن اذا ان هم ا
تفرق مع ً
فالن اكثر...ش ًنفسً معانو ما
كلهبالثنت ٌن ٌنادو نًبس انوف ً مثالناس احب ان هاتناد ٌنً ابو
عندي مش
نفس ً "
ٌع نًبس انو شً
تلف"
"نادرقل ٌل مااستخدم هانادر ...مال ها اعتبارات معٌنه ٌع نً ال ه ًف ً هوشه وال آآآآآ هًف ً نخوة والف ً تخ
تى
تقد ٌر ح
تعود ا نًأبوفالن  ..أبوفالن  ..أبوفالن
فضل أكثرمن استخدامابنالعم  ..النالمجتمع م
" أبوفالن أ
تسلمعل ٌه أول مره وت بًتسولف انت و ٌاهجالس ٌن فًمجلس او (كافً) أو فً مكان
انتلمن تج ًتقابلشخص و
ثقٌله انه ٌناد ٌكباسمك
ٌقلكاسمالولد؟,اسمالولدل ٌهٌسأل نًاسمالولد  ,ألنالمجتمع ماٌناد ٌك االأبوفالن ٌحس ان ها
سألكأبو من
أصالل من ٌج ً ٌناد ٌكباس مك من الدب انه ٌقوللك ٌاأستاذ ٌا أخ ٌع نً ٌعطٌك لقبقبل االسم ..فلمن ٌ
تصرالسم"
أبو هذي تختصراللقبوتخ
تقد ٌرا واحترامالسنه
فضل ا نً اناد ٌه ع مً
نسبه لً أناولد ع مً اذا كان كب ٌرف ًالسن و هوولد عمً مو ع مً أ
بال
"
بفارق من العمر ٌ ..ع نًفارق 21سنه  ,إذا كانو عٌاله أكبر م نً وهوولد عم ً  ,هوولد
ولمكانته الن ه أكبر م نً
كبر من ً وقاحه ا نً أجً أقوللهأبوفالن"
ع مً وعٌاله أ
الفرق معقول خمس,عشرسن ٌن أقول هل أبوفالن محبه احترام تقدٌر آآآآآآ هو أسهل ,أسهل من انكتناد ٌه
"لو كان
نك تجدشخصٌاسلطان ٌاخالد هذا ماتبناهالمجتمع وبنٌناعل ٌه ٌعن ً"
باسمه كذا مثالسلطان ..خالدصعبه ا
كبر منه و اجً اقول ٌاسلطان مثال عطن ً كذا ال جبل ً كذا
"انو لمن اناد ٌه وهواصغر م نًسن وهو ٌدري ا نً ا
نفسه شً,أبوفالن ..ف ٌ ها احترام موده احترام,
تقولله ٌا بوفالن ٌحس فً
فة ,بسلمن
سولً كذا ,تجد ان ها جا
كبر منكسنا وبٌنك وبٌنه 31سنه ٌجً ٌناد ٌكبع ٌارتك
لقب لقب احترام ٌ .ع نً آآآآآآآآ ممكن ٌج ٌكولد عمك أ
,
ٌعنً
كثر من هذا ..بالعكس
 ..هذيقلة أدب  ..وال لمن ٌج ٌك أخوه  ..ولد عمكالثا نً ٌج ًٌقلك ٌابوفالن تحترم هذا أ
لك ٌل ممكنتردعل ٌه رد سًء  ..و هذاتحطهعلىراسك منفوق "
ممكن انكتردعلى هذا ردس ًء  ..إذاطفح ا
تقد انه راحٌفرقسواء كانت أكبر أوأصغر"
فالن ما اع
بالعكس أنا أجد ان ها احترام أكثر من ان هاتناد ٌ نً ٌا
"
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ثقافهالعاٌله أوال لً هو
لل ً متعودعل ٌه ٌ ,عن ً ٌا
ثقافة او ا
لى حسبالشخص ,احس ترجعل
ع
بلون ها عادي ,
متعودعل ٌه ٌ ,عن ً فً ناس عن دهملو سمحت ٌعن ً ٌحسون ان هااا ٌ عنً وفً ناس ٌتق
السعود ٌه "
ندنا خاص ة هناب
فرق مع اهم ٌعن ً ع
و عادي ماعن دهممشكل ه ٌا أخلو سمحت مات
"بسلما أنااقولل هم ٌا أخ احس ان ها ٌ عنًاسلوب مؤدب اكثر انه ٌعن ً زيلو سمحتٌ ...عن ً
ممكن انو ٌعن ً منباب انو اناترا زي انه زي أختك "
ف هم ها زي ما
تقول ٌنل ه ٌا أخ أو عرب ً اذا كان مو عرب ًتعارض ما ٌ
" إذا كان سعوديتقدر ٌن
بس كلمه أخلحالها كذا ،عندنا ٌنادون ٌا محمد اذا كان مو
ف همون معنى أخو ..
ف هم ها ٌمكن ٌ
ن
ً
ً
عرب ً انا ما احب استخدم هاأبدا انهل ٌه ٌعن ًل ٌش اناد ٌه محمد ل ٌش أغ ٌر اسمه أصال ممكن
اناد ٌ هم ٌا سٌدلو سمحت ٌعن ً زي كذا ..بس انو اناد ٌه ٌا محمد الأبداً"
لل ًتص ٌربعد كذا ٌ عنً أخل ٌه
"ف ً مجتمعنالمنأقول ألحد ٌا أخ ٌعن ًأقطع ج مٌعالالقات ا
لل ً ممكن ٌص ٌرانو ما ٌاخذ وجه ،
فورزٌشن ٌن ا
تقول ٌن أحد منالالقه اوالكم
فسه زي ما
حترمن
ٌ
فسك مع اٌا  ...احسلو سمحت
حترمه ماعندي خراب ٌط ماش ٌهستر ٌت احترمن
نسانه م
ب ٌحس انً ا
نقال فً أي ممكن ان هاتترك مجال"
عاد ٌه ان هات
رفه أو ما أعرفاسمه االول
نفسالش ً ٌعن ًنداءللغر ٌب  ...أي أحد ما اع
تفرق
نس ٌه ما
"ال  ..الج
أو ما ٌحتاج انً اعرفاسمه ...ما أحس انف ٌ هفرقب ٌن الحالت ٌن ممكنأقوللو سمحت وممكن
أقو ل ٌا أخبس األكثر انااستخد مً ألي رجل غر ٌب عنًأقوله ٌا أخ"
ت احس هالغه جداً محترمه"
"لوسمح ِ
فت مرهقدام ً موقف
"ظا هره مو حلوةأبداً،،،ال مرره ما أحب هذا االسلوب ٌزعل ...أنا وهللاش
لل ً ٌبٌعقامقا ل ٌامحمد ،كان
كنتف ً محل كوفً شوب ش ً زي كذا جاء واحدٌشتري وٌنادي ا
نسٌته،.قام ذاك وقا التنادٌن ً ٌا محمد ٌ اخً أنا لًاسمشوف
عرب ً بس ما أدري وش كانت ج
اسم ًبالتاق موجود مكتوبعل ٌه ا سمًفزعل"
"اللوسمحت ،،ما استعمل ٌا أخأبداً الابداً،،لوسمحت"
كثراقولله ٌعن ً طال
حترمه ا
نفسالش ً ال ...ا اذ سعودي ورجال كب ٌر وكذا ٌعن ً ممكن ا
ال
ً
ً
عمرك  ...مو ٌاعمابدا ....أولش ً كلمةتنم عنتقد ٌرلشخص – ٌعن ً أنا جدا محترمتك ٌالل ً
ق دامً و ٌعن ً ٌ عنً"
فه شويقدامبنات الجمع ٌة ما أحب أنأقول االحترامالزائ د هذا
"هذاالبٌسك حقً بس ممكن اخ
فونبٌتنا جداً عسكري وجداً انو احترام
اطلعهقدم هم عشان ،،،زي صاحبت ًف ً المدرسة كانوا ٌش
دى شوي تر اها أمك ما
قولون ٌعن ً معلٌش أه
بشري ٌ ،
حتىلما أردعلى ماما عند صاحبت ً سمً ا
رفت ً ,احنا جدا فًالب ٌت ٌعن ًعرفت...أناف ً مجتمعف ً كثٌر
ٌعرفو ن أٌشالوضع ع
فكر ٌ وف ً ك ل شً و كٌف طرٌقةالترب ٌة
حترامف ًالت
ف ٌن ٌعن ً فً اال
فك ٌر ٌ ...عنً مرره احنامختل
ت
فرق احس منب ٌت
قولون تراك مرره مبالغهفا ٌ عنً مرره ٌ
حتى صدٌقات ً كث ٌر الماقوله ٌعن ً ٌ
ت حتى"
إلىب ٌ
محم هو شائع ٌعن ً مدريماف همت بس انهشوي ٌعن ً"سوري " ٌعن ً مو مو مؤدب مرره
" د
توقع"
ا
أفض ل إنًأقول أخفالنأستاذفالن ..أشوف ان هانوع من االحترام ..وأنا أحطف ٌ ها
"
لل ً ه ً
نساءنقصدف ٌ ها اون تراك أخوي خل عندك حدود ا
توقع ان ه ٌحس احترام.....حنا ك
حاجز...ا
توقعلو سمحت أكثر رسم ٌة"
حدود األخ ماتتجاوزف ٌ ها ,أخ ,اعرف حدك ...ال أ
فرق ،سعودي م الأقول أخويبنروحالمكانال الن ًتدله م ال
نس ٌةت
تفرق ،ا ٌه الج
نس ٌة
"ا ٌه الج
ن كلمة أخ مات همه م ه ً م همه عنده زي ماتكون
بقوله كذا أخوي م ال،الثان ٌ ٌنلو سمحت ...أل
كذا
تشرهعندنا كثٌر
كس ً مثال سعودي ..ال ال  ..أنا ما أحبالطرٌق ة هذي  . .ه ً من
صاحب تا
نسان ال
تشرعندنا كثٌر مع حق ٌنالتكاس ً  ..مع حق ٌنالمحالت  ..أي ا
خاصةال حالت ..فمن
رف ٌناسمه محمد..أنا ال ما أحب ها"
تع
ن كلمة أخ وأخ مات همه م ه ً م همهعنده زي
ف هومه مع األجانب أل
لو سمحت غالبا....اتوقع ه ً م
كس ً مال سعودي
ماتكونصاحب تا
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" ٌا اخ حسباللهجهالل ًناا انطق هاف ٌ ها ٌع نًبعضاالح ٌان انا اقول ٌا اخلواحد انااب ٌ ه ٌوخر ع نً انا
نفسالطرٌقهلوسمعت ها من واحدثا نً ٌكلم نً انا حسب
ممكن ادورشر ٌمكن ادور شً وبرضوا انا
تفضل انتحت امرك ..لكن ٌا اخنعم اشتبغى ارد
بتج ٌ نً ٌا اخ ممكننعم امر
لهجةالصوت اللً
نفسالنبرةالل ً جت نًف ٌ ها ٌا اخ "
عل ٌهب
"البشكلرس مً ،،توددل ٌش؟
كلنا اخوانف ًاالسالم
" ٌعتمدعلىالشخص ٌا اخ ااا مو ٌا اخبمعنى انه اخو اخو وووكلنا مسلم ٌن و
فهٌ ...ع نً
ف نً وانا ما اعر
الفت انتبا هه ال نً انا ما اعرف اسمه و هو ما ٌعر
بس ٌع نً انا ٌوم اناد ٌه ا نً
فضللكنلو سمحتبعض الناس ٌقولل ٌش انا اقولهلوسمحت ٌمكن ٌكونلهنظره او
لوسمحت هً ا
نفس ٌه غ ٌر"
بقولهله ...اذا هو اجن بً
تقبل اي شً انا
"اذا هوسواقتاكسًانا زبون عندهفالز م ٌحترم نً اك ٌد و ٌ
تقرٌبا
لجال ٌات منشرقاس ٌا
ممكن محمد ،،،محمد موباسمهلكن متعارفعل ٌه  ،،متعارفعل ٌه ا
المسلم ٌن ،،ام ا اذا كانسعودي ال مو مو من صعبلكن اكثر ما حكون حاناد ٌه ٌا اخلوسمحت"

ل اتجنب ها ،الن هنظرتهم م مم اذاناد ٌت احد ٌا اخنظرت هملك
تضاٌقون من هافاا انا احاو
اغلبالناس ٌ
ٌع نً ما احس ان ها اا ج ٌدهبسلوقلتلهلوسمحت ممكن ٌنظر لًباحترام اكثرٌ ...ا اخ تحس ا ً
ن
ان ها جا ٌ ه من واحدف ًالشارع كذا،بسلوقلتلهلو سمحت ٌدري ان ً اناشخص محترم وان اللًاب ٌه
شً ٌع نً "...
فقلت ٌا اخ كذالو ٌعرف اسمهنادىباسمهفماف ٌ ها ال
" هذي اخ ا نً ما اعرف اسمك واحتاجاسألك
احترام والف ٌ هاقلة احترامش ً طب ٌ عً ٌع نً .ااا ممكن ٌاخذ ها زي محمد مدري ٌ ...مكنلوسمحت
ف ٌها ممكن شً انااتوقعه
فضل ،،،لو سمحت ممكنتعط ٌ نًو اتخل ٌ ه ٌحترم نً اكثرف ٌ هاتلطفله وو
ا
بالضبط واحدشكله هندامه مضبوطوشكلهمضبوط الزم ان ً احاول اتأدببال الم معه ...ال
ٌج ٌ نً ...
تى عاملف ًالشارع اقولهلوسمحت"
لوسمحتالعموملو سمحت ح
فون
تقربل هم ....الجن بً اي الن ه ما ٌعر
" الجانب هنا اناد ٌهم محمد ٌ ،ا محمد ان ه هذا نوع منال
اسماء االجانبفٌقولون ٌا محمد ٌا محمد ولالسف صار محمد مرتبطبأسماء االجانب مرتبطبالنداء
تضا ٌق من محمد او من اخغالبا"
الجانب...السعودي ال اااالسعودي هوالل ً ٌ

فه أقولله ٌاأستاذ ٌا أخ
"عاديأتوقع ان ٌع نًبالعكس انا أجد انهلطا
فسها أخ ٌاأستاذفالن ٌا أخفالن
الللل االسلوبالدارج عندنا  ،المنطقالدارج عندنا انواستاذ هًن
نفساللل ....إل نً ماقلتل ه ٌا أخ ال أنا محترمه "
تىلو كان عامل هوألسلوب واحد
تى كان ٌع نً ..كلنا أخوان انشاءف ًاالسالم ح
بالعكسلو انه ح
"
فه ...أنا اعتدتعلى الحترام  ...ماٌفرق أ ٌا كان الشخص ٌ ...ا أخ
فه أو ما كنت أعر
..سواء كنت أعر
ٌ ..ا أخ ً ٌ ،ا أخوي ،لو سمحت ٌ ،الحب ٌبتعبر انك احترمتهكشخص"
"وال أناد ٌه أصال ال محمد وال غ ٌره ،لو سمحت ٌا اخوي ،لو سمحت ٌاالط ٌب أ ٌا كان محمداسم
استخد مهاول ٌش أنا
دارج عندنا ،،،اسم دارج عندنا ومن ض ٌعلهشخصقال ٌا محمد...بالعكسل ٌش
استخد مهاف ًأسال ٌب أخرى ممكن ٌكوناسم ه مو محمد ط ٌب ...أنا أناد ٌكبغ ٌر اسمك
مضطر ا نً
مك ترض ٌن"
ترض ٌن ٌ ..ع نً أنا أناد ٌكبغ ٌراس

هً
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nomad speaker
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